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ABSTRACT
Christianity was first propagated in an oae of enlightenment
and culture. Groek and Alexandrian learning dominant in the Roman
Empire. The Jewish people in Palestine and of the Dispersion
were also powerfully affected, yet serious checks were placed
upon Hellenism by Jewish excluslvoness so that Jews outside of
Palestine as well as in the Holy Land were held by the doctrines,
traditions and customs of the past. Into this world of conflict-
ing influences and tendencies Christianity came. Though it
sprang from the exclusive circle of Judaism, it found a following
among all peoples. Its missionary character made it naturally
more friendly to Hellenism. Not surprising therefore that
New Testament authors wrote in Greek. Nor is it strange that
some traces of pagan and Jewish culture are found in New
Testament books. Are the New Testaments writings, then, of a
literary or philosophical character?
Both the Fourth Gospel and the Epistle or the Hebrews seem to be
cast in mould of Alexandria philosophy, and there is a tendency
to consider them both as scholarly production of which Hebrews
represents an earlier and John a later view of Christianity teach-
ing as modified by non-Christian philosophy. According to this
view both books are dressed in something which makes them attrac-
tive to the cultured intellect. Cf. Moffatt, Introduction to Lit-
erature of New Testament, p.525ff. amd 570.
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An examination of such claim Is intrusting and important
because character and authorship of John and Hebrews are
among the chief controversial questions In the field of
New Testament research. Since the external evidence is uncertain
or conflicting, internal evidence must be sought for a solution
of these problems. Approach to this subject with an open mind
essential.
Purpose of this dissertation to develop the marked contrast In
the Greek texts of these New Testament composition and thus to
show the literary character of Hebrews, which is exceptional In
New Testament literature, and the non-llterary character of John,
which illustrates how that most of the New Testament writers ap-
peal to the lower or middle classes and not to the circles of
literary or philosophical culture.
The above purpose limits this enquiry to a study of the Greek text
In its various linguistic aspects and their bearing upon the pro-
blem. Doubtless a close and careful examination of the Vocabular-
ly, the style and philosophical parallels will contribute some-
thing to the solution of the vexing question of the authorship
of these books. But these results, as also those of a doctrinal
nature, are incidental to the main object. That both books
reveal profound religious insight may be recognized without
lessening the difference as to philosophical culture or literary
affinity.
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The treatment of the theme is timely. Recent discoveries have
added much to our knowledge of the Greek language as used in
New Testament times. The evidence comes from inscriptions and
from ostraca but chiefly from papyri.
The figment of Biblical Greek has been destroyed. Hellenistic
Greek, with but little dialectical variation, was in general use
throughout the Roman Empire and this is the Greek of the New
Testament. Fortunately, many of the papyri, recently
discovered, 8re non-literary and therefore inform us as to the
language of every day life.
The New testament writings are to be studied in the light of both
the literary and non-literary records. Illustrative instances of
Hellenistic Greek as used in John and Hebrews, some of which are
given herewith, are easily discovered and are noteworthy. Gre^t
care, however, is needed to determine which belong to the language
of culture and which belong to the speech of daily life.
The aim here is to collect evidence from the texts of John and
Hebrews, and to apply the above-named test. This evidence will
show that Hebrews is pervaded with Alexandrian modes of thought
and expression, and that this Epistle is remarkable for its class-
ical allusions and rhetorical finish. On the other hand, the
Fourth Gospel will be proven noteworthy for its simplicity of
speech, absence of classical allusions, and colloquial style.
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SUPPORTING EVIDENCE
I. As to vocabulary
b3 pages of WH text In John with only 114 words
peculiar to author.
21 pages of WH text In Hebrews but 169 peculiar to
writer.
In Hebrews:
(a) Compound verbs much more frequent In Hebrews.
In Hebrews 8 per page: in John 1.97 per page.
While compounds are frequent in papyri, the
very large number in Hebrews shows command
of large vocabulary.
(b) Sonorous derivatives a feature in Hebrews.
Rendall's list of 25 such derivatives pecul-
iar to Hebrews. These have from four to as
many as six or seven syllables. Cf . Mllli-
gan' s testimony giving contrast between this
feature of Hebrews and St. Pau^s phraseology.
(c) Classical and other literary words also num-
erous in Hebrews. westcott f s list of 22 re-
duced by new light, but still quite large.
Robertson estimated 18 words, peculiar to
Hebrews, belong to literary Koine.
(d) Medical terms, numerous in Hebrews, a sign
of culture.
1
VIn John:
(a) Simple words character istic and seme words
are repeated again and again.
Cf. G-ode^s statistics.
(b) Colloquial expressions: indeclinable TfAhpfiS
/Tpoo-roS instead of TTpoTtpoS
II. Connectives and Particles
The Literary language, classical and Hellenistic, is
remarkable for presence and skillful use of connec-
tives and other particles.
In John, connectives frequently omitted
See Chap. XV for 20 verses of discourse without con-
nectives, Cf . also the Prologue, Chap XVII (Prayer
to the Father^also Chap. XVIII (narrative of Jesus
before Pilate) and XX. 14-18, for similar frequency
of asyndeton.
Moreover, in uses comparatively few particles, K&L
Ovf
,
L^tC
,
repeated over and over again,
/fill, the most common: in Chap. XXI: 8 used 16 times in
lb lines of WH text; also used where we would expect
a disjunctive. Cf. 1.12: XVII. 11.
Excessive use of K*^ in John is not due chiefly to
influence of Hebrew idiom but may best be explained
as the customary form of non-literary Koine as Deiss-
mann and Moulton affirm.
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OV^'ifrererore", occurs 202 times andl^("in
order that", or "so that") occurs 140 times.
Plummer and Westcott wrong in eiving didactic sig-
nificance to excessive use of OVK and lr£L .
Use of #2/^' as a transitional particle due to lack
of culture, Cf. Robertson, Grammar, p.H91f.
Weakened sense of lYCL characteristic of John as
in colloquial .Hellenistic usage. Not true of Hebrews
where it appears as a strictly final particle.
Cf. Blass, Gram.p.222: also, Moulton, Proleg., 208:
Milligan New Testament Documents, p. 67.
K&d'tOS , a word condemned by the Atticists, used
in John freely.
/j/i tV, used only 8 times in Gospel but common in Hebrews.
A
Y
f
a dialectic variant for / , common in
papyri and in modern Greek, used six times in John
but not in Hebrews.
j£ loused in John three times in sense of "with"
but in classical Attic it is limited to the sense of
"including", Cf. Blass p. 132.
OlTOV
'
,
freely used by John after a definite
mention of place whereas in classical Greek it is
limited to indefinite sentences.
fFV, more frequent that €LS in John while the reverse
is true in Hebrews as in the literary Koine where
f-^J is nearly double that of
JE L S in the static sense with the accusative betrays
John 9 3 familiarity with vernacular usage.
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Cf. John XXI. 4 and John 0.18, There is a rare
instance of this in Hebrews (XI. 9),
£ used by John more often that by any other New
Testament writer, frequently appears with the
partitive genitive. Examples of this partitive
use are found in the non-literary papyri and
inscriptions. Cf. Robertson, p. 599.
VtfL
t
which is not found in Hebrews and is the rarest
preposition in the New Testament, occurs in John
II. 6 in the distributive sense, a use often
found in the non-literary papyri. Cf . MM Vocab-
ulary of New Testament, Part I. p. 20.
Hebrews in contrast with John is remarkable for the range and
variety of particles employed by the author.
Noteworthy are the following which are either pecul-
iar to Hebrews or seldom occur elsewhere in the
New Testament but may be found in good Greek authors
Snrrov, fra doicrTTe-p
/
fcal7r(-p, earrre-p
t
/<? and f/£K are comparatively common in Hebrews.
____
/
//(jl/the indefinite enclitic particle, appears
twice in Hebrews (11:6: IV:4). This a sign of
culture.
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III. Use of the Articles
Gives exactness and is a mark of refinement and skill
in Greek authors.
In John, a misplacement of article in XII:9,12.
Moulton refers to a similar example of careless Greek
in papyri, Prolegomena
, p. 84.
Absence of article more frequent in John than in
Hebrews.
Absence of with the infinitive a feature in John.
This characteristic of inscriptions and of papyri
also.
Articular infinitive occurs only 4 times in John but
23 times in Hebrews.
Care and skill of author of Hebrews in use of article
noteworthy.
Serves to Indicate a secondary and a tertiary pre-
dicate. Cf. VI. 20 amd VI. 5, VII. 24, and X.23. Cf.
Simcox, p.53f.
Use of articles with neuter singular adjective in an
abstract sense in Hebrews VI: 17, VII: 3 and VII:18#
Pronounced by Blass the most classical idiom in the
New Testament.
Idiomatic use of the article in Hebrews approaches
the practice of the classical Greek it is
0ften used instead of possessive or a demonstrative
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pronoun, as in English.
Another trace of Greek culture In Hebrews is the
sparing use of the definite article, Cf. Moffatt.
Intro, to New Testament, p. 426.
IV. Use of Pronouns
J\l/T0S in Hebrews XIII:5 corresponds to the Pythagorean
phrasing where it refers to the ^aster as speaker.
This pronoun in John not limited to the meaning,
"himself" as Abbott asserted, though this gener-
ally the case: but no instance of the Pythagorean
usage appears in John.
The frequency of pronouns in John is in accord
with vernacular usage: e.g. <?~g xxxx <re in
John 1:48; VII: 18; 1:18. But, on whole , in John
pronouns retain their distinctive force.
C /Ctrl' ^OS' as an independent pronoun a feature peculiar to
this Gospel.
(~ UoS used 36 times in John, not common in papyri and
disappearing, but owes its frequency here to
dialectical peculiarity as it survives in Pontic-
Cappadocian Greek. A hint here that Asia Minor
was the home of the author.
LSbOS , which Deissmann found in a weakened sense in
the literary Koine, is used in a strong sense
in John and Hebrews, Cf. John 1:41; V:18; Heb.
VII: 27

XDeissmann assumed that the weakened sense might
be allowed In the New Testament but Moulton
found the strong sense in the papyri and Robert-
son agrees with Moulton that the strong sense
should be assumed in most of the New Testament
instances. 7a' l<9i£and Oi l4lOL
f
for "one's land"
and "one's relations" in John, also occur in
non-literary papyri.
V. ^se of Nouns
The cases used in John indicate conformity to vern-
acular usage
(a) the parenthetical nominative, found in John
1:6, is a construction common in the non-
literary papyri.
(b) the genitive absolute whose wide expension
was a feature of the vernacular Koine is used
with elasticity in John, as Abbott observes.
The violent use of genitive absolute in Heb.
VIII:9 occurs in a quotation from the LXX
and may be due to influence of the original
Hebrew.
(c) the contracted genitive, 7Tflj£w'^shows a
trace of vernacular influence in John. In-

stances ore found in papyri. Of. Deissrnenn,
Bible Studies, p. 153.
(d) the double accusative ending, found in many
non-literary papyri appears in John.
Cf. I IpaY in John XX: 25: jUf I in
John V:36 (in some manuscripts only)
the single accusative ending in John 1:50
due largely to tendency of ignorant people
to use both endings.
(e) Use of accusative where better Greek usage
employs the genitive.
Contrast in this regard John 11:9 where accus-
ative is found and Hebrews VI: 4, 5, where there
is a nice discrimination between the accus-
ative and the genitive,
Cf. Milligan, N.T. Documents, p. 68.
(f) Use of adjectives and adverbs as substantives
(1) JTJ U>r0S , in John 1:17, the
superlative instead of comparative.
( 2 ) Kd I V d i/'cu , in John 8 : 23
,
similar use of adjectives and ad-
verbs in non-literary papyri.
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VI. Use of Verbs.
Discrimination in use of tenses of -both John and Heb-
rews as in both literary and non-literary Hellenistic
Greek.
Abbott notes th8t John more than most Greek authors
utilizes the shades of difference between the aorist
and present subjunctive.
But Robertson insists that care and discrimination
are characteristic of all Greek including modern Gk
as well as Koine.
writers vary greatly as to the forms preferred.
(a) The historical present, particularly popular in
the vernacular, predominant in John where it
occurs 162 times, giving vividness to the nar-
rative.
The historical present is not normally used in
educated conversation or in literature as nar-
rative form. Cf. Moult on, Pro., p. 121.
(b) The predilection for the perfect in Hebrews
stands out in contrast with John's preference
for the historical present.
Cf. Simcox, Writers of N. T., who enumerates 77
perfects in Hebrews.
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The perfect Is comparatively common In papyri
showing how the vernacular tends to use this
tense as a substitute for the narrative aorist:
but Hebrews sometimes uses the perfect for lit-
erary effect (cf. Tfl offatt, Int., P. 424: Burton,
Moods and Tenses, p. 42: Slmcox, W. of N. T. p. 55)
and frequently to indicate the permanence of the
scriptural record (Cf. Koulton, Pro.,p.l42f:
Robertson, Gram., p. 132) one noteworthy instance of the per-
fect with the articular infinitive occurs in Hebrews 11:3, there
being only one other instance in the New Testament. (Eph.l:18)
(c) The use of the infinitive in Hebrews is note-
worthy
articular infinitive, a sie;n of culture, used 23
times: in John 4 times.
tLS To with the infinitive, not common in the
papyri but belonging; in the main to the higher
stratum of education is found in Hebrews eight
times and in the whole New Testament only seven-
ty-two times. Cf. Robertson, Gram.
,
p. 1071
.
ToV with the infinitive, a construction which
is found only a few times in the vernacular
papyri and belongs chiefly to the language of
culture, occurs four times in Hebrews and is
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avoided by John: appears In the whole Hew Testament
only 79 times, two-thirds of which are in Luke's writ-
ings. The semi-final sense is found in Heb.XI:5,
which use £s in harmony with non-Biblical usage though
the telle force was not so easily lost as was the case
with L Y<?- in subordinate clauses. Cf. Moulton, Pro.,
p. 219.
The infinitive as a full noun capable of a dependent
genitive, inHeb.II:15 {<Si<i mrrh TOV is the only
instance of the kind in the New Testament. Moult on
cities this construction as one classical development
of the infinitive which failed to maintain itself.
Instances are rare in classical Greek.
(d) The old Attic form iCTT^ (ye know) in Heb.XH»17
shows the literary affinity of the writer. Not
more than two other instances of this old form
in the New Testament (Jas. 1:19: Eph. V : 5)
Cf. Moulton, Graii. Vol.11, part ii., p.221f:
Milligan, Selections from Papyri, p. 7.
(e) The use of the participle, so frequent in Hebrews
and so infrequent in John, furnishes a key to the
culture of the writer.
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Gildersleeve finds enough participles in the New
Testament to show that it is true Greek (a part-
iciple-loving language) and cities statistics to
show that John has the least number of genitive
absolutes in the New Testament (.3 per page).
Frequency of participles in Hebrews remarked by Sey-
farth years ago, is shown by Williams' statistics
(14 per page). Other New Testament writers as
follows: Luke, 16* per page in Gospel, and 17*-
in Acts: John has lowest number among Gospel
writers, 10* per nage, T«att. 12*-, Mark 11*-.
The periphrastic construction (participles with
ti l CUO ) found in John ten times calls for
special consideration. This construction thor-
oughly Greek; but Hellenistic has not conspicu-
ously developed its use. Cf. Moulton, Pro. p. 227.
Frequency in John may be due in part to influence
to Aramaic sources, though Moulton held that only
in the imperfect tense is there much of a case
for dependence.
Blass held that in John in most passages hi/ has
a certain independence of its own.
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The rare use of the aorist part iciple
y
. jyo/Ta.
In Heb.IIrlO is proof of the precision and ver-
satility of the writer.
Negative forms with the participle are used much
in the same way in John and Hebrews, /nti with
the participle is the usual construction as in
Koine. Hebrew has two instances of OV , and
John but one (X:12) where the negative is deci-
sive. No such demand for the stronger negative
in Heb.XIrl, though there is such a demand in Heb.
>
XI: 35 where OV' is used.
Redundant use of verbs a striking feature of the
Fourth Gospel as compared with Synoptists as well
as with Hebrews.
Arre-XPLdn Ktl tiTTey "answered and said"
occurs 34 times in John. This due not chiefly
to Hebrew peculiarity of fondness for detail or
co-ordination but to characteristic of common
conversation.
VII. Sentence Structure
Simple, short sentences characteristic of John: com-
plex and compound sentences common in Hebrews.
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Occasional long sentence in John loosely joined.
,> nn coluthon also rather frequent in John, the subject
of the sentence being repeated in the form of a super-
fluous pronoun.
Long and carefully articulated sentences in Hebrews
numerous. Time and effort required for such literary
construction. No sentences badly broken as is the
case in John 1:15,. 4:1-3, 10:12,13. Grammat ical
relationships not severed as in John 17:2.
VIII. Rhetorical Form and Finish
Aim here to discover whether there has been conscious
effort at fine writing. Familiarity with Oriental religious im
agery and flashes of religious insight may appear with out the
author showing special familiarity with the technique of the
rhetorician. This true in John. Poetic phrasing due probably
to influence of Hebrew parallelism. But effort to put Prologue
into poetic form is far-fetched. Discourses, also, not the
product of a literary artist. Instances of rhythmical phrasing
appear in Fourth Gospel but are exceptional in character,
e.g., Jn. 3:31,
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Jn.V:14,
ftyinS 'Y&Y<jMS %jUtjt^ fl>'/pTar£ f
ttn Z^po/ cro'i tl jrfv'oTtC.
The frequent use of antitheses is the one noteworthy feature
of John which is a literary characteristic.
Concerning Hebrews, generally admitted that author is a lit-
erary artist. The following features are prominent:
(1) The choice of ..ords is that of a rhetorician,
(a) Striking Expressions
Vivid word pictures common such as word of God
a sword, hope an anchor etc. Verbs contain
such pictures: TTtxpapvco/JC-r (ii:i) •
(lYatrravpoifTas (vi:6) ; de^Tpi -
Sd^eyOL (X:33;
(b) Play on words
Averages in this respect with Discourses of
Epictetus Cf.the following examples: 1:1;
11:8; V:14; VII
:
?
, 19 , 22ff ; VIII: 7, 8; IX: 28:
XII I: 14.
(c) Oratorical Imperatives
e.g.,
.
t-arxvo ritraTt- (imi>; jfrAt-TTe-Te
(111:12); &r UJ peT 7^6- (VII:4);
U Y(K X oy L<ru<rdt xii:3| j Jj/l &-rre-^rc-
(XIII:25)
.
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(d) Rhetorical questions
Several in opening chapter introducing quote-
tions from O.T.
See also 11:3, ITU'S M*Ts U 0t l> Hp' <r *t ;
III : 16, 17, 18
?
three questions in succession:
IX:14 : and 11:32, the most effective of all.
(e) Skill in use of adverbs
Adverbs ending in -UJS a feature of literary
Koine. See JTOX l/ftt-pwj /Cfi TTOJiVTp afrouS
(1:1): TT6- P LCTCroT-e P OU S (11:1):
Trap* rrX'^iouj (ii:i4); £ /cover l cus
(X:26): TTt p i (T<^ TfrpcuS \( Tft )£ct0}S in
XIII: 19.
(f) The editorial "We", or literary plural
Literary plural found in non-literary Koine
but is skillfully used in Hebrews. Cf. VI:9,11:
XIII: 18.
Instances in Jn.I: 14, 15: XXI: 24 are cases where
others are associated with the writer.
(2) Evidence of plan in composition of both John and Heb.
That in John not of an Oratorical character.
After introduction, author arranges his narratives
to show by succession of signs or miracles that
Jesus is the Christ. A certain climax is reached

XX
in the story of the raising of Lazarus.
But Hebrews reads like an oration fittingly called
t*
by author, a word of exhortation.
Pathos in chap. V. and eloquence in Chaps. XI. 5c XII.
(3)Rhyttim pronounced in Hebrews, hut occasional in John.
Hiatus in its harsher forms avoided in Hebrews as
Rlass claimed; but no elaborate system of rhythm there
as Blass contended.
Beginnings and endings of sentences, however, pro-
bably studied in the Schools.
IX. Old Testament Quotations
Both John and Hebrews give evidence of familiarity with
the LXX. Inquiry here as to extent and exactness of their
quotations from the same.
In John exact correspondence with LXX difficult to
find. In some instances the quotations are pro-
bably from the Hebrew text or a Targum. Perhaps a
catena of Messianic quotations compiled by differ-
ent hands was used. Possibly in quoting, exactness
was not deemed a matter of vital importance as it
would be by a man of literary culture.
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In Hebrews 0. T. passages are quoted more fre-
quently than by any N.T. author and uniformly
from the LXX with scholarly care and exactness.
Occasionally the author argues from expressions
not In the Hebrew original.
I^accabaean heroes are included in list of heroes
(Chap. XI)
.
The indefinite form of introducing the quotations
and of making God the speaker is a characteristic
which Hebrews shares with Philo and other Alexan-
drian writers. This is in striking contrast with
the form vised by other N.T. writers and is a rrark
of culture.
Philonic and other Philosophical Parallels
Abstract, philosophical terms found in both John and Hebrews.
This not surprising as Ephesus was a cross roads for philos-
ophy as well as for commerce.
The question therefore is whether such terms as occur in Jn
terms which the writer might have picked up on the street or
whether John as well as He^re.s betrays philosophical culture.
) are not
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This is at the present time one of the most controverted
questions among N. T. scholars. Our inquiry from the stand-
point of language is timely and vital.
In Hebrews, the linguistic evidence is ample and convincing
as to the author's philosophical culture.
Philo the conspicuous instance of the influence of Ork philos-
ophy on the Jews of the Diaspora.
Numerous Philonic parallels in Heb. have been collected and
set forth by Menegoz, Pfleiderer, von S)den and Holtzmann
These include numerous verbal resemblances, resemblances of
style, and similarity of method in interpretation which
Milligan is forced to admit prove a common scholastic element
in both, though Drummond will not admit conscious borrowing.
Noteworthy among the expressions which are peculiar to
Hebrews in the N. T. and are found in Philo are the following
a n: V KG <r/J*~ {1^ 9 a favorite word with
Philo; tvPj^rn'p nhi Tpa£nA^«J
/de-ruio /u< 0ew (52 } Snfiiotspyos ( i 10 )
used of God; Z-'n-ps t> ^ ,^ lnt-*.
. e/re-r (2io ) used of rj0d 8S in
Philo. (Leg. Alleg. p. 48)
Certain titles given to Christ the same as Philo gave to the
Logos
:
ftp OUT/TO yf OJ (i6 ) answering to TTp^<T-
/3 1/ re pes vies, ^ rrpouToyom in Phiio:
Qc-os d9 )
, ap jciep fy~r CIri -J
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The style of writing and the mode of reasoning in Heb. are sim-
ilar to that of Philo
Departu) e from the historical sense of a Scriptural passage
e. g. In chap. IV, discussion o:" rest for the people of God.
Argu ent based on the silence of Scripture
e. g. In chap. VII, argument concerning- T elchizedek
Contrast betv;een earthly shadows and heavenly realities.
Cf. Chap. 9:23ff.
Undeniable prolixity of the writing.
In John, the opening sentence introduces a philosophical
term, frequent in Philo and this idea of the Ko/0~ , notwith-
standing; Harnack's contention to the contrary seems organic to
the book and determinative of the whole treatise.
The exalted conception of the Christ which is in contrast to
the portrait in the Synoptic Gospels finds expression in language
and ideas akin to those of Philo in his doctrine of the Logos.
The logba in both John and Philo is omniscient, called a
& IQ <7 C~ ft J and identified with bread or manna.
Christ's words in Jn.V:17, "My Father worketh hitherto and
I work", is paralleled by Philds doctrine of Gods ceaseless
activity: and the saying in Jn. V:19, "The Son can do
nothing of himself but only what he sees the Father do" has
almost a linguistic equivalent in Philo, Conf. linsu.14.
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Yet the resemblances nay be due not to a first-hand acquaint-
ance with ^hilo's works but rather to natural coincidence
or the common use of the language of the day in religious
discussion.
This conclusion is supported by the fundamental differences
between John and Philo in the following respects:
(a) doctrinal point of view
Jn's Logos is personal, Philo 's Logos is vague but
chiefly impersonal
The view that the Logos became flesh is entirely for-
eign to Philo 1 s way of thinking.
(b) in vocabulary and style
The abstract terms in Jn are quite simple: those in
Philo longer and more technical. AhfiiOl/pyc'&r&VpouThjitos
absent from John.
Vocabulary in general different and the absence of
Philonic "catch words" is remarkable.
Contrast in style is still greater
e.g. compare the prologue of Jn with the section
concerning the Creation taken from Philonis Judaei
de Opificio Mundi Secundum Mousesn Liber, T<?"nI.P ?,
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In this section the worcf, f\ J L , occurs only four
times and the resultant subordination of clauses
is strikingly different from Jn's paretactic style
Even the translation by Younpr shows a cr-eat con-
trast to the English version of John.
The new light on the N.T. Gk. helps us here also for it em-
phasizes the vernacular character of the Prologue. It Is highly
significant that here in the most strictly philosophical part of
the Fourth Gospel the author writes not in the language of the
schools but in that of daily life. Note the following:
(a) The paratactic style
(b) The extraordinary absence of connectives
In the entire 18 verses only two connectives at com-
mencement of sentences.
(c) The use of cases
The parenthetical nominative (1:6) and the moninative
in opposition (1:18). Such moninatives common in the
non-literary papyri.
/Cd L> is used 16 times in the Prologue
(d) The use of the vivid historical present
e.g. ICtfcp a , in vs. 15.
(e) The superlative, TTpCoTOS jU0V , in place of the com-
parative in vs. lb.
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(f) The use of IS^A. , a pronoun without the noun expressed
(vs. 1)
The same thing occurs in the papyri where the term is
one of endearment.
(g) The indeclinable, fT/L^pflS (vs. 14) as 'n the papyri
(h) The use of $ IS with idea of motion excluded, vs. 18.
(i) Badly broken sentence and tautology in vs. 15.
These numerous earmarks of the common Koine ought to arrest
the attention of every N. T- 3k scholar and prevent him from con-
sidering the Fourth Gospel as anything else than a non-literary,
non-philosophical document. The loner discourses of Jesus exhibit
also characteristics of the common Koine.
Logos was a term used by Plato and the Stoics, was found %ke-
Jewish Tar gums 'Where occurs Femra (Logos or Word), and was one of
the widely used names of Gnostic aeons or potencies. It ?/as gen-
erally known and used then as the term, evolution, is in our
country today.
"Odes of Solomon" show Jewish command of such abstracts as
life, light, truth, knowledge, and immortality. One of the
latest theories is that an Aramaic original underlies the present
Gk. Gospel.
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The deep things In John may just as well be explained by
author's intimate acquaintance with the teachings of the greatest
of all Masters and by the ripening experience of devout disciple
whose mind had both a mystical and philosophical bent. One need
not have the training of the schools in order to reason profound-
ly on great questions; e. g. Abraham Lincoln, and Shakespeare.
The Hermetic writings show that abstract terms in John were
widely used.
Logos applied to Thoth-Hermes . Life and light also frequent-
ly occur.
Palestinian elements in John shown by Burney; Aramaic orig-
inal advocated.
Fourth Gospel, cannot therefore, be thoroughly Philonic
or Alexandrian.
TO
Conclusion as Character of the Books.
John and Hebrews decidedly different
New light enables us to speak with assurance.
Fourth Gospel lacks signs of technical culture.
The language shows that it belongs to the common Koine.
Comparative correct Greek in John misleading. Syntax and
rhetoric poor and faulty.
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Possibility of dictation supported by Canon Curator! and
Prologue of Codex Tolitanus. This may account for Grammat-
ical correctness.
General Background and Historical Setting
Archaeological evidence adds to our knowledge of the environment
of N. T . writers.
Every day life now known.
Traditional picture of ancient world as rotten to core
corrected
.
New literature upon the sub.iect multiplying.
Powerful trend toward unity in philosophical, social, and econ-
omic as well as religious and political life.
Philosophy took a practical turn. Toilers and tradesman form
guilds which broke down social distinctions. Rise of Freed-
man class, followed by gains in popular education.
Professional rhetoricians, orators and peripatetic philos-
ophers do university extension work.
Christianity came and promoted the practical, democratic develop-
ment of the times.
The Christian message was adapted to the Hellenistic world.
The fourth Gospel adapted to Greek inquirers.
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The term, X YJ-> » needed no explanatory phrase. As ao-ainst
Gnosticism, a real incarnation taught. Logos became flesh.
Narrative told In simple words for the common people.
Christianity not confined to masses.
Some "wise after the flesh", soma noble called.
The number of cultured converts was increasing. The writer
belongs to the class of Apollos who need eloquent words.
Anonymous character of the book probably has special signifi-
cance. Author may not have been a woman as Harnack supposed;
more can be said for the view that an ex-slave was the writer.
Slaves often superior to masters in culture
Reference itt Hebrews to bondage rather frequent and suggests
a reflection from author's own experience.
Relation of Epistle to Rome a special consideration.
The Italian salutation shown by new light was from those born
in Italy. Rome may have been the place of origin instead of the
destination.
Written by man of culture.
Hebrews illustrates how Christianity was making its appeal
to persons of culture by means of the arts of rhetoric and
oratory.

DISSERTATION:
The Literary and Philosophical background
of
the Fourth Gospel and Hebrews,
A Contrast Based on the
New Light on Hellenistic Greek.

The Problem Stated -
Greek Culture In the first Century A. D.
The first century of the Christian era wns one of en-
lightenment and culture. Roman law dominated the world and
Greek learning dominated Rome. Roman routes and roads pro-
vided the means, and the Greek language and literature be-
came the medium of communication. Hence, generally speaking,
the people were of one government and one language.-" "In the
first centuries of our era Greek covered a far larger pro-
portion of the civilized world than even English does today".
Even the exclusiveness of the Jewish race proved to be no
barrier to the spread of Gentile learning. The conquests
of Alexander the Great in Syria and Egypt had prepared the
way for the introduction of Hellenic ideas and, when Christ
came, Greek was spoken by many Jews in Palestine and Greek
culture was important and influential among the Jews in Alex-
andria. Jewish scholars are among the first to bear witness
to these facts. The testimony of Carl Siegfried in the Jewish
Encyclopedia shows how great and how general were the changes
wrought by Hellenism among people of Hebrew Extract ion. *#
*Cf. Moulton, Gram. N. T. Gk., Vol I, p. 5.
i\% "Except in Egypt, Hellenic influence was nowhere so strong as
on the Eastern shore of the Mediterranean. XXXX It was expec-
ially in Eastern Palestine that Hellenism took a firm hold and
the cities of Decapolis were the centers of Greek influence.
The cities in Western Palestine were not excepted.XXXX The names
of places were Hellenized: "Rabbath-Ammon ' to' Philadelphia 1 ; ! Ar-
rnoab' to 'Ariopolis'; 'Akko' to Ptolemais'. The same occured
with personal names: 'Honi' became * Menelaus
' ; 'Joshua* became
'Jason 1 or 'Jesus'
.

sIn Palestine all classes of Jewish society were affected, Greek
names being given to persons as well as to places. According-
ly, when the Messiah was born in Bethlehem he was called 'Jesus \
the Hellenic form of the Hebrew name, 'Joshua'. In Egypt, at
Alexandria, Hebrew scholars became more Hellenistic than Jewish
so that the septuagint supplanted the Hebrew Bible and the
Scriptures were read publicly in the Greek translation instead
of the Hebrew original. In Rome the presence of slaver* and
freedman, Greeks and Greek speaking, from all shores of the Fed-
Ltterranean leavened most all classes of society with Hellenism
so that the Jews there availed themselves of advantage of using
the language which was most generally understood where there was
such a mixture of races. How strong this Hellenizin*^ tendency
was among them is indicated by the fact that two-thirds of the
first-century Jewish inscriptions found at Rome are in Greek.
*
The checks placed on Hellenism by Jewish exclusiveness
were sufficient, however, to prevent Greek thought from modi-
fying to any appreciable degree Jewish doctrines and customs.
The Alexandrian school was an exception to the general rule and
Philo is the single conspicuous surviving instance of the dom-
ination of Greek thought over Jewish scholarship.
Footnote continued, from p.l.
"The Hellenic influence pervaded everything and even in the
very strongholds of Judaism it modified the organization of
the state, the laws and public affairs, art, science and indus-
try, affecting even the ordinary affairs of life and the com-
mon associations of the people. xxxx The Hellenists were not
confined to the aristocratic class, but were found in all strata
Of Jewish society. xxxx The Jews were thus sharers in a world-cux-
ture if not in a world Empire.xxx It was, however, in Alexandria
that Jewish Hellenism reached its greatest development. Here fr
freed from the National bonds which held it firmly to tradition
in Palestine, Hellenistic Judaism became more Hellenistic then
Jewish."
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The jews clung tenaciously to their peculiar religious
customs and teachings In whatever part of the Roman Empire they
mlrrht chance to make their home. Consequently, the Jew was
recognized as such, even more so then than now, the world over.
As P. B. Jevons has said, "The Jews of the dispersion were
rendered by their tribal exclus iveness incapable of absorbing
more than the merest modicum of Hellenic culture". E. Swarzfeld
says: "The commingling of the Jewish religious teachings with
the Spirit of Hellenism nowhere went so far as in that city,
(Alexandria): though here, as elsewhere, the Jews remained true,
in all essentials to the religion of their forefathers", xxxx
Philo himself affords proof that even those who most favored the
allegorical interpretation still kept to the letter of the Scrip-
ture ('De Migratione /\brahami 1 16: ed. T.langey i. 450). A cer-
tain laxity may have indeed obtained in some quarters: but in
its essential points the law was everywhere observed by the
Hellenizing Jews as long as they remained withinthe pale of the
Synagogue
.
+
In Palestine, of course, the Jews were still more strongly
held by the traditions and customs of the past. True as it was
that "the language of Hellenism", the language of culture, of
commerce, of government, "surrounded Aramaic on all sides" and
that "wherever any special advantage is to be sained by the
knowledge of another tongue the Jew has never allowed it to be
lost,
"
++yet the use of the Greek language as well as the accept-
Footnote continued from p. 2.
*-Cf. Encyclopedia Brittanica( 1910) , art. on Hellenism by
E. R . Bevan, p. 239.
-::*-Art. on Hellenism and Christianity, - Harvard Theol. Rev., 1908
P. ,181. ,
4+ < over)
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ance of Greek thought or customs was sooner or later to meet
with disfavor. Reaction followed the liberalizing influences
as was the case, for instance, in the use of the Greek Scriptures.
The LXX was placed under the ban and after the w& with Titus
no Jew in Palestine wos "allowed to permit his son to study-
Greek"
Into this world of conflicting influences and tendencies
Christianity came. It sprang from the exclusive circle of
Judaism: yet it sought to remove race distinctions and to find
a following among all peoples. Its missionary character made
it naturally more friendly to Hellenism: for a leader like
St. Paul would readily become, as far as consisteniwith Christ-
ian principles, a Greek in order that he might gain the Greek,
just as to the Jew he would be a Jew to gain the Jew. It is
not surprising, therefore, that the preservation of the Sep-
tuagint is due to the Christian Church, ' that New Testament
writers employed Greek, the international language of their
time, instead of the local Aramaic, and that traces of Greek
as well as of Jewish culture are found in New Testament writings.
Footnote continued from p. 3.
+ Cf. Jewish Encyclopedia, Vol. 1. p. 364, Art. on Alexandria.
+^Art 4 on modern Methods in N.T. Theology, Harvard Theol. Rev.,
1909 p. 453.
*-*-*-Cf. C. Siegfried, Art. on Hellenism in Jewish Encyclopedia,
Vol. vl. p. 337.
*9ol. Cvl? ip?f3
,
37*d ' Art * on Hell9nism in Jewish Emcyclopedia
,

An interesting and important question, therefore, arises:
Were any of the New Testament authors profoundly influenced by
the non-Christian learning of their day? If so, what ones of
the New Testament books ere consequently of a marked literary
or philosophical character?
The Epistle to the Hebrews and the Fourth Gospel are the
New Testament writings apparently most effected by Greek and Al-
exandrian thought. The introduction to Hebrews abounds in state-
ments which are labored, polished, 8nd profound, so that the query
at once arises, have we not here a literary or philosophical
production? Also, the Prologue to the Fourth Gospel arrests
attention by its abstract statements, expecially by the fact
that its doctrine of the Logos, as there set forth, seems to be
closely allied to the philosophy of the ancient Hellenic world.
That some readers should, therefore, consider both John and
Hebrews to be profoundly affected by the prevailing culture of
their time is easily understood. Nor need we be surprised that
after careful and protracted study some distinguished scholars
have recently expressed the opinion that both books are
scholarly productions in which the author of Hebrews gives an
earlier, and the author of the Fourth Gospel a later, view of
Christian teaching as modified by non-Christian philosophy.
This is the view presented in a recent Introduction to the
Literature of the New Testament. The author contends that Hebrew
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with its traces of Greek rhetorical prose and its Alexandrian
expressions "represents a less developed stage in the appli-
cation of Alexandrian Judaism to Christianity than the Fourth
•55-
Gospel". So he says: "In view of writings like Hebrews, the
writings of Luke, xxx and above all the Fourth Gospel, it is
incorrect to describe the religion of Jesus, in its initial
approach to the ancient world, 'as dressed in nothing that made
it attractive to the cultured intellect. 1 "Concerning the Fourth
Gospel he adds that "the author, in translating the Gospel of
Jesus xxx for some wider circles which were susceptible to
Hellenic influences ' shows himself a master not only in his
selection of the macter he had to convey, but in his grasp of the
language in which he had to reproduce his beliefs.""*' In accord-
ance with this position the writer asserts that the prologue of
the Fourth Gospel is "erganic to the book.
"*"""*'
An examination of such claims as the above is the more in-
teresting and important because the character and authorship of
Hebrews as well as of the Fourth Gospel have been, for a long
time, among the chief controversial questions in the field of
New Testament research. The uncertainty as to date, destination
and authorship of Hebrews offers opportunity for much speculation,
while the doctrinal and introspective character of John has been
contrasted, from the standpoint of Scriptural authority, to its
v-Cf. Moffatt, Introduction to the Litt. of ILf , p. 427.
## Ibid, p. 570.
Ibid, p. 525.
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disadvantage with the more simple narratives of the Synoptic
Gospels. External evidence as to both of these New Testament
writings being of uncertain or conflicting nature, criticism
naturally turns, sooner or later, to the character of the books
themselves. Since internal evidence has been drawn upon to
furnish the grounds for questionings and for controversy, it is
to internal evidence we must go for a solution of the problem.
We should be guided chiefly, therefore, by a more careful and
critical examination of the Hew Testament texts." Concerning
one phase of such research work, Deissmann says: "There is great
need for critical studies of the style of separate books of the
New Testament."
Without making such investigation, it is easy to make
retort, one way or the other, of a disparaging character con-
cerning any man's view, judgment being based upon one's genersl
theological position whether conservative or liberal. Cheyne,
for example, who was impatient with conservative opinion allow-
ed himself to say, "Apologetic considerations are brought in to
limit our freedom." "The Fourth Gospel must be the work of the
Apostle John, and must in the main be historical, because the
inherited orthodoxy requires it". In reply to this Sanday
asked whether Cheyne really thought that the only reason for
holding such views and added, "ifyiope this attitude is at least
*Cf. Philol. of Gk. Bible, The Expositor, Vol. 5 (1908) p. 74.
*-*Expo£;itory Times, Art. by Alfred Plummer on "Sanday and His
Work", Feb., 1921.
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as consistent with an earnest pursuit of truth as that which
appears to assume that orthodox or traditional opinions are always
wrong." Our approach to the subject is with an open mind, desir-
ing only to let the Greek texts say what thoy will regardless of
their bearing upon preconceived notions or previously expressed
opinions. The data collected in this investigation may not deter-
mine anything definite as to the names of those who wrote Hebrews
or John: but the facts presented will, we trust, give a better un-
derstanding of the historical setting of these Biblical books
t
which of course will have an important bearing upon the question
of authorship.
The New Light.
The flood of new light which has recently been brought
to bear upon the character of New Testament Greek has come to
some extent from inscriptions and from ostraca, but for the most
part from papyri. The principal discoveries of papyri are of
recent date, and within the past seventy-five years there has
come to light practically all that we know of Greek paleography
prior to the fifth century A. D. About the middle of the nine-
teenth century Egypt began to yield her treasures of Greek doc-
uments and, since that time, as F. G. Kenyon authoritatively says,
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"a province of nearly a thousand years" hes been ndded " to the
domain of the paleographer". Vie now have "an almost uninterrup-
i #
ted series of dated documents from B. C. 270 to A. D. 680".
Since that testimony was penned by Kenyon (in 1899) fresh dis-
coveries have been adding more and more to the wealth of our
knowledge concerning Hellenistic Greek. The remarkable thing
about the papyri which have been recently discovered is that they
are mostly of an non-literary charac ter' and that they show that
writing was then an art known to men in the common walks of
life as well as by the professional scribes. These non-lit-
erary materials are written in decidedly different hands from
those of a literary character and the dates are not difficult to
determine, "a non-literary document must be written in a
strange hand indeed if the doubts as to its period range over a
hundred years while those which are written in anything like the
hand of trained clerk can generally be placed approximately with-
in the generation." ' *"
*-F. G. Kenyon, Paleography of Greek Papyri, p. 7.
** "Only about 600 of the papyri now available are of a literary
character whereas the non- literary papyri are numbered by the
tens of thousands". Cf. Geo. Milligan Selections from Gk. Papyri
p. xxv f; also, Milligan, "Here and there among the Papyri, p. 18 f£
*-**Deissmann, Light from the Ancient East, p. 29. "They include les:-
al documents of all kinds: leases, bills and receipts, marriage
contracts, bills of divorce, wills, decrees issued by authority,
denunciations, suings for the punishment of wrong doers, minutes
of judicial proceedings, tax papers in great numbers. Then there
are letters and notes, schoolboys' exercise books, magical texts,
horoscopes, diaries, etc. xxx /ll the chequered history of Hell-
enized and Romanized Egypt in that thousand years passes before
our eyes on those tattered sheets".
**** Kenyon, Pal. of Gk. Papyri, p. 11.
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A casual glance at a page in a collection of non-literary
documents - the Berlin Papyri - led to the epoch-making work of
Adolph Delssmonn. He noticed at once the resemblance of this
colloquial ^reek to the language of the New Testament. Careful
examination convinced him that the two are one, and that, there-
fore, the language of the New Testament writings Is the language
of dally life. The publication of his Bible studies In 1895,
a work revised and translated into English, marked the begin-
ning of a new era in the field of New Testament Greek scholar-
ship. Collections of inscriptions which had previously been
overlooked by students of the New Testament were drawn upon for
their additional light, and ostraca (broken pieces of pottery
used as writing material by the poorer classes) were also con-
sidered at their almost priceless value. In this new field
of investigation the philologist, Albert Thumb, and the gram-
marian, James Hope Moulton, distinguished themselves by contri-
butions resulting from an examination of both modern end ancient
Greek, which confirmed the conclusions of Deissmann and establish-
ed beyond reasonable doubt the fact that the contemporary Koine
and the so called Biblical Greek were practically +he same, there
being little dialectical variation throughout the Roman Empire.
Even Fredrich Blass, who in the first edition of his grammar re-
ferred to New Testament Greek as "a special idiom, following its
own laws" came around in the revised edition to the more tenable
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positlon that "the language employed in the New Testament is on
the whole such as was spoken in the lower circles of society"
and that it shows "an intermediate stage on the road from ancient
to modern Greek." New Testament scholars have, therefore, quite
generally conceded that the figment of Biblical Greek has been
destroyed; for, as Thumb has said, "The study of the Koine ever
more unmistakably shows the Hellenistic character of the lan-
guage of the Bible." Consequently there was need of new lexicons
and grammars based upon the new light. Grammars by Moulton and
Robertson, The Vocabulary of the Greek Testament by Moulton and
Milligan 7and other works in process of preparation or publication
are certain of a warm welcome from students of the language In
which the New Testament was written.
The results of recent researches make it necessary to give
up the old forms of classification. The slight evidence of dia-
lectical variation scarcely justify the use of the terms, Alex-
andrian, Macedonian, Asiatic or biblical Greek. The only class-
ification worth while is made on the basis of learning and cul-
ture. There was a literary Koine and a vernacular, or colloquial,
Koine with common characteristics for all Greek-speaking people.
H. a» Kennedy, Sources of New Testament Greek (Edinburgh 1895 ) t
estimated that about 550 New Testament words are "Biblical".
Deissmann commenting on this said that in 1908 Kennedy was no
longer prepared to insist upon his figures. Deissmann' s own
*Blass, Grammar of N. T. Greek, 1905, p. 1.
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opinion was "that in the whole New Testament vocabulary of near-
ly 5,000 words not many more than 50 - fewer than that more
likely - will prove to be "Christian' or 'Biblical' Greek words"/'
As respects the presence of Semitic elements Delssmann says: "The
Hebraisms in the New Testament are not frequent enough to chance
the whole character of the book; they are only the birth-marks,
showing us that this Greek Rook for the people originated in the
eternal East". **
The New Testament books should be compared with both the
literary and the non-literary records. Because this has not been
done most of the New Testament commentaries are to that extent
out of date, and the Revised Version itself, in certain places
at least, need revision.""' Speaking of the work of the future,
Deissmann declares that "the literary study of the ancient world
will be promoted by working out more precisely what is literary
and what is non-literary on the bases of the new texts." This
brings us again to our specific task.
*-Light from the Ancient East. p. 73.
*-*New Light on the New Testament, p. 46.
#**Cf. Moult on, Grammar of N. T. Greek, Vol. 1. p. 20.
"We must give up some grammatical scruples which figure
largely in great commentators like Westcott and colour many pass-
ages in the RV." This illustration showing that the Revised Ver-
sion is open to question or now out-of-date is furnished by A ,Moulton in Cambridge Biblical
(
Essays (p. 498 f.) as follows: "JloytdS
in Acts XVIII: 24 is "eloquent" in the A.V. (following the Vulgate),
"learned" in R.V., according to the prevailing sense in classical
writers. But there is a pa^e of T obeck's Phrynichus (p. 198),
which would have probably give peaise to the majority that carried
the change, had they lived under the new dispensation. Phrynichus
says: "The ancients do not use Aofios as the multitude do, of the
man who is skilful and lofty in speech, but of one who can expound
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John and Hebrews are to be studied in the light of the lit-
erary and the non-literary Koine. In this investigation we may
avail ourselves of knowledge derived from recent researches and
discoveries.
Instances of Hellenistic Greek in the Fourth Gospel and
in the Epistle to the Hebrews are comparatively easy to find.
/\jA(tp V'Uf / "to sin", a verb common to both books (Cf. Jn.V.14,
VIII. 11, IX. 2,3: Heb. III. 17 and X. 26) and which readily might
be considered "sacred" or "Biblical", has been found in a number
of papyri as also on an inscription. ]roulton, who cives the exact
citations makes this comment: "The word is noted by Grimm as
occurring 'very seldom in Greek writers': he quotes Aristotle and
Plutarch. These (papyri), however, and the inscription, suffi-
ciently demonstrate the 'profane' use of the term".*"" The non-
Christian usage of such supposedly Biblical terms as (TCO / Op
TVV fc6<T/>(0Vt "Saviour of the World" (Jn. IV. 42) K61 9aplC^
"to purify" (Heb. IX. 14 )*""'rvr^ "love" (common in John), and
A& Ol/p y L fcOS ("Employed in ministering", (Heb. I.
14 )*"*"*"*" is now proven by the new evidence at our command.
Footnote cont inued^rom p. 12;
"as an expert the native customs in each several nation". Lobeck's
note contains a number of passages from Hellenistic writers in
which eloquence is clearly intended, xxx Lobeck's authors were
lapsing into the colloquial form from which Luke was not tempted
to stray." Cf s Goodspeei . American Translation, " an eloquent man."
Cf. Moffatt, New Translation, " a man of culture".
^Lexical Notes, The Expositor, Vol. 5 ( 1908) ,p. 180f
.
*-;:-Deissmann, Light from the Ancient East. P. 369.
-;H:-*Deissmann, Bible Studies, p. 216 f.
-x-'jHr^Deissmann, Bible Studies, p. 141.

How that the new light helps us to understand the New Tes-
tament records better may be illustrated by the significance of
Ypa/LfJLta. (JN. VII. 15 ) and SiadhKn (Heb. IX. 16,17).
The former word was commonly used to mean the rudiments of
learning and the enemies of Jesus must, therefore, be understood
as classing Him with those who can not so much as read and write.
The latter word, &L Ct&/ifc't~l
t
was used in business affairs in the
sense of "a will" and need not therefore refer to "a covenant",
as was formerly the opinion of New Testament Scholars."
Again the Hellenistic use of the preposition, ofTTO , is
discoverable in both John and Hebrews, and may serve as an aid in
tracing the origin of the latter anonymous Epistle. The phrase
Footnote
.
# - Cf. Milligan and Moulton, The Expositor, Vol. 6, 1908, p. 383:
"In view of John VII. 15 it must be remarked that there are
hundreds of papyri where some one states that he writes on be-
half of the person concerned, who is illiterate .xxx The exceed-
ing commonness of this phraseology which never means anything
than inability to write, forces us to recognize it in John VII. 15
and Acts IV. 13. With the biting scorn of the superior person,
these learned fools affect to regard Jesus and His disciples as
'Illiterates'".
* - Cf. Geo. Milligan, The N.T . Documents, p. 75, as follows: "To
turn to a much discussed passage, though I tried elsewhere, a
number of years ago, to defend the translation of Sia &yf/c/i by
'covenant* in Heb. IX. 16, 17, I now recognize that it is impossible
any longer to confine the word to that sense. Its regulsr use for
'will' in the ordinary documents of the day makes it practically
certain that it would be so understood by the first readers of
the Epistle, and that it is only by admitting a play on the word
that the meaning of 'covenant' can be imported into the passage
at all" xxx xxx "in the same way if we take account ,of con-
temporary usage, it seems practically certain xxx that APK^/aS
both in the Book of the Acts of the Apostles (III. 15, V. 31) and
in the Epistle to the Hebrews, (II. 10, XII. 2) is best under-
stood as 'author' , or vf ounder', rather than 'leader'".
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8^A# TTeYT-e- (jn. XVII. 18 ), is a later Greek form which takes
the place of uts cr^a Slot's S&ica rre-rre- aird tcv/ ^lepocro^^
In the text of Heb. XIII. 24, the phrase, Ol& B~0 T/j S JTaJ-laS
("they of Italy, A. V.,R. V. ) should be translated, they in Italy
to correspond with the usage on the ostracon from Thebes when the
phrase, 1/ , means "at Phmau"."
'
Turning; from vocabulary and syntax to style, attention is
arrested by the striking; similarity of the solemn use of the
first person singular in the sayings of Jesus, as recorded in the
Fourth Gospel, to that of the first person singular as found in
the Inscriptions. The Nysa inscription, furnished by Diodorus of
Sicily (27 B.C. ) and published by Deissmann" shows a remarkable
similarity to the style found in John X. 7-14:
* - Cf. Dods, Expositor's Greek Testament, Vol. I., p.798:also,
Moult on, Gram Vol. I., Prolegomena p. 237.
- Cf. Deissmann, Light from Ancient East, p. 186.
*** - Cf . Deissmann, Light from Ancient East. p. 134 ff.
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*Eyu> 1<t'ls eifti n' J3*<rL'Xi<r<rcc nj am lslBt the queen of everj
TTacr^s Xi^pas // rr*iS«,0f<r* land> t8U^ht by Herme8f and
,
'
y , ,
whatsoever things I hove ordain-
»
— »/-'// r ^ ed, no one is able to loose
TaTOlf Jfpbroi/ Oeo* Ol/yaT^P them - 1 8m tho eld9st daughter
77~P£(T/JvPaT/]. '£yu>£l//i yi/y/) of Cronos, the youngest cod. I
tat a<SeA06 '0<rlpiSos /3a(Ti- em wlfe and sister of Kln* 0sir -
A-t-COS
. f^ycu /7 7f~p60T~fi is. I am the first that devised
/Cap/Tor d'rdpuffra S fl/p0V(T6L fruit for men. I am the mother
EV^> tltfL /S/?TOP ifLpOlS TOtf of Horus the King. I am she
/3a<rLltU)S
.
'Eyoo fl/SL, // Tuf that riseth in the dog-star.
Q(TTPHJ TtO ei/ TCO ATU/i &frlT/jL- For me was the city of Bubastis
A.Ol/(TOL. E j/Ol BoujffarTM ^ built. Rejoice, rejoice, Egypt,
TfOAU Cpjeo£o//ri&f] . XaipG. that nourished me."
ztai pe Jll'y 1/7TT& A &p*&a<ra-Me.
Commenting on the above Deissmann says: "That the Nysa
inscription was no fiction but permanent constituent in litur-
gical texts of the Isis cult, is proved by the later record
from Ios xx which is longer, but in no other respect discordant . "#
After reading such an inscription as the above, the language of
the discourses of Jesus as found in the Fourth Gospel does not
seem so strange or sound so strained.
To determine whether the language of John and Hebrews be-
* Cf. Light from the Ancient East, P. 134 f.
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longs to the literary or the non-literary Koine is much more
difficult and requires much greater care than the mere discovery
of such Hellenistic forms in these Biblical books. The form and
phraseology must be carefully compared with the non-Biblical re-
cords and the incompleteness of the data at our command should
make us cautious about drawing conclusions hastily. Any day
words or forms which were previously noticed in the literary
Koine may be discovered in the newly-found non-literary documents.
For example ,JTpO(T(jiyop(rVlV , a word found in Aeschylus, Herodotus,
Aristophanes, Xenophon and Plato, and found only once in the
New Testament, namely, in Hebrews V. 10, might formerly have been
considered strictly literary; but now, since it has been found
in several papyri of a non-literary character, this word must
be. classed among other words in common use. Again, yXOu<^0 fCO/Joy
"a purse", "a box" or "chest", a word peculiar to John's Gospel
(Jn.XII. 6: XIII-.29) and which is found with a somewhat different
signification in the writings of Josephus, Plutarch and Longinus,
might be taken to be a sign of culture whereas, as Moulton has
shown, "this out-of-the-way looking word is seen to be decidedly
- Moulton, Lexical Notes from the Papyri, -Expositor , March 1911,
p. 287. " 1TP 0<ra K OPC- i/ us - The word only occurs once
and that in Hebrews (V:10) but for all that it is not only lit-
erary, as several papyri can be quoted. Readers who prepare to
use Hellenistic in their corresporidtnce ma y like to know the
phrase for "give my very kind regards to xxx": B. U. 108Cr°f
(? Ill/ A.D.) Heracleides, who can quote Homer but can not spell
quite correctly, addresses jfjpLC-' jLtoif and ends with
rrpo<rayc'pei/e a/r' e/uoP rroAAci rAy <roi 0iXwtois
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vernacular and quite in place in John.*" Another example which
indicates the importance of caution is that of the use ofJ3ov-
/idJLiftL » 8 word which Blass supposed to have been "adopted from
the literary language" and which is found only once in the Fourth
Gospel while 0~(-Xw appears in that Gospel many times. The h^sty
inference that w is the popular word &xi&j3oVJ-OjUtfL is the
literary term, the popular word appearing much more frequently
in the Fourth Gospel as might be supposed on account of his pop-
ular character, is an inference scarcely warranted; for, as
Moulton tells us, , is "extremely common in the
papyri in formulae and in ordinary speech in writings of perfects
and slaves"*".
The use of the participle for the indicative or the im-
perative might mislead one to think that this is a mark of in-
ferior education. But that instances of participial use, such
as Hebrew VIII: 10 and Hebrew X:16 do not disprove the culture
of the writer is now proven by the papyri." The use of the part-
iciple always lay ready to hand, with or without the auxiliary
verb, and was a natural resource whenever the ordinary indica-
tive (or less often the imperative) was for any cause set aside. *"5
Remembering, then, the incompleteness of the data at hand
and the great care which is required, the aim here is to present
* - YAuXTPO kro jU V is the vernacular or vulgar form of the
classical word
, /A ujTTq ko^ie-Toy , and is peculiar to John in the
New Testament Cf. Abbott - Smith, Lexicon: also, Moulton, Gram.
Vol. II., Part I, p. 6 who refers to Atticism reaching "its
climax in the second century A.D. and almost justifying itself
in the brilliant Synan Lucian. xxx Its theory is seen best in
Phrynichus (ff. A.D. 180), with his fine scorn of J*Ma&&Ts
who (for example) could use YAu/ffHo'ta/StiS instead of yji lu t-To KOMf-Tol/
and applied it to a box for books instead of restricting it to
the mouthpieces for flutes."
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evldence and to apply the test of the new knowledge / from both
the literary and the non-literary sources, to the text of Heb-
rews and the Fourth Gospel. This evidence, we believe, is suf-
ficient to show beyond reasonable doubt how that Hebrews is
pervaded with modes of thought and expression characteristic of
Alexandrian authors and that this ^Tpistle is also remarkable
for its classical allusions and for its artistic style. On the
other hand, and iristrikin^: contrast with the language of Hebrews
the text of the Fourth Gospel is noteworthy because of its sim-
plicity of speech, its absence of literary forms or finish, and
its lack of strictly philosophical culture.
Footnotes continued from p. 18.
- Cf. Blass, Grammar N. T. Greek, p. 4 r7. Also, Moulton, Art.
Classical review, Feb. 1901, p. 37.
*** - Moulton, Grammar, Vol. I. p. 222. ff.
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The Evidance
I. as to Vocabulary.
The evidence exhibiting the contrast as to vocabulary may
properly be considered first. The range of the vocabulary of
a writer educated in the schools is much larger than that of one
without special training. Other things being; equal, the New Tes-
tament author with the largest number of different words occur-
ring- in his writings but found in no other port of the New Tes-
tament, may be considered the most cultured. The Gospel of Luke,
for instance, has an unusually large number (312) peculiar to
itself. The book of Acts has an even greater number (478). If
we assume that these two books nere written by the same author
and if we then add to the above number the words common to both
(61), it is shown thus that Luke used 851 words which do not
appear in the vocabulary of any other New Testament writer, ^o
we are warranted in inferring that St. Luke was most probably
familiar with the literary Koine. Now in the Fourth Gospel there
are not more than 800 different words, hardly half the number in
Luke's Gospel'aecording to Thayer's list, only 114 of these 800
are peculiar to the author, though the Gospel is of sufficient
length to occupy 53 pages of the text in Westcott and Hort. But
Hebrews which is not half so long and can be printed on 21 pages
of Westcott and Hort, has as many as 169 words peculiar to itself
in New Testament literature.
- H. H. Evans, St. John the author of the Fourth Gospel, p. 12 f.
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This contrast between John end Hebrews Is strengthened by
an examination of the character of the words used by the two
writers. The number of syllables employed may furnish a clue
to culture. Other thiners aside, the man 1th literary training
or associations will more frequently make use of big compound
words. The 1 compounding' tendency of the post-/* lexandr isn writers
to which H.A.A. Kennedy refers is noticeable ,in Hebrews where,
for example, the number of compound verbs is greater than that
of any other New Testament writer and more than four times as
great as in the Fourth Gospel. In the first edition of his Horse
Synopticae (1899) J.C. Hawkins*"'" called attention to this fact and
Moult on in commenting upon the same said: "That Hebrews and Luke
should be at the top is what we might expect." The number of
compound verbs given for the several books was as follows: Heb-
o 4 o 7 8
rews, 7 ; per Yv.H. p^ge, Acts 6* , Luke 6* , Kark 5* , Paul 3* ,
Mathew 3* , Catholic Epistles and Rev. 3* , John 2' 1 , Later
Moulton ::"*"""revised these figures after a thorough stud?/ and the
* - Sources of N. T. Greek, p. 54.
- Expositor,! ay, 1909, p. 412. Number of compound verbs in
Hebrews vs John, by J. C. Hawkins. "Verbs compounded with prep-
ositions' was the title of a third such point in the first edition;
but this is now withdrawn because the proof of any considerable
contrast between the Lucan books and ^ark in this respect fails.
But the excess of the Lucan as against the Fatthean use of such
compounds remains great, and as against the Johnnine it is still
greater. See Prof. J. H. Moulton in Expositor, May 1909, p. 412.
He has made & very thorough study of this question, including
a revision of my lists from the grammarian's point of view; and he
kindly allows me to mention here his conclusion that the average
"number of compound verbs per pave of KH^s Greek Test, is in
Hebrews 8- O,,. Acts 6^5 , Luke andMark 5*', Paul 3-8,
i atthew 3. , John (Gospel) l* y '." J. C. Hawkins, Horae Synopti-
cae, second edition, revised and supplemented, Oxford,
Clarendon Press, 1909, footnote p. 174 f.
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revision, as accepted by Hawkins In the second edition of Horae
Synoptical, is still more convincing: "The average number of com-
pound verbs per page of Vt H's Greek Test is in Hebrews 8*°,
Acts 6* 25 , Luke and Mark 5* 7 , Paul 3» 8 , Matthew 3* 55 , John (Gos-
pel), 1*9 7.""" The large number of compound words in the non-
literary papyri and in such a matter-of-fact popular document
as the Gospel of Mark may seem to discredit the value of such
statistics as here given and justify Moulton's view that there
must be something wrong with the view that compounds and culture
go together .^"'^ Yet even if compound verbs are used freely in
non-literary documents as Moulton shows, the unusually large
number in Hebrews, a much larger number per page than in Mark,
must be attributed to the author's command of a vocabulary of
wider range, a fact which all will admit as attributable to
culture
•
Again, the simple words so characteristic of John and which
makes his Gospel such easy reading for the beginner in the study
of the Greek language, are decidedly in contrast with the full
sounding derivatives which are employed in Hebrews, '"""Rendall gives
a list of 25 such derivatives which are found nowhere else in
the New Testament and which range in length from four to as
many as six and seven syllables; namely, TT(?X VJ/ (~p Co vT
TTdivrpoTTuj, Trpoo-oXdiStiis, SL«0opasrep OSy (raj3-
fiaTL<rpos t rerpa Knit <r//^js. /j&cr L i-eit&its, Si/r-
* - Hawkins, Horae Synoptical, 1909, footnote p. 174 f.
** - Theology of Hebrew Christians, p. 26 f.
- Cf. Moulton, Art. in Cambridge Bibl. Essays, 1909, p. 493.
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6 v A a l Yifas, a 0a is l (T/Sts, <rvr Aroif)(&Tcr0'a
VITO^Tol/i
t
0arTu£ o/S(~r<rs , Kara ye*
TkrXtw r/iS
,
TL//U 7T# KtQei^ jU io~0a 7T#So cri^ /
bp/io/Jocri'd, a'/y<rtTe JL 4J , C-i/ /Tfp 1
'
<tt* tos .
Milligan, ""'contrasting Paul ' s phraseology with that of the
writer of Hebrews says that "where St. Paul is accustomed to use
s imple , terse expressions, our writer shows a preference for more
sonorous derivatives". In a foot note, he adds: "Thus forA L(T&OS
(ICor. iii. 8, 14: IX:17) we f ind M L 7L0 & O (TLCl^ ^Heb.ii.
2: X:35: XI:26): for /J ft p 1/p & L 1/ ( Gal. V:3),
(Tl/\ferrL /J<tpTl/pe7lS (Heb. ii:4); for 7-€L I h T cDV
dlU/VUJlS (ICor. X:ll), <TWr*-A&L« Tw r ai. Us ru/lS
(Heb.Ix:26) : and for Aoyt^^<T~Odl^ (Rom#
iii. 28; 2Cor. X:ll), ft Kft A f L £ £- <T & a U (Heb. 12:3)."
Westcott'^'gives the following list of classical words found
in the Epistle of Hebrews and in no other part of the Greek Scrip-
tures: flKAi*irt{s f a xp o ffiifLo is, aAu<ri t^a A s (xia,^
djUhTcup, d 7raTC4/p(yh\ jJ; draAoycS er&at (xiLs); '
d'vacrTffii/po'Pyfas ( vi.gJ ; a israfo ri'ff-rfrau (ML ^);<9to'p-
Qujris f /X. /o); t'xAoX/j (X.*7j; e /cAa-y&£rtir(xu. Sj ; eW-
J3 p'i£e\-i/fx. *9j; 6 ire i era }s*vy /// e'vQp£(rrcvJ(xih
k
KaTffShAos (rii./4-); fc-ar-a <rtia£eiif(it. /s) ; oy/cos (x/i. i) -
*Theol. of the Heb. p. 20.
*H*B. W. Westcott Epistle to Hebrews, Intro, p. XIV. (45).
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This li st must bo revised because of the new knowledge which
we now have of Hellenistic Greek. Prom the list we must take at
least the following: tA kf/l is / h J ; ft APO 9l ' ISLOiS~ • a,(i/<rL
n-X hS /" flpa Tcap(^^W^ *^>^ i}// tcop) ; arajiayft-
e-cr&aL; e/cSoX6
,
^ *^<_
Robertson says of Hebrews*. "The vocabulary xxx is less like
the vernacular Koine than any book in the New Testament. Of 87
words which are found in the LXX and in this book alone in the
New Testament, 74 belong to the ancient literary works and only
13 to the vernacular. 18 other words peculiar to this Epistle
are found in the literary Koine".'8
"
A special feature is the frequent use of medical terms in
Hebrews. A. R. Eagar in his effort to prove that St. Luke is
the author of this Epistle cites the medical terms in Hebrews
as worthy of special notice. "Farking the #Vtf£ X^f !^^^^ of
Hebrews with #, the following medical or semimedical words are
worth noticing: # ay h (Theophrastus ) , 6iyp VIT^tOO
( H, and L.)# a' L<T 6 hTh p>10V # jJjJTcTtrX h J , *kfrl T 1/ TTOS
(all Heppocratean words). To these we may add # /'tf erf- CO p 6-CO
(H. and L.), apparently taken from Theophrastus the Physician;
d TTO A ft 1/ <T I J , taken probably from either Heppocrates or
Robertson, Gram.of N.T. Greek, (1P14) p. 154.
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( L . end H. )
.
Discussing the occurrence of such terms in Chapter IV, he discerns
the medical flavor of the passage vv. 12-14, and shows it to be
/ i
replete with medical and physiological terms:" VhTtlO*
'
f
(TTe-pe^a.
the technical name for a surgeon's knife. In the Iliad, the
surgeon Macha on (whose name is supposed to be derived from this
Eagar would translate it in Hebrews as a two-edged knife^laying
open the physical parts to the view of the observer. The pic-
ture is complete . All things naked and open before the eyes of
medical terms may not convince us that St. Luke wrote Hebrews
but it does indicate an author whose range of vocabulary was
unusua 1
.
In contrast with this evident familiarity of the author of
Hebrews with the language of the best Greek authors, is the
noteworthy absence of data indicating any such familiarity on
the part of the author of the Fourth Gospel. The simplicity of
the form of expression found in the Fourth Gospel leads Marcus
Dods to say that the writer was not familiar with Greek litera-
ture, and another, J. P. McLean, to remark, "Ever since Dion-
very word) extracts an arrow with the fi( JC I p. So
Him with whom we have to do. The occurrence of so many
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sius of Alexandria (A.C. 250) wrote his masterly criticism of
the differences between the Fourth Gospel and the Apocalypse
(EuSebius 1 Eccl. Hist. VII:XXV. ) It has for the most part
beeii assumed that the Gospel was written in very pure Greek,
consequently free from all barbarous, irregular or uncouth ex-
pressions, xxx It Is pure Greek only in the sense of its simpli-
city." Judged from the standpoint of culture, John's vocabul-
ary is poor because so limited. The same words are used again
and again with almost monotonous repetition. Godet has gathered
the following interesting statistics as to the frequency with
which certain favorite words are used: " light
, {(j)(jOS) tweny-
seven times; glory , to be glorif led ( 8o$>£c
,
forty-two times; to testify, testimony ( /UapT^P611^ ^PTl/Pla-)
forty-seven times; to know ( yi K CO (T~ A* )> forty-five
times; world ( KO (TJL{ 5 ) seventy-eight times; to believe
( 7Tl (TT^^V&L IS ) ninety-eight times; work (£p)/6r) twenty-
three times; name ( ' ftf/SA- ) . and truth ( k/I t] 0- f- ^ )
each twenty-five times; sign ( (P/j JU £ LO
V
') seventeen times."*""
The ! intrinsic richness* of these terms may help to compensate
the reader for the lack of variety, as Godet sucrgest^ but in-
stead of explaining wholly the frequent repetition as "in har-
mony with the oriental mind which loves to plunge into the in-
finite, it would be better to bear in mind the writer's probable
* Gospel of John, Vol 1., p. 135
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lack of the learning of the schools.
We understand John's simplicity better now in the light of
recent discoveries, and we also have convincing evidence that the
sacred character of the composition did not prevent the author
from making use even of colloquial expressions. Two noteworthy
instances of such colloquial usage are found in the Prologue,
namely, the occurrence of the indeclinable (John I:
14) and the employment of the superlative 77~P(A>T~OS instead
of the comparative f7^P ' f~p S (John 1:15). In the
first instance the reader naturally expects to find the accus-
ative form to agree with the substantive, , and
Moulton was strongly inclined to attribute the occurrence of
frX l~\ Ph$ t0 tne error °f a copyist. But Deissmann's
reply to Moulton is plausible and convincing: "Moulton is quite
right in saying that a Greek with a literary training would not
have used the shrunken form. But he goes too far in assuming
that it was first introduced into the Gospel of St. John by a
copyist. The copyists worked as a rule quite mechanically like
our compositors: when they made linguistic changes in the text
of the New Testament they did so under the orders of trained
theologians - men who generally must have been under the influ-
ence of Atticism and opposed to the vernacular. When the
textu^al authorities show variations, then in the gospels and in
St. Paul popular forms have always a fair claim to preference".*
* Deissmann, Light from the Ancient East, p. 127.
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That 7T/1 11 p S was indeclinable in popular usage is proven
by papyri* ostraca, wooden tablets, and confirmed by its appear-
ance also as an indeclinable form in the Septuagint. Deissmann
makes special mention of the oldest example as occurring in the
dreams of the twin-sisters and ptolemaUs, 160 R. C; and he cites,
also, an Egyptian wooden tablet probably from the reisrn of
Augustus. Numerous quotations from papyri are given by Moulton'
and by Bless. Job. 21.24t is cited by the latter as an illus-
tration of the Septuagint usage. Filligan in a recent volume*' vv
adds the weight of his testimony: "In John 1:14 the reading
T^sl/J pi~}S is practically certain, xxxx \"ihen we remember that in the
papyri from the first century after Christ onwards
is treated as indeclinable and that the usage is confirmed by the
Septuagint and of many eood manuscripts on its various occurr-
ences in the New Testament, the probability is that 7T/Lt]pffj is
to be similarly treated in the passage before us as in reality
an accusative referring to &0§&l/ . Robertson*"*"^ also, reach-
es the same conclusion and accepts the indeclinable form in Mark
4:28 and Acts 6:5 as well as in John 1:14.
v- J. H. Koulton, Grammar, Eng. Ed.
, p. 50.
ft* F. Blass, Grammar, Eng. Ed. p. 81.
ft**Milligan, N. T. Documents, p. 64 ff.
ft**ftGrammar , Greek N. T. (1914), p. 276.
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II. Connectives and Particles.
Classical idiomatic Greek, as al s ° the literary language of
the Hellenistic period which imitated the classical, is remark-
able for the careful way in which sentences are connected, so
that the training a id skill of a Greek writer are shown by the
variet./ of connectives which he employs. Considering the Fourth
Gospel and Hebrews as respects this feature, the difference is
quite noticeable. In John connectives are frequently omitted
both in the discourses and in the narrative portions of the
Gospel. In Chapter XV, for instance, 20 verses of discourses
of Jesus follow one another without any connectives whatever:
and in Chapter XVIII where occurs the account of Jesus being
brought before Pilate sentence follows sentence with scarcely
a connecting link of any kind. See, also, John 20:14-18 for sim-
ilar frequency of asyndeton. Instances might be multiplied where
the author departs from the classical usage by omitting custom-
ary connective^ and this is remarkable in the introductory por-
tion of the book which is commonly called the Prologue.
Moreover, where the author of the Fourth Gospel makes use
of connectives, he uses the same ones frequently and so seems
to be limited to comparatively few particles. K(L I is one of the
most common. Observe, for example, John 20:1-8 where is used
16 times in 15 lines of the W H text. It is sometimes employed
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even where the reader would naturally expect a disjunctive,
such as U XX OL ; e. g. Chapter I, vs. 12, EiJ ^
'
WX&tr, A ail 01 lSloi arrets 01/ /rap (-jLaMfiK
Notice also the occurrence of AUL thrice in Chapter XVIItll
where the second A 6(_L is used as adversative and would better
be translated "but";
eed uses "but" in his trans-
lation.
The English translation would sound better to one of cul-
tivated tastes if these verses read:
"He came unto his own, but they that were his own received
him not".
"And I am no more in the world, but these are in the world"
Some have attributed the excessive use of /fa^to the influence
of the Hebrew idiom upon the writer but it may be explained -
to a considerable extent at least - as the customary form in
the non-literary Koine.*" Deissmann is pronounced in his opin-
ion upon this feature of John's style.*"""" Says he: "it has be-
come an inviolable tradition with commentators to represent the
Johannine style as particularly Semitic, chiefly on account of
its preference for paratactic constructions, expecially "and"
xxxx "and" which occurs so frequently, xxxx "Apart from our new
•» Cf. Moult on, Prolegomena, p. 12.
#* Deissmann, i L. from the A. E. p. 127 ff.
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texts altogether, we could appeal to the facts of Indo-Germanlc
philology In refutation of this branding of parataxis as "not
Greek". Parataxis appears to >>e not Greek only from the orth-
odox point of view of the Attic ists, who laid it down that the
periodic structure with hypotaxis was erood, beautiful, and Greek
par excellence . As a matter of fact, parataxis was the original
form of Greek speech; it survived continuously in the language of
the people, and even found its way into literature when the or-
dinary conversation of the people was imitated, xxxx We have
here the reason why the vocabulary of comedy finds such fre-
quent echoes in the New Testament. It is not because the Apos-
tles were regular attendants at the theatre or readers of com-
edy, but Comedy and New Testament both draw from the popular
colloquial language as from a common spring." Moulton agrees
with Deissmann concerning the co-ordination of clauses with
the simplest,Moult on says:" "It is quite true that a Hebrew
would find this style come natural to him, and that an Egyp-
tian might be more likely, in equal absence of Greek culture,
to pile up a series of genitive absolutes. But in itself the
phenomenon proves nothing more than a string of ' andrf in an
English rustics story-elementary culture, and not the hamper-
ing presence of a foreign idiom that is being perpetually
translated into its most literal equivalent'.'
* Gram. N. T. Vol. I. p. 12.
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V V snd l^A. are likewise very common and also character-
istic particles in the Fourth Gospel. Ov/
,
"therefore,"
occurs 202 times and "Z///» ! in order that 1
,
appears 140 times,
McClean who furnishes these figures calls attention to John's
(t
use of not only where some other construction would have
been suitable but also where some other construction would
appear to be more desirable'. He cites the following instan-
ces, John 1:27, 4:34, 6:29, 9:2, and 16:7. Such commentators
as Westcott and Plummer instead of raising; an objection to the
frequent use of 01/^ and profess to discover a profound di-
dactic significance in this peculiarity of the Fourth Gospel,
Plummer contends that "while the frequent use of 0^points to
the conviction that nothing happens without a cause, the fre-
t/
quent use of points to the belief that nothing occurs with-
out a purpose".' And Westcott commenting upon the universal
frequency of says: "Even where the usage departs most wide-
ly from the classical standard, it is possible to see how the
irregular construction springs out of a characteristic mode of
thought and frequently the particle suggests a profound inter-
pretation of the divine counsel (V:20, X:17, XII:38, XV:8,
XVI: 2)."**
*- Plurroner on John, Cambridge Gk. Test., Intro. p.XLVI.
?/estcott, Gospel according to John, Intro. CVI. f.
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Recent research, however, shows that Westcott and Plummer were
mistaken in their conclusions and that the frequent us of both
Oil Y and I is quite in accord with the historical develop-
ment of the language. In Homer 01/^ was merely a transitional
particle. Then later in Attic writers, this transitional use
became rare except in tft-V 0c/Y'
i
illustration of which latter
usage may be found in Acts 15:3,30; etc. Hence the common use
of Ol/V as a transitional particle by the author of the Fourth
Gospel, it being the commonest connective in this Gospel, indie
ated his lack of literary culture; for the literary language
of the time was Atticistic. Referring to Abbott's explanation
of the many non- illative instances of OvV in John as due to
the writer having in view the objections of controversialists,
Robertson well says: "This is wholly gratuitous and needless
in the light of the history of the particle. Probably a maj-
ority of the non-illative instances are non-illative as in
Homer, the original use of the word. Luke preserves the lit-
erary Attic idiom by the common use of J^^^ OVK, But John
boldly uses QVf alone and needs no apology for doing so. It
just c&rries along the narrative with no necessary thought of
cause or result."*'*
* Robertson Grammar p. 1191.
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r/
Similarly the common occurrence of may be accounted
//
for by the history of its usage. "Thucydides used (7 /T~ CO J
three times as often as Is^fl and as a final particle only
twice. Xenophon in the first three hooks of the Anabasis
( /
Tr- •
<< r
has one and a half times as often as ^^ end nearly
< / ff
as often as I I^A , But Polyhius (books I-V) uses exclus ive-
((
ly, and the New Testament has VVM about twelve times as often
tt f c
as and u)S perhaps once". In addition to displacing O/TWf
and CVS
, I ffl also to a large extent took the place of the infin-
itive. As Moulton says, "It has come (in modern Greek) to be
the ordinary construction in many phrases where a simple infin-
itive was used in earlier Greek." The progress toward the mod-
ern usage was gradual and Thumb suggests that in New Testament
times "there were two tendencies in the Koine, one towsrds the
((
universalizing of iVffl 9 the other towards the establishment of
the old infinitive in a definite province.""
Hebrews partly shares with John in the comperative fre-
</
quency of , for as Westcott has shown there are 20 examples
of Hebrews and only two examples of . But the weakened
(/
sense of bVfl , noticeable in colloquial Hellenistic usage, and
characteristic of the use in John / is absent from the Epistle
to the Hebrews; for as Blass says, in Hebrews "it only appears
as a strictly final particle".'
'
* Cf. Moulton, Proleg., p. 205.
** Cf. Blass, Grammar, p. 222.
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We may ndrr.it that in John es in the papyri there nre many in-
stances of the use of " I " to express purpose, hut in do-
ing so it is shortsighted to overlook the instances where it
"can lose the last shred of purposive meaning " For example
take the following instances:
Jn 1:27, O V OVK tl//L j^fjjj <X §10S ^ AlftTlO
Jn 4:34, jgp %//J ^ TTtf L/jtf^
Jn 15:/*A^V^ 7-
a
vt/j J 4far/ir orSi\s I'jCec
Jn 15:*,
,
,
,
e£ T(UTou 6 6 ofa <r&fj 7T a 7T//p /SoV
Tn 17*3 > r i > r 1 / I f/
YirwtrjcifTL. ere r-aV /y/roK ajLh&irir 6?e-oK
Moult on' s principle of interpretation is worthy of general ac-
ceptance: "if the recognition of a purposive meaning: • will
suit the context better than a denial of it, we remain entire-
ly free to assume it. xxx The grammarian is left free to in-
vestigate the extent to which the " I construction ousted
the infinitive after particular expressions and to observe the
relative frequency of these usages in different authors".
* Cf. Moulton, Proleg., p. 208 f. Also Milligan, N.T. Docu-
ments p. <o7 .
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In our present Investigation we discover that it is the Gospel
of John, and not the Epistle to the Hebrews, which departs
from the classical usage of L V& .
John jt *
Of the many otlier Greek part lcles
A
uses few chiefly cf ^
,
US-S
, and K&&(V$ and/-^K However, in John M^^is
used only eight times, whereas it is quite common in Hebrews/"
Observe that John does not hesitate to use freely K$(PlOS, a
word which was condemmed by the Att ic ists
.
vv Worthy of notice
also is the fact that # V , a dialectic variant for£tfj/com-
mon in papyri from 100 B.C. to 200 A.i;7~ v and in common use in
the modern Greek vernacular for "if" is used six times in John
(V:19, XII:32, XIII:20, XVI:23, and twice in XX: 23
)*"'
:
"
; %ut not
in Hebrews or elsewhere in the New Testament.
\jTrOV is freely used by John after a definite men-
tion of place whereas in classical Greek its use is limited to
indef init Ir^e sentences^ See John 1:28; 12:1; 19:18; etc. On
the other hand the only approach to such a departure from the
classical usage which is in Hebrews is the instance in Hebrews
6:20, the other instances Hebrews 9:17 and 10:18 following
closely that which is characteristic of classical literature.
-ir Cf. Robertson, Grammar, p. 135.
Thayer, Lexicon, p. 314.
-::-x-*Cf. Deissmann, L. from A. E. p. 188, for a school boy's
letter from a second a^d third centurjr Oxyrhynchus papyrus
in which ( tfr - e-'a^ ) occurs in the following sentences:
A'r t-'Adts e'ts AA <-far4plas, oi///^ Xa/3uj jc^pais 7rapb[oj<;i/.
4HHH*MilligaJl, Selections from N.T. Papyri, p . 103 : Thayer , Lexi-
con, p. 34: Robertson, Gram, p. 190.
# Cf. Abbott, Johannine Gram. p. 152 f.:Robertson Gram. 1\T
.T.
p. 969f.
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vV largely displaced by /-^/"tf in the vernacular,
still lingers in New Testament usage. This is in accord with
the historical development of the language and its absence from
Hebrews is not of any special significance. But John uses the
word three times (12:2, 18:1, 21:3), and what is noteworthy is
the fact that he uses it in the sense of "with" whereas, in
classical Attic, it is limited to the sense of "including."
In the relative frequency of 6^ as compared with
there is a noteworthy difference between John and Hebrews. In
later Greek, £r L S with the accusative displaced f/ with the
dative and this tendency was noticeably strong in the literary
Koine. The twelve Hellenistic (literary) writers use -S
31,651 times and & ^ only 17,130 whereas in the New Testament
£1$ occurs only 1,643 times while &l/ is found in 2,698 places
j
Only two of the New Testament authors use £-f<S more frequent-
ly than and Hebrews is one of the twolf** That the other
writer was Mark may possibly be explained by the fact that the
distinction between <£- and was not clearly made in
j
the vernacular. £~> tS with the accusative usually sug-
gests motion, but in the papyri there are instances of the
static use of £ t >S with the idee of rest.
* Cf. Blass, dram. p. 132.
#* Cf. Moulton, Gram.Proleg.
, p. 62 (footnote).
Cf. Robertson, Gram., p. 557.
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The New Testament also furnishes a number of examples, of
such us?ige and John perhaps betrays his familiarity with the
vernacular usage in this way. Cf. John 21:4, t^ 7^ I ^(TOVS (-(STo^
where tLS occurs with the idea of rest and John 1:18
( 6 cvis etsrir tfOtLTToV To 7 7Tt/rpbs } where the idea
of motion is excluded. It must be admitted, however, that such
usage in itself would not prove an auth's lack of literary
training, for classical writers occasionally employ the prep-
osition with accusative in this way and so careful a writer as
the author to the Hebrews is not an exception in this regard.
Cf. Hebrews 11:9, 7TLO~Tei 77"Of P Co (TT7 CT£j/ &JJ__i^V TfiJ
<? fTofyyf- A. L a S where the thought of souj ournins, that is,
of resting, is expressed. These rare instances, as Robertson
believes, may be explained as survivals of the original etym-
ological idea of £ /S , which was the same as ^Kthe old form
j
be,ing now known to have been &V-S, the r disappearing and
J de-
leaving the form £-/S . L if, which is used more often by John
than any other New Testament writer, attracts attention be-
cause of its frequent use with the partitive genitive. Robert-
son""cites John 3:1, 7:40, 7:48, 16:7, and refers to Radermacher,
New Testament Grammar, page 11. Inscriptions and non-literary
papyri furnish examples of this partitive use which varies from
the earlier Greek idiom, which is the rarest prep-
osition in New Testament survives in papyri only in the limited
# Cf. Gram. p. 599. Also, Blass, Gram. p. 126.
Cf . Peterson-Luschan, Reisen lm sudwestlichen Kleinasien,
p. 115, XVIII. A . 5.
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uses seen in 'the New Testament. It is often found in papyri
in the distributive sense as in John 2:6."" This word is not
found in Hebrews. 21 J/ as a preposition has disappeared
from the modern Greek vernacular and its infrequency in the
New Testament is in accordance with the historical trend of
the language. It does not occur in Hebrews and only three
times in the Fourth Gospel (12:2, 18:1, 21:3 ). Blass con-
tends that Ionic reta ined <T*/r alone; with /U 4for "with"
whereas in the Attic it was limited to the sense of includ-
ing. Perhaps the use of P^^in the Fourth Gospel furnishes a
trace of its Ephesian (Ionic) origin.
In contrast with the limited range of particles employed
in the Fourth Gospel is the remarkable variety found in He-
brews. Noteworthy is the long and varied list are ft TTO IS
Heb. 2:16) peculiar to Hebrews; K d ^T^/O which occurs in
the New Testament only twice (Hebrews 5:4 and 2Cor. 3:18);
J< CM TT&p found in Hebrews 5:8, 7:5, 12:17, (W. H. Margin)
and only three times elsewhere in the New Testament; &d^/f6-/3
peculiar to Hebrews (3:14; 6:3) in the New Testament and found
in Greek writers but not in LXX or Old Testament Apochrypha;
l< ct& <3 TT (-p Heb. 4:2) found elsewhere in the New Testament
only in Pau^s writings: * V&L 7"^ which is found in the
New Testament only in Hebrews 12:17 but is found in Greek
footnote page 40.
* Moffatt, Intro, to Litt. of N.T. p. 425.
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authors from the time of Homer down; ft TTU) (Heb . 9:8),
which occurs also in Rom. 9:11 and Acts 27:29 but nowhere
else in the New Testament though found in Greek writers from
/
Homer down; U <ll T~Ot, which appears in Heb. 4:3 and elsewhere
in New Testament only once (Acts 14:17), and fiJ^XP1 which is
used four times in Hebrews (3:6, 14; 9:10; 12:14;) not at all
in John and onl./ thirteen times in other New Testament writings.
7~~£ which is more special and precise particle than Kdt
is found in John only three times , is comparatively frequent
in Hebrews as is also . In a single chapter (Heb. 1)M 6'^
XXX 4* is used seven times which Moffatt rightly attributes to
influence of Greek culture.""" 0@ £ ^ which is not used in
John's Gospel and only eight times elsewhere In the New Testa-
ment occurs six times in Hebrews. 21 L O i s also comparatively
common in Hebrews. The two occurrences of the indefinite enc-
litic particle Trio is (Heb. 2:6; 4:4) is an indubitable sign of
the culture of the author.
footnote p. 39.
> r
* Cf. M. M. Vocab. of N.T.
(
p.2?, Cf. Smith, Lexicon on C r :
also, Thayer Lexicon on tifd
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III. Use of the Article.
The article in Greek is used to denote def initeness and
is never without meaning. Whenever it is used freely it gives
exactness to an author's expression and thus becomes a mark of
refinement and skill. It was in Attic prose that the Greek art-
icle reached the acme of perfection and in general there is no
noteworthy difference between its use by Attic and by New Tes-
tament authors.*" Dialects and authors differ somewhat and
there is a noticeable difference in this regard between the
writers of John and of Hebrews. For instance, Moulton discovers
"a curious misplacement of the article in John 12:9,12 (o oXAos.
TToXus) and refers to a similar example of careless Greek in
the non-literary papyri.*"*" The absence of the article is more
frequent in John than in Hebrews. Its omission before names
of persons is a characteristic of the Fourth Gospel which is
noteworthy. Abbott calls attention to the fact that while "with"
X £ y(rC , John more often than not, has o " yet " he
has (ZTTCrKp !/&<*" about twenty-two times and iv& Kp (- On o'ln7
only once for certain, xx He adds: "In John, excluding such
instances as 'Jesus' the Nazarene' and others where we might
expect omission - we find the article omitted sixty-five times."
Cf. Robertson, Gram of Gk. N.T. p. 754ff.
s:-*- Cf. Prolegomena, p. 84. Robertson suggests that possibly
7ToXMS was regarded as one idea but the suggestion is without
supporting evidence.
J oh. Gram. p. 57.
*#** Jn. 6:29,Tn 5:5 and 18:57 W-'H- have ( [o] ).
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The practice of introducing a name without the article and
then omitting it when the name is used a second time which
John generally follows is not a peculiarity of classical lit-
erature, as numerous instances from the papyri have proven,
*
;:
A striking feature of the Fourth Gospel is the absence of the
article with the infinitive. Abbott states that it is "almost
non-existent" and Robertson names the four instances - the
only ones in which it occurs in the Fourth Gospel - namely,
John 1:48, 2 : 24, 13:19, 17:5. This characteristic of John is
what has been found true of the dialect inscriptions and of
the papyri. Vvhile the articular infinitive is not entirely ab-
sent, its occurrence is infrequent. On the other hand, this
use of the infinitive is common in Attic orators and writers.
35
Polybius uses it 1,901 times, and average of 1* to the page
whereas in the New Testament it occurs only 319 time** an
average of * b per page, and all but 93 of these instances are
found in Paul's and Luke's writings. Hebrews ranks next to
Paul's and Luke's writings in proportion of instances to the
page (l* 09 per pacre), there being in all 23 instances as con-
trasted with 4 in John which is a much larger book, the occur-
rences being only .07 per page.
* Robertson, Gram. p. 761.
Cf . Robertson, Gram p. 1065. Moulton gives only 303 instances
but he follows different M S S. from Votaw who finds 319. Cf.
Moulton p. 216.
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Also, care and skill in the use of the article by the
author of Hebrews is noteworthy. Simc ox*"' calls attention to
Heb. VI:20 where the article serves to indicate a secondary
predicate and to Heb. VI:5, VII:24, and X:23 where a tertiary
predicate is indicated. What Blass pronounces the most class-
ical idiom in the New Testament, the use of the article with
the neuter singular adjective in an abstract sense, is found
in Heb. VI: 17 ( &fU^T & <^ t~g r ) , VII:3 ( TO dof/^fj
) , vii: 18 ( to <Z(/t n$ ar0 ^i/ps kc?1 Gifou pf&J^ m
The idiomatic use of the article in Hebrews attracts the no-
tice of Rendall who remarks how closely it approaches the prac-
tice of the classical Greek where it is often used instead of
a possessive pronoun or a demonstrative, as in English. The
following instances are given:
11:14 *t TO*S <9d\s#TOc/ Through his death
TO KP<ZT o$ Top QGi/<?76(s of that death
IV: 3 ~r ri is K &T 6L TT aV (T L V that rest
V V:8 Tyi (/ V770 O 77 f his obedience
VI : 1 7-/7 V 7^£- J a TjfT&~ that manhood
IX: 1
€-<-X*- V ro fry LO if its sanctuary
N
, _____
X:22 ~T&- ® tf/o * ' &S , TO &-gjjJ<Z_o\xr hearts , our body
XI: 35 T/7W 0. TT O /I (S / /O ou IT t their redemption
v /
XII: 4 T ftK T c d IS that sin
* Simcox, Literary features, p. 53f.
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XII: 14 ? 6 V V <2-V~~/j O^ y that holy living
xiii: 1,2,16, # iA.4&&A ff/Q., ~rns s /joge f asj ryfo
rf^ e-i//?o i ( &S. <4m~ Ar. your love of the brethren, your love to
strangers
,
your well -doing a nd almsgiving
.
r s
XIII:4, o ya/J0J5
/
their marriage.
Another trace of Greek culture Is discernible in the sparing
of the definite article'^by the author of the Epistle to the
Hebrews.
Cf
.
: offatt, Int. Litt of N. T. p. 424f.
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Iv. Use of Pronouns.
In Hebrews, the classic idiom of the comparative with O
attracts attention. Pour times this construction is found,
as follows: Heb. 1:4; 8:6; 10:6; 10:2b; and 3:3. Robertson
remarks, "it is significant that here only does it occur".
The rare pronoun i A? o~S is found in Hebrews 7:4,
possibly in Gal. 6:11. In Westcott and Hort text of Gal. the
occurrence is placed in the margin indicating doubt as to
whether it ought ot be there at all; so that this rare word
which is absent from the modern Greek vernacular is found only
once for certain in the New Testament and that is in the Epis-
tle to the Hebrews. The word occurs in ancient authors (Cf.
Plato Ivleno p. 82d, :p. 83e: Ptol. 1,3,3) .**
Another evidence of culture is found in the application
)
of flt/Tosto God as speaker, Hebrews 13:5, which accords with
the Pythagorean phrase, Td^S (thus spake the faster).
On the other hand, it was the contention of Abbott that in
John &l/Tc)£> always means "himself" and never "he", emphatic
or unemphatic. Robertson takes exception to this sweeping as-
sertion and cites John 2:12 and 18:1. "Moulton says: "it is
perhaps too readily taken for granted that the personal pronouns
must always be emphatic when they appear in the nominative case.
Sf. Snort Gram. N.T. Gk., p. 34.
#*Cf. Robertson, Gram. p. 741: Thayer, Lex. p. 508.
*** Cf. Moulton, Proleg. p. 86; also, Robertson, Gram. p. 679, who
cites Acts 20:35 in support of his statement that "there is no
dispute as to the use of <X 1/7^0 S as emphatic "he", in
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Gildersleeve observes (Syntax 69): "The emphasis of the first
and second persons is not to be Insisted on too much in poetry
and familiar prose, fire we oblicred then to see a special stress
in the pronoun whenever it denotes the Faster, like the Pythfl-
gorean yo ^ But the statement of Abbott holds
true, generally speaking, and there is no instance in John of
the Pythagorean usage as referred to above.
On the whole, however, in John pronouns are used in their
distinctive sense, a characteristic which is especially pronounc-
ed as regards ^ K et VOS, and I^loJ .'" Not only
is the frequency of i/d-S noticeable in John, but also the
fact that its use as en independent pronoun is almost entirely
peculiar to the Fourth Gospel."" 1— P °S which is found
36 times in John, once each in III John and Revelation, and
only 34 times elsewhere in the New Testament is not common to
the papyri, in fact was disappearing: bat Thumb"'0, points out
that it survives in modern Pont ic-Cappadocian Greek and Moul-
ton suggests that this dialectical peculiarity points to Asia
Minor as the home of the author of the Fourth Gospel*"***
j/
Whether OS is used in a weakened or exhausted sense
is to some extent an open question. Deissmarur holds that the
footnote continued frortp.46. * \ if
H
"the N.T. like the Pythagorean (Doric) (ZVTOS t i//(L : Afoffatt,
Int. to Litt. of N.T. p. 425.
Prolegomena, p. 85f.
*
Robertson, Gram. p. 134.
** Ibid, p.708f.
#** art. in Theologische Literarturzeitung, Leixzig, 1903, p. 421.
**** Moulton, Proleg p. 211 for reference to prevalence of £'ra
in Jn. If the fondness of Jn torttfts is a characteristic of Asia
Minor, that for i>V4. goes the other way.
# Bible Studies, p. 123 f : L. from A. E. p. 157.
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exhausted sense may be assumed in the New Testament: and ex-
amples not only in the LXX and literary papyri hut also in
Attic inscriptions are cited to support such a contention. But
Moultonv shows that there are many places both in the papyri and
the New Testament where the strong sense is undeniable. Jn. 1:
41, 5:18 and Heb. 7:27 are given as instances, and likewise
Robertson, concludes that the New Testament passages may be
, r
assumed to show emphasis in spite of the later Byzantine t d C o
$
A ° ^ ' • The use in Jn 1:11 of T&. *<ft£for "ones land"
andf <o ioc£or 'ones' relations is clearly supported by the non-
literary papyri w iere ><£iul occurs without the noun expressed.
An apparently superfluous pronoun introduced after the
subject has been expressed is a special feature of the Fourth
Gospel. In John 1:18, this is true of e-Kf-ifos where the foll-
owing language is used:
o to ^ /? J 77a tou TT-ZTpo^ c- rf&i i/o $
Another clear instance is that of &*STa& in jn 7:18 where this
pronoun might just as well been left out:
O <£& £ ft TOu\^ rn^ r/oS^I^ Tou 77 <f <L fm $ <l</7Dr OOT6S
It is possible of course that the writer sought ot make his
statement emphatic in this way, but more probably the super-
fluous pronoun is just dragged in as in ordinary conversation.
*-Foulton, p. 88f.
** Robertson, Gram. p. 691
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V. Use of Nouns.
Something may be said concerning the use of the cases in
John's Gospel as indicating the conformity of the writer to
vernacular usage. The parenthetic nominative, found in Jn 1:6
( oVO/u& d<s~Tt2 J~o&rns) is a construction common in the
non-literary papyri, appearing as Moulton has shown most abun-
J
J '
'
dantly in the phrases with o(s/*r?Qnci with / &i 7~ o ^Afand can
be traced as far back as 500 B.C. in the Attic vernacular.
As regards the genitive absolute, we now know that instead
of being a peculiar feature of cultivated style it came into
quite general use among the common people. . Moulton remarks
concerning "its wide extens ion"
"
"as being a very obvious fea-
ture of the vernacular Koine. Now, John's Gospel, as Abbott**
shows, uses the genitive absolute with more elasticity than
even Matthew or Mark though it is common in the Synoptics. On
the otherhand the "violent use" of the genitive absolute in
Heb. 8:9 does not prove a similar elasticity in Hebrews for
the construction there appears in a quotation from the LXX
which the author slavishly follows and its occurrence may be
due to the original Hebrew. The contracted genitive, 7TnX^ ^
(JN 21:8). furnishes a trace of the Hellenistic and vernacular
character of the Fourth Gospel. Deissmann cites two instances
^Expositor, Vol, X. p. 125 (1904).
•^Classical Review, Dec. 1901, p. 437.
J oh. Gram. p. 83f.
# Robertson Gram. p. 514; Moulton, Proleg. p. 74.
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of this contracted genitive from Flinders Petrie Papyri of the
Ptolemaic period.'" The double accusative ending, found in
many of the non- literary papyri, appears \.nj{^ip$l\ John 20:25)
and if we follow some documents, also injU^S1^ f( John 5:56).*"*"
That John could use the single accusative ending // also
(Cf. Jn 1:50) is due to the variation of usage which was quite
common and is noticeable in LXX manuscripts. Robertson explains
the tendency in the vernacular of the ^"oine to use both endings
as due largely to the carelessness of the non-literary class'e's*'.*
The author of the Fourth Gospel was not careful to distinguish
between the practice of the ignorant and cultured people. The
use of the accusative where better Greek usage employs the gen-
itive is found In Jn 2:9 where t*> ts*<"P olvov' y *y c~ i/f-f c~</ov
follows <^ yc-if ro a verb which in the sense of 'to taste,
to try the flavor of takes the genitive. The writer of Hebrews
however, carefully distinguishes the cases as is proven by
variation from the genitive to the accusative in Heb. VI: 4, 5
where y 6-u <T<Z/L* <^ o i/s r& T/?$ *Souf> ^-^is followed
in the same sentence by *<*siots y s-i/r<?M ^6*4 #^*o p *M <t,
a variation which according to Milligan may not be explained
as an example of the well-known e/vcroachment of the accusa-
tive on the genitive but is due rather to the fact that in the
JrBible Studies (Second Ed. 1905) p. 155f.
** Moult on. Characteristics of N.T. Gk. Expos. May 1904.
-^Robertson, Short Gram of the Gk. N. T. p. 12 & 22.
# Thayer, Lex. p. 114.
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first instance the verb is simply a verb of sense (Cf. Chap. II:
9), whereas in the second the though of experience is added -
those spoken of had merely tasted but recognized the goodness
of the word God.
Again, the use of 77"/°^ 7~ uS (Jn 1:15) as a sub-
stantive where*:>v the student of classical Greek naturally ex-
pects Wf* O T^/OGS* is an illustration of the tendency of the
superlative to supplant the comparative in the language of
daily life. In the vernacular of the English language of to-
day, we often hear such expressions as "the tallest of the two",
"the best of the two" etc. The language of culture, of course
would require us to say "the taller" or "the better" of the two.
What occurs now occurred in New Testament times as, the papyri
conclusively show. Moult on says: "There seems no longer ade-
quate reason to question that 77^? o ~rc-^ o % has been superseded,
for the great rarity of the comparative form in the papyri re-
inforces the natural inference from John. In the Grenffell-
Hunt volumes it occurs only once in a legal document"."' " In
£ ' J
a later publicat ion#Moulton adds: "The phrase ifpcuTO^ £im
(second or third century) shows that in this word it was the
superlative which ousted the comparative". This being true,
the alternative rendering in the R V for John 1:15, "first in
regard of me", is without warrant. Hence Moulton goes on to
* N. T. Documents, p. 68.
*•* Cf. Thayer Lexicon of N. T. p. 555a.
Grammar, p. 79.
# The Expositor, Sixth Series, Vol. 10, -.193 (1904).
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say:^ "It is reasonable to suppose from all the new evidence
that the R. V. Marginal note should be dispensed with in John
1:1b, ICor. XIII: 13., Matthew XVIIIrl, and the like. And in
Acts 1:1, we must allow that the mere use of ~n~(=> ustoS> can
prove very little when we ask whether St. Luke meant to write
a third treatise. // oT&fi o*Z& is very rare in the papyri
though not extinct." Likewise, it becomes unnecessary for us
to search for any far-fetched interpretation of the authors
meaning. The view of Abbott for instance, is now thoroughly
discredited. He held that "probably the writer had in view
the Johannine traditions, "I am the First and the Last I £s
one can speak of 'my God,' my 'Rock', my Light', so one
might speak of 'my First', having in view the Firstborn of
God, the Beginning, xxx According to this view, the Baptist
meant, 'He was from the cradle my superior, my Elder brother:
but he said words that might be interpreted as meaning, "He
was, from the beginning, my First, i.e., the Firstborn of God,
the object of my worship"."" It is unfortunate that such
scholarly and painstaking work as was done by Abbott in his
Johannine Grammar was carried forward without a more favor-
able attitude toward the new light from the papyri .**
*
::
"John'
s
employment Athe superlative 7T[=> uj 7~o~S in 1:15, 1:30, and
15:18 ( 77/o ots t o 1/ LrjLfisi>^) is noticeably different from
what is found in Heb. 4:6 where the comparative, 7Tp 6 T" & p' IS
is introduced for literary effect.^
* Ibid.
Abbott Johannine Grammar, p.l3ff.
***Cf. Blass, Gram. N.T. Gk., (1911) p. 34
ft Cf. Abbott, p.510f.
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The freedom with which the adverb is used as a substan-
tive is noticeable in the Fourth Gospel. This feature is in
line with the natural development of the language as ^is shown
by examples from the non-literary papyri, /^and ^^which
occur in Jn VIII:23 in the saying l//U<^<3 rcvr Afuru) * rr*
7-u/y HffarQ discussed in Milligan and Moulton's vocab-
ulary of the New Testament with similar instances/ meaning
"places below or above " from the papyri which are cited.
/I occurs in John without the article (^>s ,11.7) in
the sense of the top or head. This also is in accord with
papyri usage, an instance of which appears in Papyri of the
Fayum towns. Milligan and Moulton give this reference: "In
P Fay 101,verso i. 15 ( an account about B.C. 18) we find #
4? Ecu* Eirc-cft T& , where the editors explain
indicating that the following ,dated "Pauni 4 to Epeiph 15" ,
should have headed the account, instead of coming at the end".*""
# Cf. Vocabulary of Gk.
,
part 1, p. 50.
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VI. Use of Verbs.
as for the most part the grammar of the literary and non-
literary Greek was the same, it is just what we have reason to
expect that the verbal forms of tense, mode, voice and number
do not differ, generally speaking, in the New Testament books
from what is found in other Hellenistic writings. If care
were not taken, it would be easy to blunder especially with
the verb which has such a remarkable variety of root forms,
as well as prefixes, augments, reduplications, and endings.
New Testament scholars agree that the language of the Fourth
Gospel is pure Greek as contrasted with what is observable in
Revelation where "the indifferent interchange of tense in the
same paragraph (3:9,11; 3:13)" is evidence of its ungrammat ical
character.*'" Generally speaking the Fourth Gospel must be class-
ed along with Hebrews as normal Greek. Its discriminating use
of tenses is illustrated by Abbott in his discussion of the
subjunctive mood where he observes "that John, more than many
Greek authors, utilizes the shades of difference between the
aorist and the present subjunctive" and cites "jn. X:38, 'in
order that ye recognize' {y^u^T^) and go on recognizing
( y(n*srKriTe) that the Father is in me". Here recognition
is "present and progressive, as contrasted with the past
* Cf. I.T. Beckwith, The Apocalypse of John, p. 224. Abbott
J oh. Gram. p. 369.
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when the believer first recognized ( yi/6t/T£- )"." Moulton
calls attention to another instance of the careful use of
tense: "The Simplex Aorist has point action, generally effect-
tive, meaning 'ascertain, realize', but occasionally (ps in
Jn. 17:2b, 2Tim. 2:19) it is constative: ^gather s in
to one perspective all the successive moments of y /i^
G~£r in Jn. 17:3". Such discriminative instances lead
Abbott to remark: "John may occasionally use an Aorist where
Englishmen would use a perfect or a pluperfect: but such uses
will be found to be in accord with the rules of contemporary
Greek, written or vernacular. And the notion that he uses one
Greek tense for another must be shunned as an ignis fatuus
.
In the connection attention should be called to the care and
discrimination which is characteristic of all Greek, including
Modern Gk. as well as Koine. Robertson says: "it is mere com-
monplace to smooth the tenses into a dead level in translation
and miss the writer's point of view. Rademacher (N.T. Gk., p.
12<t) is doubtful whether in the New Testament we are justified
in making 'sharp distinctions between the imperfect, Aorist or
perfect: a subjunctive imperative or infinitive of the Aorist
or present'. But for my part I see no more real ground in the
# Abbott, Joh. Gram p. 369, footnote.
** ,Abbott , Joh. Gram. p. 584. In a footnote he cites Jn,12:19
" \se , b ko(tmos ottLctcv aisrois a7r^X &t-t^ (rv)
' Lo the world is gone after him' where the rendering 'is gone'
may seem to demand 7T 6-/ H'/ 1/
$
'
£K xxxx but John could
not have said ct 77~(-X lj ,1 because besides beine extreme-
ly rare, it had acquired a spec in 1 meaning, which would have
been unsuitable here".
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in the papyri and inscriptions for such hesitation than we find
in the Attic Greek.' Yet uniformity in the use of tenses is
not required by the fact that there is practically always a rea-
son for a particular form. Writers very greatly according to
temperament, mood and culture. What is noteworthy in John is
predominance of the historical present making vivid his narra-
tive. Robertson observes that "this vivid idiom is popular In
all languages particularly in the vernacular."6 *" Moulton re-
marks that It Is common In the papyri.*'*"'" Statistics gathered
by Hawkins, Horae Synopt icae^show that it occurs in John 162
times. Mark, a shorter book, has 151 Instances: but if the dis-
courses and dialogues in John were eliminated, the difference
between the two would be small. Luke, however, drops to the
low figure of only 9 (possibly 11) occurrences. Moulton con-
ceives of "Mark as a man of the people who heard it in daily
use around him; while Luke would have Greek education enough to
MM
know that it was not common in the cultured speech of his time."
Robertson refers to St. Luke "as the scientific historian, while
Mark and John are the dramatists' ,*™and adds "there is no doubt
of the vividness of the narrative in Mark and John which is due
to the historical presents.
Cf. Robertson, Gram. p. 830.
##Cf. Robertson, Gram. p. 866.
*-v-::-Proleg. p. 121. I'his dramatic 'historic' present, says Moul-
ton, "was a permanent element in prose narrative whether collo-
4Uial or literery; -but it seems to have run much the same
course as in English, where the historic present is not normally
used in educated conversation or in literature as narrative
form.
"
# Cf. Horae Synopticae (2nd ed., pp. 143f.
^ Proleg. p. 121.
M# Gram. p. 867.
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Modern literary English abhors this idiom but it ought to be
preserved in translating the Gospels in order to give the
same element of vividness to the narrat ive . " The fact that
historical presents occur so frequently interspersed with
Aorists in description and in dialogue with Jesus (Cf. Jn. 20:
15-18; 1-8 : 12-15 . )* : ' is additional evidence of the fondness of
the writer for the vivid idiom which tends to classify him, al-
so, as a man of the people.*""*' 1
'
In contrast with John's preference for the historical pres-
ent there is in Hebrews a predilection for the perfect. Simcox
points out this partiality as characteristic and gives figures
as follows: "Deducting the twice repeated y V (r if 7? ATa (F&
of the quotation from psalm II, we have seventy-seven perfect
tenses in this Epistle: in I Cor., which is longer in about
the propostion of 4:5, we have only sixty-seven, including
seven instances of the Pauline formula , W$(<?r #<^«'s)y€yp<lnT<zJL
.
Robertson, Gram. p. 868.
The frequent use of present subjunctive, 88 times, in John
is an outstanding characteristic. Cf. Robertson Gram. p. /^0"i~
for table of statistics. Cf. also Abbott, John Gram. p.369f. }/
for discussion of this characteristic - "John's free use of £61/
with present subjunctive: allows him to make distinctions
not so clearly recognizable in the Synoptists between such phrases
as (l) p t^l 7T o l e-t e-
t
if,
as je sb y , or if, as I assume ye are doing this , (2) T^O/r-tc
~~fh~d~L rfT-S ^on 'the supposition that ye are doing this",
(3) €?aK r-avT^ 7Toi r'<rn i- e "should
ye do thisj'. Specific instances, follow such as V;31, ecLt^
Maptvp lu 7f~e-p t etfa
v
tpF, n Maprrp i /*o v ofr/c £<rriy djn^'s
"put the case that I (emph.) am having witness about myself:
(then) my witness is not true"; the meaning seems to be the Son
is not bearing witness about Himself because, though His lips
may utter the words of testimony, the Father is speakinc
through the Son". (p.372f.)
Simcox, jf. ofN. t. p. 55.
proleg. p. 141 Cf. also, ^urton, Modes and Tenses. p.42f.
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Since as Moulton says "the perfect was increasingly used as
the language grew older as a substitute for what would for-
merly have been a narrative aorist"", and "a cursory reading
of the papyri shows us how much more the vernacular tends to
use this tense",*""*" We might infer that the author of Hebrews
conforms to popular usage and exhibits the tendency to blur
or obliterate the distinction between the aorist and the per-
fect. bir 1 cox*"
vv
adi its that even In the indicative it Is hard
to think that the distinction is always consistently malntain-
ed in Hebrews and mentions & M & V A of 1:13 "which might
have been interchanged with the UTT^f FiTt of ver. 5 "(though he
admits there is a possible shade of difference here); €ipn*£-
in IV. 3:4 (where he sees no difference whatever so that an
Aorist might just as well have been used); and XI. 17, 28
(where he says, "it is hard to see how the tenses can be other
than historical, or why they are introduced except to vary a
long line of Aorists".)# But Moulton who allows some genuine-
ly Aoristic perfects in the N.T. will make no such admission
here and rules out the alleged examples in 7:13 and 9:18 along
with 11:17 and 11:28 as obviously covered by the authors usus
loquendi, i.e. his characteristic use of the perfect tense to
describe what "stands written" in the Scripture.
Proleg. p. 141 Cf. also, Burton, Modes and Tenses. p.42f.
Ibid.
*-**!ritere of the W. T.. p. 55,
§ Burton, Woods and Tenses, p. 43, where the perfects in Heb.
7:13 {7Tpo<re<rACn Key ) , 9:18 and 11:28 are called Aoristic.
Proleg., pp. 142, 143.
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If, then, we admit with Simcox end Moffatt that the writer of
Hebrews employs the perfect in Chapter XI for literary effect,
viz., to vary a lone?: line of Aorists, or if we scrree with
Moulton and Robertson that the use of the perfect in this
Epistle was deliberately chosen to emphasize the permanence
of the Scriptural record, there is nothing; in this book to
show that the author did not conform to the better literary us-
ages of his day in employing so frequently the perfect tense
(comparatively common in literary Koine also) to express his
thought. One noteworthy instance of the perfect is found in
Heb. 11:3 6riS TO xxxx y&yo f<~- t^&c , there being only one
other instance of the perfect with the articular infinitive in
the New Testament (Cf. Eph 1 : 18)
A table of relative frequency of the articular infinitive
in New Testament books is furnished by Moulton and this gives
the instances in Hebrews as 23, or an average of 1.09 per W H
page. The table indicates what data from the papyri confirms
(the usage not being so common there )^that the articular in-
finitive, though extended from Attic orators to the Hellenistic
vernacular, was yet principally employed by persons of culture.
For example, Polybius, a well-known Hellenistic writer, uses
*Int. to N.T. Litt. 424f. Cf. also Burton, Moods k Tenses p.42f.
Gram., p. 132.
*-*~>:-Robertson, Gram. p. 1072.
# Cf. Ibid. p. 106*: Where Jan. Hist. Gk. Gram (p. 5^? ) is quoted
as follows: "jannaris notes ho scarce it is in the writings
of John and in unlearned papyri and inscriptions, doubtful in
the mediaeval period, and absent from the modern vernacular".
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the articular infinitive 1,901 times, an averse of 1.35 to
the page, whereas in the New Testament it is found only 322
times, an average of 4.2 to a page."*' In the grammars of Moul-
ton and Robertson there is an interesting and illuminating
discussion of the use of 7~o cr an^ also <"' 5 ro with the infin-
"itive. Both forms are found in Hebrews, r~o with the infin-
itive occuring 4 times, and & l s 7~° with infinitive 8 times
in this Epistle. The former is found in the New Testament on-
ly 79 times, Luke having two-thirds of the total; the latter,
occurs 72 times, 50 of which are in the writings of Paul."""*""
Only scattered examples of either are found in the papyri in-
dicating that they belong " to the higher stratum of education."
Normally they have telic force, but there are instances where
both have broken away from the classic idea of purpose. That
Hebrew teleology had anything to do with the blurring of the
distinction between purpose and consequence is disproven by
common Koine instances. The semi-final use of ~ra(J iv^ir
in Heb. 11:5 is therefore in harmony with non-Biblical usage.
The new light tends to show, however, that the idea of purpose.
* Cf . Allen, The Inf. in Polyb. compared with the Inf. in
Bibl. Grk," Quoted by Robt. Gram. p.l064f.
Robertson, Gram pp. 1067, 1071.
Moult on, Prol. p. 220. ,
# Moult on, Prol p. 2l9f . "for &M To we may quote the re-
current formula &i S 6 r £t«<SCi- M(-K-0 & *
which is decidedly telic: as p. Fi2 ( //7/$m*. ) quarter, P
82 ( iii/A .D. ). "Miscellaneous examples follow as examples
for T^ol7 precede this statement.
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was not so easily lost In these constructions with the inflni-
c/
tive as was the case with I in subordinate clauses."" Usu-
ally they have final force with a precise intent somewhet diff-
c/
erent from * "^ . "Westcott on Heb. 5:1 distinguished be-
tween IV" and r%hich he notes as occurring in close connec-
tion in a considerable number of passages; < appears to mark
in each case the direct and immediate end, while ^indicates
the more remote result aimed at or reached. This seems to be
true of both 7~dbr and .»
Before passing from the discussion of these significant
infinitive forms, mention may be made of the remarkably rare
employment of the infinitive as a full noun capable of a depend-
ent genitive which is found once only in the New Testament and
that in Hebrews (2: lb,*T<d Tr&^roA tovJ, >i\s) Moult on
cites this as the one classical development of the infinitive
which failed to maintain itself and gives instances of its oc-
currence in Demosthenes and Plato. One occurrence is found in
Ignatius by Gildersleeve, namely, ^° * # A>> ^ ^ nfrour S ^ ^
Robertson"""""'"remarks about the occurrence in Heb. 2:15 as being
the only instance of an attributive with an infinitive in the
New Testament except in apposition with Tvvto f and adds that
instances are rare in classical Greek where it is confined to
pronouns. Notice that it is in Hebrews whose author exhibits
« Cf. Moult on. Prol. p. 219.
Ibid. p. 218f.
**- Proleg. p. 215.
Gram. p. 1060.
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so many other signs of culture that we discover the single
New Testament example of this surviving classical idiom.
Another unusual form showing the literary affinity of
the writer of Hebrews is found in Heb. 12:17 where the old
Attic form / r~ (ye know) is employed instead of the usual
vernacular form, Qtr*£&7~£ one other example of the old Attic
forms of this word is found in the New Testament, viz. L<T€IV4*
(Acts 26:4). Commenting on this, Blass asserts that "the writer
must therefore have learned somewhere (? at school > that in
order to speak correct Attic Greek one must conjugate, (<7~{sc-i>^~
Lfirr<? j iT&VL. in view of the fact that the writer of Hebrews
in another place has oi ^^/"^^and not t vf 6-*^ Blass concludes
//
that the employment by him of was not due to Atticism
but apparently to regard for rhythm.*" Moulton, though cruard-
ed in language, makes practically the same statement as to
the literary character of this unusual form.'"'" It might be the
usual imperative form which is exactly like the second person
plural of the present perfect indicative. Consequently ^oul-
ton says that "there is only one certain example of the old
forms, (Acts 26:4) L<Td <TL , in the New Testament; but he adds:
"Heb. 12:17) l<TTe may also be a mark of this literary surviv-
al, appropriate in Hebrews and in the speech of an educated
man at court. Cf. B.G.T. 16314 ( A . D . 108) also off icial. "Yet
he continues: "it is best, except perhaps in Hebrews 12:17.
* Blass, Gram. p. 5. also Appendix, p. 327.
** Gram. Vol. II, p. ii p. 221, 222.
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xxx to treat LO~T£ as an imperative wherever it occurs ."' Robert-
son, however, is more positive: "Three times indeed the liter-
ary Attic i<TT€ appears (Jas. 1:19; Eph.5:5; Heb. 12: 17) ". He
admits doubt only in one of the three, the passage in James,
which he says may be an imperat ive ."""''The weight of recent gram-
matical authority, therefore favors the view that in Heb. 12:17
we Siave the old literary form of the second person plural.
Passing now to the use of Participles in John and Hebrews,
it is well to keep in mind that the Greek is 'a participle-
loving language'. As Gildersleeve observes, "The Greek uses
the participle freely, if need be; but the use of the parti-
ciple is with him a matter of style, not simply a matter of re -
source. xx That the participle has a decided stylistic effect
was recognized by the Greek rhetor ic ians . "v * ""What the rhetori-
cal effect is he clearly states: "A/sentence, xxxx xxxx made up
of finite verbs, with repjJeated starts and repeated pauses is
not restful, and jerkiness in the parts is not rapidity on the
whole, so that a well part icipialized or eumetochic sentence
rolls much more steadily than a sentence mede up of finite
verbs. It is a stream and not a series of lets".
« Gram. Vol II, Par. ii. p. 221, 222.
** Cf. Milligan, Selections from Papyri: p. 7. where in a frag-
ment of a letter, "Epicurus to a child", the form 'icrdt is
found and says traces Of same classical form appears in
Eph. 5:5, Heb. XII: 7 ana Jas.l: 19.
#** Amer. Journal of Philology, Vol. IX. p.l39f.
jf Amer. Jour, of Philology, Vol. IX. p. 144.
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whether a writer, therefore, uses few or many partici-
ples - even though some participles, degraded to adjectives
or substantives, lost their movement while they keep their
color - will fairly well furnish a key to an author's rhet-
orical skill. Gildersleeve
,
accordingly gathers statistics
and as a result finds a fair number of participles in the
New Testament, enough, as he states, to show that it is true
Greek and not "Shemitic" Greek merely. He p;ives figures
which show that John has the least number of genitive abso-
lutes in the four Gospels.'' Robertson gives statistics of the
frequency of the participle in various Koine writers based
upon William's work, The Participle in Acts . Atticists such
as Josephus and JI Maccabees average respectively 20 and 23|-
per page; writers of literary Koine such as Polybius, Strabo
and Plutarch average 17g, 13-| and 14 respectively whereas the
4papyri drop to 6g per page.
All of this goes to show that in the language of daily
life people found it easier to avoid the participle. In the
New Testament, it occurs more frequently than in the papyri.
as we had reason to expect, Hebrews ranks high in participial
usage due in part perhaps to its oratorical character but clear-
* Amer. Journal of Philology, p. 153. Per page the figurew are
as follows: "Acts 1* , Mark- 81 , Luke .78, Matthew. 72,
John .30," That this is a peculiarity of John is shown by
a comparison of the narratives of the crucifixion in the
four Gospels: Luke 11, Matthew 10, Mark 9, and John only
5 per page."
#* Robertson, Gram. p. 1099,
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ly attributable to the culture of the writer. Years aero Sey-
farth called attention to the frequency in Hebrews of these
constructions: "Octogies atque quater in xxx Epistola habes
participia activa, centies et septies particlpia passiva and
media, atque septies genitivis absolutos . """" William's recent
figures gives the author of Hebrews 14 per page, ranking him
2
third among New Testament writers, Luke coming first with I63
in the Gospel and 17^ in Acts/ per page of 50 lines. John has
the lowest number among the other Gospel writers, having 10§
2
per page, whereas Matthew has 12^ and ft'ark 115» John with
2
only IO5 per page is nearest to the language of daily life as
4guaged by the number in the papyri, where are found 65 per
page.'"""
The periphrastic construction (participles with tlfflh )
found in John ten times, calls for special consideration in
view of the apparent influence of Aramaic sources or possibly
an Aramaic original of the Fourth GospelTvv In view of the
fact that Josephus wrote his "War", first in Aramaic and after-
wards in Greek
y
and of the statement of Papias that Matthew
wrote his Aoyia.ln Aramaic, ^the evidence in John should be
thoroughly sifted. Moulton discusses this problem?* in refer-
ring to Schmid's failure to find the periphrastic construc-
tion very often: quotes Schrnid as considering that with 'the
* Quoted by Westcott, Epis. to Heb., Intro. p.XLVII.
** Robertson, Gram. p. 1099.
##* Cf. C. T. Burney, "The Aramaic Origin of the Fourth Gospel
(1922) and notes on the same, Expository Times „ June, 1922.
The author holds view that there was a Gospel written in
Aramaic which underlies the present Gk. Gospel, and he believes
that he finds some faults in the translation into Gk.
# Cf. Roberfeson, Gram. p. 28.M Proleer. D-226.
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extr a ordinary abundance of the participial periphrasis in the
New Testament xxx one can not avoid separating the New Testa-
ment use from that of the Koine and deriving it from the He-
brew and Syrian application of the participle"; and raises 1
'no objection to this, within certain limits'. He adds, how-
ever, this cautions "No one denies that periphrasis Is thor-
oughly Greek: see the page and a half of classical examples
in Kuhner-Gerth. i.38ff. It is only that where Aramaic sources
underlie the Greek there is inordinate frequency of a use which
Hellenistic has not conspicuously developed". Then taking up
the occurrences in John he concludes that "the exx. in John
(see 31ass,203n) and Paul we may treat on purely Greek lines.
By way of further limiting the usage, we may observe that the
imperfect is the only tense in which correspondence with the
Aramaic is close enough to justify much of a case for depend-
ence, xxxx Blass well remarks that with John 'in most passages
ft lY has a certain independence of its own'." Robertson in his
treatment of this periphrastic construction refers to Rader-
macher's view (N,T. Gk. p. 166) that the commonness of the part-
iciple in the New Testament is due to the rhetorical tendency
and holds that "this misht apply to Hebrews but surely not to
the Synoptic Gospels and Acts".
The rare use of the aorist participle Y# Y vTa. tn Heb.
2:10 is noteworthy as proof of the precision and versatility
* Proleg. p. 227.
Gram. p. 1119f.
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of the writer/'
Negative forms with the participle are used pretty much
in the same way in John and Hebrews, The old Attic rule of
with the participle had given way in the "Koine so that ///j with
the participle is the usual construction, whereas 01/ is only
occasionally employed. ^Even in a writer of literary Koine
like Plutarch one notes the inroads of /<V« The papyri go fur-
ther, but still have examples of 01/", It was Moulton's view
that "in many of these examples we can distinctly recognize,
it seem, the lingering consciousness that the proper negative
for a statement of a downright fact is 01/ . The same feel-
ing may have made OV rise to the lips when an emphatic phrase
was wanted, as in the illiterate Tb. p. 34.""" Applying these
principles to New Testament usage, Moulton observes that in Luke,
Paul, and Hebrews we have "to reckon with the literary con-
sciousness of an educated man which left some of the old idioms
even where jUh had generally swept them away." The occurrences
of OV with the participle in Luke's writings are 5, in Paul a
dozen or so, in Hebrews 2. The Gospels have JA t\ with the part-
iciple almost exclusively, there being but one example each in
Matthew (22:11), Luke (6:48) and John (10:12). The instance
in John 6 JJl<r6u>T*S Jt*l OVAr ^V^>^/ ftonie8 under
« Cf. Moffatt, Int. to Litt. of N.T. p. 426
# Robertson, Gram. p. 1137.
Proleg. p. 232.
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the rule that $ if with the participle in the Koine means that
the negative is clear-cut and decisive". ' There is possible
no such demand for the stronger negative form in Heb. 11:1,
(rXt-yXrf 3 °V j3A(rfT0UWtu/though we might allow such a de-
mand in Heb. 11:35, 01/ 7Tp <T8^a T*/>f of^ -
^.VTpU/FL^ where the refusal of a proffered deliverance was
resolutely refused.
The redundant use of verbs is a feature of the Fourth Gos-
pel. The comparatively small number of participial forms in
John has previously been noticed. Gildersleeve mentions a con-
trast between the Fourth Gospel and the other three: "The type
of the three Synoptic Gospels is overwhelmingly 7?0 P I S
tlfft'l'' I of John, J??P£/tplfr?l fiTPf-y «**
Whereas the participial form here mentioned occurs in Matthew
43 times, in Mark 4 times and in Luke 29 times? the phrase
with two finite verbs is found only two or three times. In
John, however, J // & /CpL&fj /Va l ecTT&K t s found thirty-
four times. Plummer*:H: *regards this the Hebrew peculiarity (in
John) of minuteness of detail as well as exhibiting a prefer-
ence for co-ordinate sentences. McClean follows Plummer in
mentioning this feature as a Hebrew fondness for detail.
But since the writer has habitually used normal Greek and
shown so many signs of vernacular usage, there seems no good
* Cf. Robertson, Gram. p,1137f.
** Amer. Jour, of Phil. Vol Ix. p. 144
**« Cf. Robertson, Gram. p. 1429, for Mr. Scott's statistical
table.
iHHMt Commentary on John, Intro, p. XLVIII.
# Intro, to St. John's Gospel, p. 119.
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r^ason now in the light of Koine usage, to hold any other view
here than that the author was using what is common in every-da
conversation in other languages. Robertson in referring to
this redundant use mentions 7TV7 A- & €rV A#L C L 77~(r IS
(Jn. 5:15) as being the equivalent of "went end told" which is
heard so often now in daily life. He comments: "Nor is it a
peculiarity of Greek. It belongs to the vernacular of most lan
guages.""
Gram., p. 836.
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VII. Sentence Structure.
Passing now from the consideration of vocabulary, to the
broader view of sentence construction, there is a difference
in the order and arrangement of the opening paragraphs of the
Fourth Gospel and Hebrews which arrests the attention of the
most casual reader. In the one instance, that of the Gospel,
there are simple short sentences, easy to read and to under-
stand: on the other case that of Hebrews the opening sentence,
compounded of many clauses, is drawn out through four verses
of the text. What is true of the introductory verses, is
characteristic of the books as a whole. This accords with our
observation as to the use of connectives and particles. The
excessive use of f\6LL in John as we have seen is attributable
not so much to the influence of Hebrew idiom as to popular
Greek usage. On the otherhand, the wide rajge in use of con-
nectives and other particles in Hebrews indicates that the
writer has expressed himself in complex and compound sentences.
Other things being equal, it is the man of culture, literary
and philosophical, whose periods are long and involved.
How artless John is in sentence construction may be seen
in the occasional sentence which runs through two or more
verses of the text. Take for instance the sentence in John 1:
52ff . where we go through three verses of Westcott & Hort text
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before reaching a period, The conjunct ion, f(dL is used six
times, making really independent sentences out of the clauses
so that, in the Revised Version, the rendering into English is
made in three separate sentences. As a matter of fact, the
Textus Receptus makes the statements into the same form, three
sentences instead of one. What is more, in verse 33, there is
an example of anacoluthon, the pronoun repeating the subject
as often occurs in ordinary conversation. Notice the wording:
This second introduction of the subject in the form of a pro-
noun occurs a number of times in the Fourth Gospel. See the
following where the superfluous pronoun, which is underscored,
mars the construction of the sentence:
Jn 5:11
/
etc.
r
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Again, notice the long sentence In Jn 11:14,15,16. Here
the clauses are loosely joined together with the occurrence
of p^L nine times in three verses - clear case of the collo-
quial style - as follows:
_____
Pal G-ffp&K ev t£} t^pco T-ofrs tt^uA oi/t/Ta
s
tijas /ra_L Trpo/fa.TA. /rat Trep iTTepas K*t
To vs fir&ppari cr -raj ta &/ipA^ovs
t
ta<? 7?ai n <r#j
0pa y
&
'A Puis 6-yc (rZotytwiS jrarras e£&PaA(-f
It Tov i^pOK P# HIP frpfrfaTa. /cap tous AAoa s
Ipppi TuJf toA kv'tfttPT^aii/ fg^j^y Ta tc-pM^TsL
Irai Tas Tpa /Tf-Ca s a ir
s
'r~p ^tpeir
,
fai To7 s
TcL* ' TTe-pifre-pa s /TeaAoven ^ PT/t^-k /?pa Te-
Tai/Ta e i/T^-i/Pet 77aiPZte- to r otto is- tov
TTatpos ptoi/ aT trots ep'/Top loir.
But turn to Hebrews and how differently related are the parts
of the long complex and compound sentences. Passing by the
big sentence with which the Epistle begins, observe the foll-
owing as examples of labored, literary constructions:
Heb. 11:2,3, 4- £l yap SP (ApY^A^t/ sU A fiftS /op0S
C-ywe-TO^jfle/jatof-
,
Pa£ 7ra<ra 7r^p<rs3a<ns fat tap -
a /to /i £A a/fe is ^rSi tot A/t cr£a TSoSo r{a i/, /Too j Ptf(-u
ep 0c-vpo/i/e9-a. r/j a i tai/r/? s ap^A /ycraisr^s r/j p(a /
/7ns, apxhr Aa/AoVroL A^A^^l tov ti/ploy
is/To Tcoir a toi/crayTcot pis sipas ^c-PAai^^^
(tvk(~/?i jc/ap Tispovtsra s To 1/ frft'P tr/7
f
T&^
re-pa<rnr ta L /Toi/riAaij JaK«p i rr/eirp^ras
apt 01/ //r-pi(T//oiJ tara. T/p is a ari? £f-A <yn 1/
*
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Heb. 111:12, 13, 14- /j/e-ZT^C-
/ jrf&jLff*^ ft //
£<rraL 4'r Ti iri um<Z>is /capita. ttvv/i/jZl a Tl err[as
V red ar^ocrrn^a^ J /To &c-ol? {
/
^r^s
/
aAAd.
(Z.KpLS #y To hm cpoN
f
/r#A £ir«L
t
1'ra M'} c/cAh-
pyA/dti tis 6f yftuli/ £fr#r/] t/)J aftapn'as '//m&o
yap rol? Kpt-f^oy Yc-yvirxftc-^ ea'rTT^p r/?r apXn
C
ttjC Mc- ^ •
Other examples of long and carefu'lly articulated sentences in
Hebrews are as follows:
Heb. V:7,8,9,10, four verses in one sentence.
Heb. VI: 16, 17, 18, 19,20, five verses in one sentence.
Heb. VII: 1,2,3; and 26,27,28, three verses in each sentence
Heb. VIII:4,5,6, three verses in the sentence.
Heb. IX:2,3,4,5; and 6,7,8,9,10, the first with four and
the second with five verses in a sentence.
Heb. X: 19,20,21,22,23,24,25, seven verses in a single sen-
tence .
Heb. XII:32,33,34,35,36,37,38, again seven verses of
effective rhetorical construction, filling 16 lines
of WH text, the climax in length in the epistle.
No writer would build such sentences as these without time
and effort, characteristic of one trained in the schools. What
is more with all of the long and involved sentences, there are
none which are badly broken or open to serious literary crit-
icism. Parenthetical claused occasionally occur but no paren-
thesis which breaks the thought, such as we find in Jn. 1:15,
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Iv:l-3, and X:12,13. Nor does the author of Hebrews lose the
nrammst ical relationships as may be the case in John. Notice
(f —
for instance, the following clause from Jn.l7:2: 1*1^4 77^tf 1/
T*0LS agrees withZ/VK or should do so: but here the order
of thought is broken and the case is changed, something a care-
ful writer would not do. The only instance in Hebrews where
the grammar is possibly at fault is in VII: 1 where the textual
reading is in doubt. If we take the marginal reading of WH,
os ovt^a/r/ins , then os is a subject without a correspond-
r /
ing verb. But in the preferred reading in WH, O l/TriTa
$
there is no grammatical difficulty: the article being asso-
ciated with the participle, (Tl/lftf/Ffl (Tft J , a perfectly
good grammatical form.
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VIII. Rhetorical Form and Finish.
Sentence* might be correctly articulated and yet have no
artistic excellence. In Hellenistic times, however, one of
the foremost studies was that of rhetoric. St. Paul was dis-
credited In certain Greek circles because he did not use the
enticing words of man's wisdom. Writers who had been trained
in Hellenistic schools would most probably betray that fact
by euphonious or elegant expression. It is important, there-
fore, in this inquiry to ascertain whether in John and Hebrews
there is evidence of a conscious effort at fine writing. We,
therefore, now ask whether these New Testament books have
rhetorical form and finish.
Special familiarity with the technique of the rhetorician
can not be proven by showing that an author has used readily
the forms of Oriental religious imagery or by pointing out here
and there flashes of religious insight which appear in approp-
riate or attractive language. This applies to the Fourth Gos-
pel. It deals with the most sublime of all subjects. It quotes
from Old Testament writings. It deals with sacred places and
associations. There is a circumstantiality and fondness for
detail which is truly remarkable. And all the while there was
the influence of the Great Teacher who spake as never man spake.
In reading the discourses / there is constantly the question as
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to how much is the wording of the FasteV and how much is verb-
iage of the writer. As Deissmann has shown the solemn use of
the pronoun in the first person, the "i" style, is not pecul-
iar to John but is characteristic of liturgical texts of the
Isis cult. It belonged therefore to the religious languages!
of the times a nd^ whether it belonged to the original form of
the utterances of Jesus or whether the sayings of Jesus were
given this form by the creative imagination of the writer,
there is nothing in the phrasing to bespeak special literary
or philosophical origin. That the author of the discourses
was not a literary artist was the pronounced opinion of M. Ar-
nold who declares that the record "has blots and awkwardness
which a master of inventive imagination would never have suf-
fered his work to exhibit."'""
The so-called "and" xxx "and" style has also been shown
to be characteristic of the popular Hellenistic speech. What
does arrest the attention of the rhetorical critic, however,
is the parallelism of clauses expressing as would a Hebrew
poet the thought of the author. The Hebrew Scriptures doubt-
less did have a powerful influence over the writer in this re-
gard, and this influence is apparent in the Prologue. It takes
a big stretch of the imagination, though, to see in the Prologue
a poem or hymn of the Hebraic type on the Logos. Cecil Cryer
contends for this view and holds that the hymn was prefixed as
an introduction to the narrative proper. Says he;**"lt will
Cf. Moffat, Introduction, p. 563.
Expository Times,, July 1921, Art. on Prologue to the Fourth
Gospel, p. 440, 443.
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1 s 9-14-16-1Rbe seen that vv. ~
, fall into a series of trist-
lches (a) and distriches (b), while vv. 6 ~8and v12c* were udded
by the author when incorporating the poem in the Gospel",
xxxx The Gospel forms a commentary on the conception stated
concisely in the poem and a series of words - of special and
significant content - forms a literary coinage equally current
in poem and Gospel alike, e.g.
ICOCTjU'OS / So§& , (TA;oTLa_ f (Tap§ r f
'
L y to (Tfe i if
Y(- fracr &-a c ,
There are in addition numerous other literary affinites which
stamp both a like with a common authorship". we may
well admit the common authorship of the prologue and the nar-
rative which follows the same, and affirm with Wrede that "this
word is a work from one mould and like the seamless robe of
Ghrist. For everywhere it betrays the same spirit and the same
way of presentation".*" But the view that there is a poem on
the Logos is far-fetched.
Instances of rhythmical phrasing do appear^ however, as for
example in John 4:31 where is a play on words which gives us a
beautiful bit of fine writing:
errdfuj Trayrwr &<rrly q toy rt/j y7]j e-/t
Another instance of artistic expression, which Foulton cites
« Cf. origin of N. T. , 1909. p. 76.
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as furnishing consecutive anapaests is in John V:14, the only
blemish being the hiatus between the verses:
The frequent use of antitheses is admittedly a charac-
teristic of the Fourth Gospel, Words occur in pair giving con-
trasting ideas. The most prominent of these are (f)lA/S ( light
)
The strength of these antitheses is undeniable and they are
impress indelibly upon the memory: but their use over and over
again amounts almost to monotony, robbing their occurrence of
special artistic effect. Concerning Hebrews, the marks of ar-
tistic expression are so numerous that it is generally admitt-
ed that the author is the outstanding artist among New Testa-
ment writers. As Milligan puts it, "Every sentence is care-
fully finished, every period is exactly balanced".*"
Among the artistic features which are prominent, is the
remarkable choice of words such as would be employed only by
a rhetorician. The reader of the English translation "hs- be-
comes familiar with such highly figurative language as "word",
a two-edged sword, or surgeon's knife, IV: 12; "hope" as an
anchor, (VI: 19) ; and an amphitheater with the contestants sur-
rounded by a great cloud of witnesses (XII: 1). Also, he can
not fail to notice the vividness and force of such express-
* Theology of the Ep. to the Hebrews, p. 17.
(Christ)
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ion as Chap. XI, "assurance of things hoped for, evidence of
things not seen." It is, however, the student of Hellenistic
r /
Greek who sees the full force of the figure in that word, l/JTO"
r7y?(7~lS , which signifies title-deed, reminding one of the
phrasing of an old hymn, "a title-clear to a mansion in the
skies". Familiarity with the Greek text is needed to appre-
ciate the skill with which the author paints in other places
a whole picture with a single verb. Westcotf gives a list of
such cases which includes the following: TTtfptfpi/ US/U(-K
(nay, y isacrpa 1/'povr'rc-s (vi:6),
0(r# 7~p l£VpeKtl (X:33).
The comparatively frequent play on words is also a notice-
able characteristic of the Epistle to the Hebrews. The very
first words TTdfLl/p/c-ptOJ f*i TTdjll/T/icJ// 6VS constitute a
clear instance. Other good examples are as follows:
wi± , A.o Ao yntrco (re Pal 7rp^9^^c/^
77^A /? 6 1/ suj ere . •
VIIS5
'
,
a///?Tcop,
vni:7,8
/ fi yqp A ppwT/y f fetr/i /?V p Tf^as
oi/K for Sc-i/repas G^r&Lro t-ottos- //e//06 -
Me roJ v~x.—
r ,
r, i s
^'^oVrtAJS^fi-ai o £pi<7-r0J,p raf Trpafe^JC&c-ts.
Pis To^7To jt^wts a rt-rc-y /ct l ir d/i/apri* s
t
e/c Sei/r^pov
xni:i,2^ ila ^p0{^ ptetse^cv. -rns 0Uo§esias
# Paronomasia & Kindred Phenomena in the New Testament
Phd Dissertation University of Chicago, private edition,
1920. By Albert Ruasell.
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Wlbert Russell who made a special investigation as regards
paronomasia in the New Testament*" says thnt the usage in He-
brews is about such as is shown in the discourses of Epic-
tetus. He lists as instances of pairs of words ending in the
same syllable or sound (homeoteleuton) the following: IX: 10;
XII: 18; VII:3; XIL:37,38; then gives as examples of words with
like sound, but different derivation and meaning, these refer-
ences: 1:1* V:8; VII:23,24; VII:2b; IX: 11; XII: 2; XII:.2j XII:
12,13; XIII: 1,2.
Another special feature of the language in Hebrews is the
effective employment of emphatic position of verbs in the im-
perative mode. Good rhetorical or oratorical effect* is given
in the following examples:
y /
ni:i, /#?-Ta roncrot"/ e- To/ a^ocrZ^Ao^
ni:i2,/^fVe 7-e-, aS&lpoc, Afh erTa L .
vn:4, QeoupeZ-rt- Se oi/Tos.
xni:3,4,//i /L(irr{<rfic&<r9'e- Tcvr
f
Secr^tmi^;
Rhetorical questions also stand out conspicuously in the course
of the argument or appeal of the writer. Several of these
questions confront the reader in the opening Chapter.
footnote to page 78.
+ Westcott, Epistle to the Hebrews, Intro., XLVIII.
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Old Testament questions are thus introduced:
verse 5, ^ } f
TlKl yap fiTT&K 7ToT& Tu>r a/'Yf-Awy'
;
verse 13, 7rflh Tit* 8t farS */y*if t-l'pt,*k> ;
The concluding verse of the chapter has also the skillful use
of interrogative form. Again, in 111:16,17,18 there are three
questions in succession with which the writer drives home the
truth of his argument. But most effective of all ere the fol-
lowing :
dc: 14", 7T0(TUJ /S0/tXojs To ai//A Tou JCpitrToy
OS St a 7Tlfe-i//SaTos alwriov eavTtr 7Tpocr/{^—
6fA:er Jt'uoutfor Tea , fa Pap lit Tn is <rvr-
, ~ l ~^ J J * — >/ 1 s&lo /i(Ti is
t
/j/Aujis O^/T^d K^Jtpook epyurv eLcr To
XI:32
' /rat rt &'tl A^r"> ;
Skill in handling high-sounding adverbs is, also notice-
able in Hebrews. Adverbs ending in were used freely by writ-
ers of literary Koine and is one of the distinguishing marks
of their style. It is not surprising, therefore, that the
writer of Hebrews yields to this influence. Two, such adverbs
7T0A.l///(-pWS 7T0^l/TpOfr£Vf , long and high-sounding
stand in the most emphatic position at the very beginning of
the Epistle. Other good examples of the same literary usage
are found:^/5^^^ (11:1); >7tfP# 1^It* S (H:14)
Of (PL OO S (X:26); fTt-p L<TOT&P U> S
which occurs in the same sentence with / A /C&l OK (XIII:19).
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The literary plural is likewise used to good advantage in He-
brews. Moult on gives examples of the literary plural from
the papyri and quotes K. Dick who has made an elaborate study
of the question as proving "beyond all possible doubt that _I
and we chased each other throughout these documents without
rhyme or reason." --This tendency to vary is seen in Hebrews.
A pronounced example of such variation at will is found in
chapter XIII where in verse 18, the plural forms are found,
, but in the very next verse
the writer refers to himself with the singular forms,
In ext imating the importance of a plural pronoun in the
first person, care should be taken to discriminate between a
real editorial "we" and instances where the writer is asso-
ciated with others."" In Hebrews, the plurals in chapter VI are
of both kinds. Verse one has and verse three
has /(OL h (TOf>((-^ where those addressed as well as the writer
are included. But in verse nine, and
in verse eleven, are clear cases of
true editorial, "we". These perfectly clear instances of the
true literary plural might occur in the language of a man with-
out culture but are more likely to occur in a writer of liter-
ary training and tastes. It seems to me quite clear the author
# Prolegomena, p. 86.
v-r Cf. Robertson, Grammar, p.406f.
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of Hebrews has mode a skillful use of the editorial, "we", in
verses nine and eleven of chapter VI. The instances in chap-
i / > c -
ter 1:14, in the Fourth Gospel, f(f A'fi ^ UJ (T£ IS & V //Mi 1/
A a l e 0-e a <ra /U# &
?
and 1 : 15, /t/Z^Fs TP* ^> / ^ O//1^
also in XXI: 24, L 8&' are all examples where others
are included with the writer.
Turning now from the rhetorical choice of words to the
plan of composition, there is discoverable in Hebrews what is
not found in John, a composition with an oratorical trend and
purpose. The author terras it a word of exhortation (XIII:22),
and it sounds like an oration.
There is a plan in the Fourth Gospel but it is not of an
historical character. After the Prologue, the narrative pro-
ceeds with subject matter grouped about signs or miracles, a
certain climax being reached in the seventh which records the
miracle of the raising of Lazarus from the dead. Singleness
of purpose in the work as a whole is stated by the writer in
the closing verse of Chapter XX, Tfl' 1/T&L Sf- Y^/Sp* L,
IK0L 77~MT/ ei/$T£- (these are written that ye may believe).
But that general purpose is realized without the rhetorical
movement or conscious effort at eloquence. The discourses,
of course are different from the narrative portion in import-
ant respects and contain expressions of great force and sub-
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Ltmlty. Such utterances as, "I am the Vine and )fe are the
branches", "in my Father's house ore many mansions" will live
as long as any work in any language endures. But in these we
have the mind of the Faster and not merely the expression of
the writer. The record does not reveal any special signs of
effort on the part of the writer at rhetorical effect. Take
for instance the verse which follows the remarkable utterance,
—
and the superfluous pronoun OVPOS occurs to interrupt the even
flow of words just as in ordinary conversation. Here it is:
ofrros flepei /cap 7^0 v t^oa^
But in Hebrews how different, as the composition proceeds,
the pathos and the eloquence of the orator burst forth. Bleek
singles out the following sections as showing the great preach-
er and orator: IX: 11-14, X: 19-25, XI: 38*40, XII:18-24. In
chapter XI, the Faith .Chapter, the highest eloquence is attain-
ed. Verse after verse starts with the same key word, TTLOT~Gt
Then after naming a long line of heroes who had triumphed
through faith as if almost out of breath, he asks, in verse 32:
/fa i t£ e-'ri At-yw /
After reading such impassioned and eloquent words as there we
do not wonder at Von Soden when he claims that Hebrews "will
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safely bear comparison with the publishes sermons of St. Chrys
ostoin, or the beat preachers in ancient 'or modern times"."
Wrede was right in asserting that "Hebrews exhibits the best
and most elegant Greek of all the books of the New Testament.
Rhythm as well as oratorical ferver appears in Hebrews.
Thayer refers to the rhythmic phrasing as a praiseworthy feat-
ure 7; Blass who made a special study of the Epistle from the
artistic standpoint discovers a rhythmical principle running
throughout the book.^ Poetical quality is claimed by him for
two references as follows: "in 12, 13 there occurs a fault-
less hexameter, ft I TpoJ^L^S 6p0h TTaL^Te 7$TS
7TO(riv VjUcol/' and immediately after in 14f. two equally fault
less trimeters in succession, . \ ,
oFjtcopu oj/jeZs ofera l ro^/rupio^/
These fragments of verse, however, if not purely acci-
dental, are at any rate not the essential matter; this, in the
Epistle under consideration, is rather to be found in a care-
fully executed mutual assimilation of the beginnings and end-
ings of sentences and clauses.
# Cf. Ayles, Destination, Date and Authorship of Hebrews, p.
99, for view that possibly Barnabas was the author because a
noted preacher. Apollos would do possibly better.
«* Origin of N. T.,p.l04.
§ Cf. Art. On language of N. T. in Hastings Bible Diet.
Brief and die Hebraer, Text mit Angabe der Rhythm, Gotting
en (1903); also Grammar p. 296f.
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Ending may corresr)ond with ending and also ending with begin-
ning: expecially where the two are contiguous. Rhythm of this
kind must have been taught in the schools of rhetoric of the
time in Greece and Rome, and the writer of this Epistle must
have passed through such a school." "In the first three verses
of Hebrews this is shown by Blass to exist to a remarkable ex-
tent." l^illigan drives this supporting evidence: "it is
worth noting that the text of the two recently discovered pap-
yrus fragments of Hebrews, belonging to the fourth century,
publishes by Grenfell and Hunt in "The Oxyrhynchus Pap7/ri, IV,
p.36ff No. 6ft7, and Vll.p.llf, No. 1078 is divided by means of
doubH? dots into a series of ^^ L )C0L which frequently coincide
with ^lass's arrangement."" But Blass fails to carry Moulton
with him in the view that there is an elaborate system of rhy-
thm in Hebrews. Says Moulton: "it is not quite easy xxx to
understand why Blass, after sensibly discountenancing the fu-
tile occupation of verse hunting in New Testament prose, seems
to regard the presence of two consecutive iambics in xii:14,15
as worthy of mention, with a faultless hexameter in the prev-
ious verse that is ruined by the reading ( 7? I £~ L 7~~(- ) which
Blass prefers. One would have thought that actual verses In
literary prose were rather a blemish than a beauty. Robertson
holds the view that in Heb. 12:13 and 12:14f we h^ve illustra-
tion of the unintentional meter common with speakers and writers
of any language cites John 4 : 35 {Ttrpatf J ~ C-p^f^L)
*- Milligan N. T. Doc^p.109
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as another such instance of the some thing and expresses doubts
whether in Hebrews there is sufficient evidence to show "studied
rhetorical imitation of the schools of Atticism or even Asian-
ism". ,r Now while in some doubt of the influence of schools be-
ing sufficient to give conclusive evidence of a well-wrought
out system of rhythm in Hebrews, yet it seems to me that here
we do have proof of some acquaintance with what was considered
good taste. And if we may not agree that Blass has made out
his case as regards rhythm, he has successfully shown the prin-
ciple of avoiding the harsher forms of hiatus. The results of
his research are given as follows:"""" "if one leaves out of
sight in the first place all the Old Testament quotations, and
then chap. XIII (concluding warnings , etc. ) , the test of hiatus
gives the following results. Hiatus is a matter of indiffer-
ence where there is a pause, hiatus with K&L is also compar
atively indifferent matter. With///) there are 7 instances,
with only 5 (6:16,9:7,25, 10:2.3, 11:28), with TO T(L Vy
jL & , H / , t~oi f, Tut j- r T-ft / , o' y , Slo
2 (10:5, 11:16, it is avoided by using 6V /jr tfLTiay' in 2:11).
Oif U> y , fj i (instances with art. and rel. amount to 52
in all?' With , (not reckoning aAJiA , O t- , T& t IM
and prepositions) there are 20, 7, 0, respectively: withtfiof
verbal terminations, 18. These figure^ if one takes into con-
* Gramma^ p. 421f
.
Blass, Grammar , p. 296.
# "in the Epis. to the Romans this number is already passed
at t:i8, and in I Cor. 714."
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sideration the length of the Epistle are in fact remarkably
low, and only to be explained on the ground that the author
paid attention to this matter."
IX. Old Testament Quotations.
So numerous are the quotations from the Old Testament in
both the Fourth Gospel and Hebrews, that there is ample ground
for co/nparison and for a conclusion as to each author's hab-
itual usage. It is not surprising to discover that both
writers give evidence of familiarity with the Septuagint trans-
lation. What is worthy of careful consideration is the extent
to which they make use of the same, and the degree of exact-
ness which is characteristic of their quotations.
Exact correspondence between the text of the Septuagint
and that of the Fourth Gospel is difficult to find. In Chap-
ter XiX:38 the Septuagint is followed literally and this is the
only instance which Westcott allows in John as agreeing with
the Septuagint instead of the Hebrew text."" Lightfoot gives the
instance of Ps XXI. 19, quoted in John XIX:24, as another case
where the septuagint was most probably followed, for the cor-
respondence here is exact .'""""But there are a number of other
instances where the dependence of the Fourth Gospel upon the
* Cf. Yi'estcott, Gospel of John. p. XXIX.
** Cf. Lightfoot, Biblical Essays, p. 140.
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Septuagint is apparent though the citation is made with great-
er freedom. Compare John 11:17; VI:31,45; X:34; XII:13,27;
XVi25j and XVI :32 with the corresponding portions of the Sep-
tuagint, and the conviction will follow that the author of
the Fourth Gospel must have had access to the Septuacrint. He
may change the tense as in John 11:17 from the past,
1^ <-l /tf '
'
to the future, A flTtr (/(//(- rfl L M *~ ; or introduce a prep-
osition (as (•K ) and supply a verb (as in the quota-
tion from Ps. 58:24 in John 6:31; or omit a clause and change
but tie main portions of the quotations are so strikingly like
the phrasing in the Septuagint as to dissipate any reasonable
doubt as to the source from which they are taken.
On the otherhand, there are some instances where the quo-
tations in the Fourth Gospel most probably are derived from
the Hebrew text or a Targum. Such are the ones found in John
12:40, 13:18 and 19:37; possibly also John 12:14,15. The pass-
age in John 12:40 is taken from Is. 6:10 where the Septuagint
wording is decidedly different from the Hebrew. The same pass-
age from Is. VI is quoted in Matthew 13:14f. and Acts 28:26f.
In Matthew and Acts the Septuagint is closely followed.
the tense of the verb as in John 12:27 where TFpOS &/*#l/roY
ft 'fvXn /Joy e\r/p a Jc&h
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But John is more nearly like the Hebrew which emphasizes the
divine agency. "He has blinded their eyes", "whereas the Sep-
tuagint, Matthew and Acts reduce the statement to that of
mild result, "This people's heart has become gross". Yet the
wording in the Fourth G-ospel is so different from the Hebrew
as to suggest that it might have been taken from a Targum, or
some collection of Old Testament passagesV*"" In John 13:18,
the citation from Ps. 41:10 differs considerably from the Sep-
tuagint as the parallel passages herewith given show:
sept., '0
t
e<rdLcos aprovs Uov e/ze^a/.i/rei/
err 1 etf£ TrTeppd^or
John: > Q J~p ob yW r /U '> TO^IS ajp TO iS f-
^
/7~
per e-fr' Tor prc-pray ayroir
About half of the words are changed, the late vernacular word
T~P 00 you/ takes the place of f- <T t OU (T and
the rendering, "He lifted up his heel against me", is the trans,
lation of the original Hebrew retained by our Revisers, a fact
-4-
which Drummond declares can not be accidental. ' In John 19:37
the passage from Zech. 12:10 is given in a form very nearly
like the Hebrew and quite different from the Septuagint, as the
following shows:
sept. 'E fn/3A*r'rr*L frpo*
John: '(JyrtrTaL eis <?'r tr/c&r r/i<r*/^.
* Cf. Toy. O.T. Quotations, p. 38.
Cf . Drummond, Character and Authorship of Fourth ^ospel
p. 365.
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Evidently the author of the Fourth Gospel used some other text
than the Septuagint from which to quote, either the Hebrew or
something more nearly like the same. The wording in John 12:14f.
given by Lightfoot as 'certainly from the Hebrew', diverges
about as much from the Hebrew as from the Septuagint. The
introductory phrase
Jj/( // 0ofj 'takes the place of "rejoice
greatly", found in both Hebrews and Septuagint; then, after the
introductory words, he omits all but the last clause when he
changes "riding" to "sitting". Commenting on this divergence
Toy says, "John is the freest of the evangelists in his Old
Testament citations.""" So great is this freedom that in many
instances also it is difficult to determine whether the lan-
guage in John is nearer to the Septuagint than the Hebrew or
vice versa. Considering all the data, Scott-Foncr ief summar-
izes the results of his examination in the following conclusion:
"Out of 28 quotations given by Westcott and Hort, 7 are un-
doubtedly derived from the Septuagint, four are probably thence
derived, 14 must be pronounced no nearer on the whole to the
Massaretic text of the Hebrew than the Septuagint; one only,
XIX: 37, Cf. Zech. XII: 12, is nearer to the Hebrew and even
that is not absolutely in agreement with it. "The phenomena
displayed in these quotations are perhaps most easily explain-
ed by the supposition that the Evangelist used some Catena of
Messianic quotations compiled, it may be, by different hands'.'
Footnote continued from p. 89.
f- Char. & Authorship, p.362f. This view, however, contradicts
that of Toy who holds that John renders freely here after the
Sept. and not the Heb. Cf. Toy, #.in N.T . p. 89.
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Concerning some such compilation Drummond says: "It is con-
ceivable that there may have grown up, whether in writing or
not, controversy, which differed more or less from the curr-
ent Greek translation". If this view is unacceptable, one
may say that John quoted from memory or did not consider it
a matter of vital importance to quote exactly as a man of cul-
ture would. However, this may be / the comparisons combine
to show that the author of the Fourth Gospel did not use the
Septuagint as fully and as uniformly as would a writer of
Greek culture dealing with Old Testament material.
In the Epistle to the Hebrews just the opposite is true.
Passages from the Old Testament are introduced frequently in
words almost, if not altogether, the same as employed in the
Septuagint rendering. Since, in proportion to its length,
Hebrews makes more use of the Old Testament than any other New
Testament book, the instances are numerous enough to prove
conclusively that here we have the care and exactness of a
trained Hellenistic writer who recognized the Greek version
of the Old Testament as authoritative. In all there are
twenty-nine different quotations, twenty-one of which are pe-
culiar to Hebrews in the New Testament and of the twenty-nine
footnotes from p. 90.
Toy, quotations in the N.T. p. 50.
Cf . St. John Apostle, Evang & Proph. p.75f . In footnote
he enumerates the exact Scriptural references supporting
his statistics.
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the only possible exceptions to the author's rule of slavish-
ly following the Septuagint are the ones named by Goodspeed,
viz., Heb. 10:30, in which Deut. 32:35 is given in the word-
ing of Rom. 12: 19; and Heb. 12: 12 where the language seems to
have been affected by the Hebrew of Isaiah 35:3.'""
Mostly the Old Testament quotations in Hebrews are ex-
actly from the Septuagint, as in Heb. 1:5 from Ps. 2:7 and in
Heb. 1:6 from Deut. 32:43. There is a slight verbal variation
in the form found in Heb. 1:7 as compared with the Septuagint
rendering of Ps. 104:4. In Heb. 3: 7, 11, and the references
to the same Old Testament passage (Ps. 95:7ff) occurring in
Heb. 3: 15; 4:3,5,7, there are variations from the Vatican
Septuagint but substantial agreement with the Alexandrian
text of the Septuagint. In Heb.3:10, the quotation differs
from the Hebrew original. In Heb. 4:4, the quotation varies
from the wording of the Hebrew original which is singular and
corresponds with the Septuagint which has the plural, "works",
a varying for the worse instead of an improvement. In Heb. 8:
8-12 and 10:16,17, the form favors the Alexandrian as con-
trasted with the Vatican Septuagint, the pronounced differences
indicating an Alexandrian influence. Occasionally the writer
of Hebrews uses, as a foundation for his argument, expressions
which are not in the Hebrew original. This is most note-
# Cf . Goodspeed, The Epistle to the Hebrews, p. 25.
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w or thy in Heb, 10:5,7, where the rendering of Ps. 40:7,9,
differs considerably from the Hebrew. The words"/ >ody
hast thou prepared me" as in Septuagint replace the He-
brew, "Mine ears hast thou pierced", and yet the argument
hinges upon the mention of "a body". Thus what was pro-
bably a scribal error in the Septuagint is slavishly fol-
lowed by the author of Hebrews who quotes with the precis-
ion of a scholar the text which he has before him. The
fact that both the Hebrew and the Septuagint lead to the
same thing, the surrender of the will in which the sacri-
fice is made all that it should be, ought not to obscure
the difference in the process of reasoning by which that
conclusion is obtained.
As showing further the influence of the Septuagint up-
on the author, attention should be called to the list of
heroes in Chapter XI, where Maccabaean heroes are included
with prophets and martyrs of earlier times. The manner in
which quotations are introduced as well as the source from
which they are drawn is likewise a characteristic of Hebrews
as contrasted with John and other New Testament books. The
careful reader will miss the phrase, "it is written", so
common in the Gospels and the writings of St. Paul. Instead
of this usual form of introduction which does not occur at
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all in the Epistle to the Hebrews, '"and instead of a definite
reference to some Old Testament author, the quotations are
introduced anonymously with expressions which make the speak-
er either God, Christ or the Holy Spirit. In Heb. 4:7 is
only an apparent exception; for the phrase, £ ^ d V & to
At-fto/ M*-™ ToCToj/rof XfWOlS is simply specifying
more definitely concerning the one already introduced in
that this speaker, God, is speaking in the person of David.
The usual form of introducing the quotation is with a verb
which has no separate subject , such as flirt-/ (Heb.l:5),
A^K^ L (Heb. 1:6), &iptlfC(-r. (Heb. 1:13) etc. This usage
of making God the speaker is non-Palestinian and accords with
the practice of the Alexandrian writers who beli.everfin a high
degree of inspiration and allowed no more freedom to individ-
ual writers than the keys of a typewriter have under the di-
rection of an operator. The omission of the names of Old
Testament authors is characteristic of Philo' s writings where
among the common forms which introduce Scriptural quotations
are fTm-r , A ^f*'* , l^f^W, ''ft <T V , etc.
Again, the indef initeness noteworthy in Heb. 2:6 ( St &~
fifaPPV'P#TO TOV Tl S A<r-fJ«f ) has frequent
parallels in Philo as, for example, y#p ^OV TVS
(De Ebriet 14, 1.365) quoting Gen. 20: 12.**
The instance in Heb. 10: 7 is imbedded in a quotation and
therefore not attributable to the author.
*# Cf. Ryle. Philo and Holy Scripture, Intro. XLV.
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X. Philonic and Other Philosophical Parallels.
Philosophical terms in the introducing sentences of both
John and Hebrews tend to mislead the reader as to the philos-
ophical background. Since Philo was the outstanding Jewish
Philosopher at that time, it is easy to assume that the Four-
th Gospel must have been profoundly influenced by Philonic
or at least Alexandrian thought. It should not be overlooked,
however, that Ephesus was a cross roads for philosophy as
well as for commerce, and that the abstract terms in John
might just as well bees* of Ephesian origin since one could
not live any length of time in either Ephesus or Alexandria
without coming into contact with at least some of the termin-
ology of philosophical discussion. The question therefore is
whether, since philosophy in those days had become a matter
for street discussion, such terms as occur in John ( Aoj/os, ftpKq
Kj ll /dOMy(-V HS) might not have been picked up in the market
place and therefore betray no special philosophical culture.
This at present is one of the most controverted uuestions in
the field of New Testament research; indeed, it may be affirm-
ed that here we have the biggest battleground of New Testament
scholarship. Our inquiry from the standpoint of language is,
therefore, timely and vital.
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In Hebrews, the linguistic evidence is ample and con-
vincing as to the author's acquaintance with Alexandrian
learning. Since Philo is the most influential exponent of
the Alexandrian school in bringing the influence of Greek
philosophy to bear upon Jewish thought, scholars have pa-
tiently collected the evidence to show parallel instances of
thought and expression in Philo 8nd the Epistle to Hebrews.
Conspicuous among those who have labored in the field of in-
vestigation are the names of Carpzov, Menegoz, Von Soden,
and Holtzmann. In his Theology of the Epistle to the He-
brews, George Milligan refers to the growing tendency to
emphasize rather than minimize the extent of the dependence
of the author of Hebrews upon the writers of the Jewish-
Alexandrian School, more particularly Philo. Menegoz, for
example, classes the author as a Philonist who had been con-
verted to Christianity. Milligan himself, generally con-
servative, is forced to admit that there is a common scholas-
tic element in both.
Noteworthy among the expressions which are peculiar to
Hebrews in the New Testament but which are found in Philo are
the following: ^M<& ^
3
, a favorite word
with philo: Xaparrnp u5 ); Tf>aX*V
u
13 )
UerptoiTtf &euj (52 ) ; 6n^ioypyos uo10)
used of God: & ft^P <r ft&^ (2 ) applied to God as in Philo
(Leg. Alleg. p. 48) Certain attributes ascribed to Christ are
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used by Fhilo of the Logos: 7TpwTOTOfcOS (]6) answering to
7rp&(Tj3i/rffios vios ^/^/^^in phiio; (i9 ); apjfi^peh
17
)
(2*
. The style of writing and the mode of reasoning in
Hebrews are also similar in a number of important particulars.
In addition to items of minor importance such as the rhetori-
cal introduction of comparisons, unusual transpositions of
words, and the introduction of ejaculations, which Millicran
enumerates as characteristic of Philo's style, attention is
called to the major matters such as the departure -e£ from
the historical sense of the passage and the significance at-
tached to the silence of Scripture. The most casual reader
must notice that in Chapter IV, when discussing the rest which
remaineth for the people of God, the author's argument gets
away from the strict historical fact of the rest provided in
Canaan, to the rest of the believer, who hath ceased from his
own works as God did from his special creative activity. In
Chapter VII, the priesthood of Felchizedek is exalted be-
cause this Melchizedek is without a genealogy, the Scripture'
making no reference whatever to his family or to his death,
the silence of the Scripture being made a basis for the argu-
ment in characteristic Philonic fashion. The contrast be-
tween the earthly shows or shadows, and spiritual or heavenly
realities, is also to a writer familiar with Alexandrian modes
of thinking to be expected. What is new in Hebrews is that
this contrast is a plied to the relationship between Judaism
and Christianity, the former foreshadowing the other and
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passing away; while the latter, Christianity, is imperish-
able. Notice, for instance, the language, in Chapter 9:23,
d/dyAn ctt/is ra //At/ yfrddeiyM*- Tcoy ei^
Ta efroi/pan p eiTTo (Ti. di/<rlais /Ta/A
The following verse (9:24) carries out the thought of the
Jewish holy place as being the antitype of the true ( lTlTl//Ttf
TovV tf/l'l @L ^Wlf) ** Glover sees in such language the power-
ful influence of Plato back of the Alexandrian School and con-
siders it hardly fanciful "to catch a reminiscence of Plato 1 s
parable of the cave and the men bound in it who saw not things
but shadows of models", and adds concerning the writer of He-
brews: "it is noticeable that while the Gospels speak of the
kingdom of God (or heaven) for this Greek-minded man tninSe-11 "
comes a city and in both ideas he has Plato, one feels, in
mind".
In connection with the above consideration, it should be
borne in mind that the composition as a whole is open to the
criticism that it adheres too closely to what is found in
other products of the schools. Says Von Soden, "He (the auth-
or) sacrifices to the teste of the times in the circumstan-
tiality and undeniable prolixity of his work, which hinder the
view of the whole and stand in sharp contrast to St. Paul's
Cf. Plfeiderer, paulinism, Vol II. p.54ff, who says: "The
opposition of the invisible, imperishable, archetypal world,
to tie visible, perishable world of appearance copied from
the former characterized the Alexandrian theory of the
universe"
.
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method of going straight to the heart of the matter and re-
maining in close touch with it".
r
In the Fourth Gospel, the conspicuous use of the term, O
/Itf/^/X/in the prologue, raises the question whether this writing
is not as a whole dominated by technical, philosophic purpose.
That this logos idea is organic to the book and determinative
of the whole has been the ready conclusion of a number of
Biblical scholars. This view was controverted by Harnack who
holds to the view that the Prologue is merely an introductory
concession to matters of philosophical interest from which the
writer takes his departure to present the narrative of the life
and ministry of Jesus. What are the facts in the case?
It must be admitted that we do have throughout the Fourth
Gospel an exalted conception of the Christ which stands out in
contrast with the portrait of person of Jesus as given in the
Synoptic Gospels. Also, the language and the ideas in some
parts of the narrative are akin to those of Philo and his doc-
trine of the Logos. It seems to be in perfect accord with
the metaphysical idea of the Logos, who in the beginning was
with God and who made all things, to also know all things.
The Logos of Philo was omniscient and this John shows to be
true of Christ. The account in the latter part of the first
chapter where Jesus sees Nathaniel coming to Him and says
* Cf. Von Soden, Hist, of Early Christ. Litt., p. 251.
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about him,"Behold an Israelite indeed in whom is no guile",
causes Nathaniel to become converted and is in keeping with
the statement made in John 2:24 that Jesus needed not that
any one should testify to him concerning man for He knew what
was in man. Also, in John as in Philo the Logos is in a spec-
ial sense a (Si <S& (7~/Cff A. OS . Cf. John 3:2 and 13:13. In
the first instance, it is Nicodemus who, without objection on
the part of Jesus, calls Him a teacher come from God ( AuO (/^OV
In the second instance, Jesus ap-
proves of the disciples applying to Him the terms, £lScKTKC{Xo.
and 1/pLOS in language which can not be mistaken: "
A further parallel may be found in Philo in the manner
in which the Logos-Christ is identified with the bread of life
or manna. This remarkable passage in John 6:35ff / which refers
to the manna which the fathers ate in the wilderness^ and then
contains the claim of Jesus to be just what that Manna was,
the bread of life come down out of heaven, only with this add-
itional quality that one eating of the living bread (the Christ)
will never die as did the fathers in the wilderness, - this
passage has its duplicate in Philo 1 s work, de profug. 25,
where treating of Exodus 16:4,15, the Logos and the manna are
spoken of as the same. Cf. also in Philo, (Qu. rer. div. 39.)
(Leg. /\lleg. III. 59). Along with these Logos' resemblances
are the references to the activity of God in the Fourth Gospel
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which agree so thoroughly with Philo's way of thinking about
God. The ceaseless activity of God is set forth in John 5:17,
"My Father worketh hitherto and I work", and is in accord with
Philo's view that God's work of creation is continuous (cf.
Leg. alleg. 1:7; 1:3). Along with this instance, Scott cites
the saying in John V:1'7, "The Son can do nothing of himself
but only what he sees the Father do", a sayins: which has its
practical equivalent in Philo, Conf. lingu. 15, as follows:
"The Father of the universe has brought Him (the Logos) into
being as His eldest Son, whom elsewhere He calls his first-
born and He who was begotten, imitating the ways of His Father,
and looking to His archetypal patterns, kept forming the sep-
arate species"."
But while we may at once admit these>numer ous resemblances
in John, which are apparently borrowed from Philo, we must not
overlook the possibility of one Gospel writer being different
from the others, and of being governed by other influences
than those emanating from Alexandria, so that the Fourth Gos-
pel would have an unique character among the New Testament
writings. Allowance must be made not only for a mystical gen-
ius with a philosophic bent but also for the common philoso-
phical and religious language of the day with which the author
of the Fourth Gospel may have become familiar. The Logos doc-
trine was not confined to Philo and other Alexandrian writers
but was used by the Stoics as it had been used by Plato, and
was found also in the Jewish Targum where Memra (Logos or
# Scott, The Fourth Gospel, p.58ff.
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Word) is not only distinguished from God but evidently refers
to God as revealing Jimself
. It is a term also found in the
writings of the Gnostics whose teaching was be inn- opposed to
the Gospel of Ephesus. What is more one might even acknowl-
edge that the writer of the Fourth Gospel was indebted to
Philo indirectly without accepting the view that he so much
as ever saw one of the treatises of that Alexandrian Philos-
opher. Doubtless Philo' s views were more or less subject to
discussion in Ephesus and other centers where Christianity
was getting a start.
The independent character of the Gospel writing is sup-
ported by the fundamental differences between the Logos doc-
trine of Philo and of John. First of all, the Logos in John
as in Hebrews is always personal (the Word with God made
flesh) and there is not in any instance any doubt about this.
But in Philo the Logos is apparently sometimes a person and
sometimes not a person though the impersonal nature or idea
is prevailing. Even a writer like Schmiedel, who holds that
John borrowed his ideas about the Logos from Philo, concedes
this great difference: "The idea that the Logos from Philo
could become flesh would have been to Philo something imposs-
ible. We see then that John gives the idea an entirely new
turn".*" Concerning the differences
vv
"between the Logos idea in
John and Philo, Adeney"
'
"sets out the contrast in the fol-
-x Schmiedel, The Johannine Writings, p. 152.
** Schmiedel, Jofc. Wr it ings , p. 144 says: "Philo xxxx represent-
ing that the Logos in itself was, on the one hand, only a
faculty of God, by which he conceived the organization of the
world, and, on the other hand, a beinec who has come forth from
God and brought God's influence into the world.
(cont inuedj
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lowing form:
(1) Phil's Logos is reason: John's is Word
(2) " " " impersontfi; " " personal
(Z) " " " not incarnate:" " incarn' te
(4) " " " " not messiah:" the Messiah
as regards vocabulary and style, the independence of the
Fourth Gospel is still more pronounced. The abstract terms in
John are short and simple; those in Philo are longer and more
technical. In this respect the gulf between John and Philo is
much wider than that between Hebrews and Philo. Such philoso-
phical terms as Qt}M L 0l/P
f
6' J and 7fpIV TO TO frOS are
absent from John. Sanday in his criticism of the Fourth Gos-
pel lists many catch-words of the Philonian doctrine which are
entirely absent in this Gospel?"
" TPP £~ 1/ 7~a S in many connect ions (Grill),
p. 106), /^/? & (Ty3 1/ Ta J V O 'S (p. 107),
ff-p Ouro'fO t^O S (pp. 106, 107): ^'& '(T S TW^
d /Arpov^ / au f> o T6-p ols o/s np ei/ oo k
( P . 106): Ao'ru i4tos t 3 eyy i/7^a7^ c^>
(a term which occurs in St. Paul and in the Epistle to the
Hebrews, but not in St. John (p. 108): p(f- U OP I O J ^/V X
(footnote continued
J
(
'In the second sense, we can call it a person, but in the former
not; and the important point is that in Philo the Logos must
always be a person and at the same time not a person".
Cf . Bennett H Adeney, Biblical Introduction, p. 340.
v- William Sanday, Criticism of the Fourth Gospel, p.l91f.
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JUe-ddpios TtJ Oeov Q^k tfis&ptoTTav)
0i/orLs(?-/09-f); //a tap Ias 0i/(T6-a,j
e/c/Ja yc-lois /{' tf7ro'(T7? a (r//a. >>'
aTf-ai/p a<r/UA_(t'"s~) / Ad'fos aopa^os
/Cat. cr /^f-pMarcAros tail T&£rttoJ tal Ohis^
Drummond who has given per eat care to a review of the evi-
dence as to vocabularly and style says concerning John: "There
is no obvious quotation and the style of the author is entire-
ly different from that of Philo. xxxxxx A few examples of
classes of words, taken at random may be given. Philo is fond
of compounds with 60S-^having 28 words of this kind; the Gos-
1
pel has none. Philo has 40 compounds with 61/-, the Gospel has
only 2 quite common words. Philo has 73 compounds with (rfc~
not one of which is in the Gospel, though the latter has 14
such compounds, nearly all very common words. Philo has 67
compounds with (rfrl~ which are not in the Gospel, the Gospel
v having 11 ordinary words. If the writer was versed in the writ-
ings of Philo, it is strange that he has not even inadvertent-
ly borrowed an appreciable quantity of his characteristic vo-
cabulary. Even in the doctrine of the Logos the characteris-
tic phraseology is wanting in the Gospel: 7T0A 1/ (4/ If 1/pfOS
6-p ///ift-VJ A/ft
J
f
Ta/s^vs,
pXayY(-^ oS ; f 1 tcor , 6 tar 1 et/cork a/0ptof?*±
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CUre-i tro'rt vrapc? <ffi y//&. , is&'& rwr
iS^wr, flpjterwoj i8^*, 6 ratios /ci<r//os^
TV^oS Taj? e-K Tour ISt- wis /r<?'<r/*ov,(r0payis^
An exerpt from Philo's works will aid us and make vivid
the contrast with John. The following section from Philonis
Judaei de Opif iclo Mund i Secunduni Mousen Liber , Philonis
Judaei operum Omnium, Tom. I, Liflsiae, 1828 (p. 9), will ill-
ustrate Philo's style; and since the subject is that of the
creation of the world, it will furnish a good basis of com-
parison with John's style / as found in the Prologue to his Gos-
pel ^where the same subject is considered:
yap n.r e-'r&pos ;-//<jir& 5^ eat/rw kpn^a-
//c-rovs o 3-&oj / e'yrw rfrfV &v e-pyf-reTis
ara i ^tfT&if fat frXevrt**s ka'px^L
aVev (Scope-as &eta r .0wras X# Tftis e-'£
eavT~/7S oi/At-rts afa£oD cf^/^/^^>^ /£Al'
'0V TTpOS To /Se-pe&os 6i/t-pY^ T(-i Tats av?oy
Xaptrou^ - a 'fT6-p L'ypx y*p avTatjpf-
Ov yap ws
7^o
K Yt-ropttror e*> f^afrj^eii^'
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TOU /St-y a i Sc/f/ufts V7rf-p/3aAJLoi/<n,.
To
s
Si- J<T& e-Ke-rre-pw S'k 4' cocrre- 5l§a(r^i
To //ey^-^oj & i/Tov k dMe*£7?&K //< &i m4
Sl e-p<eTp/7(raTo ctt# ra/s&ws c-i/ap/Utxr-
Tous To £-/ta(rT /3aAA oK ElS& ?tj
KOf? To v~ flisat /C0(r/*oyy 4' &e-0i? AJfa^ /7S/y
A'o<r~tfo froioVrrts\ oirSe- -ft -ro^T/} TToAts
e'Te-pdr tl e-rrtir yf d Tap aPXi-reJC r^m
Aoyi<r//bs, hSn r~/)r atrffi/jT/jK 7Tc?Aits r/f
&<rr\ ToSt So'ypcl ToVto
t
Ot/Ar e//c?v*. T/\y
Yovr dK&p ujjroi/ yd^s-riK awypa 0oor,
ToTs e/r&LTa- 5//oAo £ tap p's/fn^,
a pa bra T 1 & i trora. &f-ov Ste-r i/rraj El
to //&/oaJ either &l tows , SoAewTt Aral
To oJLor fTSos 6 cnr/sfrasaicr&^ToJ ovrao-L
/co(Tjuos / o'.A&Sok f-Vrt T?}<r a^&p wrri r/7 s
JJlMnptL &etas. fLKo'ros . drjAor 6j t^ OTL /rai /f
ronro
sK
f
01/rbs ar t?h To ap^ri/ros zrapdSf-i^
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In the above passage ,\u^ occurs only four times and there
is consequently a characteristic subordination of clauses
which is in striki lg contrast to John's paratactic style. Even
in the translation, there is a marked contrast between the vo-
cabulary and style of John and Philo/ as Yonge's version of the
above( Section 6) will show.
"And God, not being urged on by any prompter (for who else
could there have been to prompt him?) but guided by his own
sole will, decided that it was fitting to benefit with unlimited
and abundant favors a nature which, without the divine gift, was
unable of itself to partake of any good thing; but he benefits
it, not according to the greatness of his own graces, for they
are illimitable and eternal, but according to the power of
that which is benefited to receive his traces. For the capac-
ity of that which is created to receive benefits does not cor-
respond to the natural power of God to confer them; since
his powers are infinitely greater, and the thing created be-
ing not sufficiently powerful to receive all their greatness
would have sunk under it, if he had not measured his bounty,
allotting to each, in due proportion, that which was poured
upon it. And if any one were to desire to use more undis-
guised terms, he would not call the world, which is percepti-
ble only to the intellect, anything else but the reason of
God, already occupied in the creation of the world; for
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neither is a city, while only perceptible to the intellect,
anything else but the reason of the architect, who is already
designing to build one perceptible to the external senses, on
the model of that which is so only to the intellect - this is
the doctrine of Hoses, not mine. Accordingly he, when re-
cording the creation of man, in words which follow, asserts
expr ;ssly, that he was made in the image of God - and if the
image be a part of the image, then manifestly so is the entire
form, namely, the whole of this world perceptible by the ex-
ternal sense, which is a greater imitation of the divine im-
age than the human form is. It is manifest also, that the
archetypal seal, which we call that world which is percepti-
ble only to the intellect, must itself be the archetypal mo-
del, the idea of ideas, the Reason of God."
The new light on the New Testament Greek helps us here in
remarkable degree apparently not appreciated by those who have
heretofore compared the Fourth Gospel with Alexandrian writers.
Not only is the Gospel as a whole judged from the linguistic
standpoint, a common Koine document, ' under standed' by the
plain folk of community life, but the Prologue which is agreed
by all to be the most philosophical part of it partakes of the
same non-literary character. It is not the language of the
schools but rather the language of the home and the street
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which is beyond the shadow of a doubt placed in the fore-
front of the book, - the supposedly most strictly philosophi-
cal portion of the Gospel. One familiar at all with the
language of the non- literary papyri need only have his atten-
tion called to this characteristic in order to discover at
once convincing evidence. Here are some of the data upon
which one may rest the case without fear of contradiction:
(1) The paratactic style
It is the characteristic of common conversation and
the language of ordinary business life to overwork
a few connectives. This is most noticeable in the
use of the common conjuntion, "and". People will use
"and" where a careful writer will use an adversative
such as "but" or "for". In an extremely important
article in the Expositor, Prof. J. R. Mantey' insists
that there should be new translations for conjunc-
tions corresponding to the new knowledge. In trans-
lating, If(II , a much greater variety of English words
should be used in order to make rendering suit the
context. This is true in the Prologue to John. "But"
or "yet" would bring out the relationship better than
"and" in joining the clauses of the verses V. and XI
as follows:
The Expositor, May, 1922 • Art. "New Translations for Con-
junctions." Mantey insists upon "adversative" and an "em-
phatic" sense for
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( And the light in the darkness shineth )
Kj^Jz // erron a. ayTo ov Ararc-Aafcis
("but" the darkness apprehended it not )
t i X 7^ I (SljL. 7?A &fj/{ He came unto his own)
feat at \Slol. ayrw ois /7a/?£A#/3oK
(" but " they that were his own received him not).
That /ft? L is overworked in the Prologue is shown not
only by such instances but by the total number of
times it occurs in this preface. It is most remark-
able that in a section of the Gospel which is em-
ploying scarcely any connectives between sentences,
ftfll should occur 16 times in about one page of the
text
.
(2) The extraordinary absence of connectives between sen-
tences. Abbott in his Johannine Grammar (p. 71) re-
marks: "The presence of ayndeton is most remarkable
in the Prologue xxxx and in the Prayer to the Father
(XVII. 1-26." In the entire eighteen verses of the
prologue, the only connecting words standing at the
beginning of a sentence are in verse 12 and
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found at the beginning of verse 14. All the other
verses or sentences start without any particle to
link the preceding verses to them.
(3) The use of cases
The parenthetical nominative and the nominative found
in apposition are comparatively common in the non-lit-
erary papyri and there are instances of these in the
Prologue. In verse seven, 0/0 jU(Z 1/TW J-OUaif/iS
is a clear case of the parenthetical nominative,
characteristic of popular speech; and in verse eigh-
teen, the concluding clause contains an equally clear
instance of the nominative in apposition,
/CoU rro is T~o i/ TfaTpos e-tre^isos
(4) The employment of the vivid historical present perfect
It is noteworthy that we have this feature of popular
speech in a presumably, labored philosophical intro-
duction. See in verse 15, where we not only have the
tautology, "testified" and "cried" in the use of
verbs but also this historical present perfect,"*"
+ Cf. Robertson, Gram,, p. B96 : " Burton doubts if
any genuine examples of the vivid historical per-
feet occur in the N. T. Certainly ^M^*/^(Jnl:15)
is a vivid historical tense even if only intensive
in sense. Cf
.
/JapTl/ptL .lust before. "

(5) The superlative instead of the comparative
.
Reference has already been made to John's popular
Hellenistic form, fTp^/TV* /Joif . Notice now that it
is in the Prologue that we meet with this form
first.
(6) The special use of t&Ltf. , a pronoun without the noun
expressed
.
Here we have this pronoun twice in verse eleven, used
.just as in the non-literary papyri, as a term of en-
dearment.*"
(7) The indeclinable ftA /j p'fi J
This form is not due to the error of a copyist but
must be acknowledged as an instance of popular usage
such as is found in the papyri.
(8) The use of where the idea of motion is excluded
This occurs in verse 18, 00 1/ (r L J 7^0 f
KoATTO/ TO 1/ //aT/HJS . This static use of 6l f
might occur even in a classical writer but, as Rob-
ertson says; "Certainly the vernacular laid less stress
on the distinction between &LJ and 6^ than the lit-
erary language did."** m the account of the Last
Cf. Moulton, Prolegomen a, p.90f: also, Abbott-Smith,
Lex. p. 212.
Cf. Grammar, p. 592.
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Supper (Jn. 13:23), a similar expression, t f T&U M/frA/
ha s r V not f c S
.
(9) The badly broken sentence in verse fifteen.
^farr ay-res /? r d f7/^44/^ ~ O o /?icr to /say
Here there is a parenthesis within a parenthe-
sis and the writer is apparently stumbling along
in his effort at expression. An additional fea-
ture of this poorly formed sentence is the dup-
lication of verbal forms, /J#P TVp&~l^ ana
/f(-Kp f^f-IS both conveying the same idea .just
as so frequently the author employs the express-
ion, "answered and said".
The number and variety of these earmarks of the popular "Koine
ought to arreat the attention of every careful reader and
prevent him from classing the Prologue as a product of any lit-
erary or philosophical school.
Next to the Prologue, the long discourses of Jesus, which
are a peculiar feature of the Fourth Gospel and, therefore,
might also be assumed to be the product of a technically phil-
osophical mind, exhibit the same distinguishing marks of the
common Koine, betraying a background which was not that of the
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schools. The stumbling block to some critics, John's solemn
use of the pronoun in the first person (characteristic of the
recorded discourses of Jesus) has its parallels in the in-
scriptions found on the tombs of Isis and Osiris as Deiss-
man has shown.
New light has come not only upon the language of the New
Testament writers but also upon the general condition, re-
ligious and philosophical, at the beginning of the Christian
era when the Fourth Gospel was written, and this fuller
knowledge of what was being thought and said in various parts
of the Mediterranean world tends to make present-day scholars
cartious about making sweeping assertions as to the influences
which were formative in the mind or literary product of any
author in those times. When trying to ascertain how the writ-
er of the Fourth Gospel came to use so freely certain abstract
terms, Gnosticism against which this Gospel was a Christian
defense should never be overlooked. Among the much used names
of Gnostic potencies, along with , were other terms
common in John, such as Pfc/l
,
£cut)
t
,
(T/C£>7l 0L
,
7^AHP™ A^- 1 "ffrrff-
The Hermetic writings also have claimed attention. This
literature, a mixture of Neo-Pla tonic , Jewish and Cabalistic
ideas, attributed to Hermes Trismegistus, was formerly supposed
to be of a later date than the Fourth Gospel.
¥ Light from the A.E., p. 135.
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But recently an earlier date has been advocated by Reitzen-
stein, a high authority and editor of the Poimandres. Grill
and Mead (Thrice Greatest Hermes) have supported this posi-
tion and agree with Reitzenstein that John was influenced by
the Hermetic literature." Clemen admits the possibility of
such influence and reminds us that the ideas of life and light
which are so conspicuous in the Fourth Gospel "are always ap-
pearing and reappearing in the earlier and later Poimandres
(1:9,12,17,21,32; XIII:9,18f) as descriptions of A/ol/S with
which the Logos is closely connected and is originally identi-
fied* J moreover, the idea is personal, for "it is applied to
Thot-Hermes, as it is applies to Jesus in the Fourth Gospel:.*
Cleiuen concludes, however, that "the Johannine theology can
no more be derived directly from the Hermetic literature than
from Philo".
Perhaps both the Fourth Gospel and the Hermetic litera-
ture make use of such terns because the words belonged to the
religious language of the times. "The discovery and publi-
cation of the Odes of Solomon in 1909", says Maurice Jones,
"may prove of great importance, xxx Harris himself describes
the Odes as Christian and as dating from the last quarter of
the first century". Ha mack*"*'" is of the opinion that the Odes
are of Jewish origin but vyere edited by a Christian. "They
prove", says Jones, "that ideas like Light, Life, Truth,
if- Cf . Peake, Introduction to IT. T. , p. 114.
Clemen, Primitive Christianity and non-Jewish Sources^
p.352ff
.
Cf. Harneck, A Jewish Psalmbook of the First Century .( 1910)
.
+ Dummelow, One Volume Bible Commentary, p. 770. D 115
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Knowledge, Immortality, are not Hellenic bat Jewish." The
symbolism or allegorical character of the fourth Gospel which
adds so much to the charm of the book, producing as Dummelbvr+
has said an effect on the mind not unlike that of Holman's
picture^ has more in common in Asiatic, religious imagery than
with Alexandrian philosophy.
As showing the tendency to consider more seriously the
Palestinian elements in the Fourth Gospel, one should not over-
look the new book of C. T. Burney of Oxford entitled "The
Aramaic Origin of the Fourth Gospel" in which he presents the
view that an Aramaic original underlies the present Greek ^os-
pel. Commenting on the appearance of this book, the editor of
the Expository Times remarks about the center of interest be-
ing changed from the Old Testament to the New Testament. "The
focus of interest", said Dr. Hastings "is the Fourth Gospel,
xxx For the moment the most absorbing of all is the study of
the sources."
From all the evidence we have considered, it seems per-
fectly clear that the Fourth Gospel can not be thoroughly
Philonic or Alexandrian in spirit and phraseology. The deep
things in John may just as reasonably be attributed to the
author's intimate acquaintance with the teachings of the
greatest of all Masters and to his familiarity with the com-
mon stock of religious and philosophical ideas of his times.
It has been pointed out by Viendt that the term,
+ footnote p. 114
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in the special sense, the Logos of God, would
not have been introduced in the Prologue without any att-
ribute or explanatory phrase had it not been a well-known
and current expression."' " Doubtless this and other terms,
such as Jpf//
,
£uit{ and Jk/0f0fe Y S were
current phrases in Ephesus where the author was trying to
explain the Gospel to Greek inquirers. Kemra the Jewish
equivalent of Logos, would be familiar to the writer be-
cause of its use in the Targums'"and the term would suggest
itself as a bridge with which to connect the Jewish Gospel
with the Greek world.
^
#* Wendt, Gospel acc. to John, p. 224.
# Cf. Johnson, Psychological Climate of the 4th Gospel, p
who refers to Bampton Lectures by Watkins on this phase
the question.
# R. H. Strachan Art. in Hasting' s Diet, of Christ & Gosp
p. 878
## Johnson, Philosophy of the 4th Gospel, p. 129.
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Concluslon as to Character of the Books
The search for supporting evidence has been sufficient-
ly rewarding to make it perfectly clear that the literary and
philosophical background of the Fourth Gospel and of the E-
pistle to the Hebrews are decidedly different. The new light
upon Hellenistic Greek along with the knowledge of the orig-
inal language previously attained enables us to speak with
assurance upon this question. The lines of evidence coming
from so many phases of the problem - from the standpoint of
vocabulary, grammar, syntax, rhetoric, and philosophical term-
inology - converge toward this unquestionable conclusion that
the authors must have had earlier associations which were not
the same. There are too many signs of culture in the lan-
guage of Hebrews to permit us to say that the writer had not
learned something from the schools in which the Greek language
and the non-Christian philosophy of the time were taught. No
one would write as he wrote without special training. But in
the Fourth Gospel these special signs of culture are conspic-
uous by their absence. What has made it difficult to recog-
nize the popular character of this Gospel prior to the dis-
covery of the new knowledge of the Hellenistic tongue is the
comparative correctness of the Greek in this writing and its
apparently philosophical character. The Greek of the Fourth
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Gospel has so few of the vulvar forms which are found in the
Apocalypse that the Gospel gains by comparison. It is easy
to see now from what we know of Hellenistic Greek that this
Gospel document must be classed with the common Koine writ-
ings of the day notwithstanding its general crrammat ical cor-
rectness. Aside from the non-literary characteristics in
vocabulary and grammar, the book from the viewpoint of syntax
is poor and from the standpoint of rhetoric is faulty. That
it is so correct grammatically may be due to dictation, a
method adopted by St. Paul in composing his epistles and shown
by the papyri to have been a xvell-establ ished practice at the
beginning of the Christian era.""" There might be no scribe on
the isle of Patmos, but in all probably there would be no diff-
iculty in securing such a helper in Ephesus where the Fourth
Gospel is generally thought to have had its origin.
That this possibility of dictation is something more than
mere conjecture as regards the Fourth Gospel has been shown by
Milligan from corroborating testimony in the Canon Muratori
(A. D. 200), the oldest account we possess of the putting of
the New Testament writings together in their present form; and
from the Prologue of the Codex Tolitanus, a tenth century
manuscript of the Vulgate now in Madrid. The account in the
Canon Muratari states that "it was revealed to Andrew, one of
# Milligan, Here and There Among the Papyri, p. 39.
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the Apostles, that John w^s to write all things in his own
name, and they were all to certify ( recognicent ibus cunt is).
The statement in the L» the Prologue of the Codex Tolitanus
tells that John dictated his Gospels."" Vile are not now argu-
ing for the Johannine authorship of the Fourth Gospel, but
without entering upon that debatable ground, it may very well
be that any one writing in New Testament times may easily
have employed a scribe. While such a scribe would not have
had the freedom to change the vocabulary or to adorn the lan-
guage of the one dictating with so much of rhetorical form
and finish as is found in Hebrews, yet he might well have cor-
rected grammatical errors and have given the whole such a good
Greek dress as to mislead many critics of modern times.
That so remarkable a book as the Fourth Gospel should have
been produced by a religious genius from the common walks of
life does not seem incredible when we recall that William Shake
peare»whose creative genius gave to the world the greatest dram
atic literature in any language ,was without the training of the
schools ;and Abraham Lincoln,who had a splendid command of Eng-
lish and gave us that marvelous bit of imperishable literature
the Gettysburg Address, was never in a school room twelve
months in his life. It should be kept j.n mind that in the ex-
perience of the writer of the Fourth Gospel as in the case of
*- Milligan, N.T. Documents, p,159f.
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Lincoln the Sacred Scriptures had an immense influence in awak-
ening the native powers of both thought and expression. 'Much
of the New Testament had been written before the Fourth Gospel
appeared and had prepared the way for it.
The General Background
and Historical Setting
The new light upon the language of the New Testament is
not of a solitary character. Accessible at the present hour
is also new corrobating archaeological evidence concerning the
environment in which the New Testament authors lived and wrote.
This new historical evidence drawn from -f-r-om archaeological
instead of literary sources has to do with the social, econ-
omic and educational as well as religious and political con-
ditions. The historians of the present day are therefore able
to reconstruct more completely the society and civilization of
the first century of the Christian era } just as excavations
have enabled them to reconstruct in large part great cities from
their remains. They know now not only about the prominent pol-
itical and literary figures of the New Testament times, but al-
so much about the everyday life of the middle and lower class-
es.
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The ripeness of the times for the revelation in Christian-
ity is shown by this wealth of new evidence to consist of a
great variety of factors, social, economic, philosophical and
religious. The more one studies this complex background of
the New Testament writings the more the conviction grows that
the distinctively new elements in the Christian teaching: and
practice were comparatively few. In other words, it is in-
creasingly apparent that Jesus came not to destroy but to ful-
fill much of what was found in the Gentile as well as the Jew-
ish world; for God had not left himself without a witness in
any of these tongues or peoples but had been writing His law,
as Paul declared, in their hearts and consciences.*"
There is glory enough anyhow for Christianity without making
out the ancient world as worse than it really was. We must
now correct the traditional picture of the ancient world-»-*as
rotten to the core, because the non-literary texts,-papyri,
ostraca and stone,- present to us the better side of life am-
ong many of the people. As Deissmann says: "When we descend
into the great masses and listen to them at their work, in the
fields, in the workshop, on the Nile boat and the Roman corn-
ships, in the army and at the money changer's table,- he must
be blind who cannot see that many were leading useful, herd-
workingt dependable lives, that family feeling and friendship
* Rom. II. 14f.
#* "This picture of the ancient world is painted exclusively
in the dark colours of the plays of Plautus, the satires of
Juvenal, the unworthy verses of Ovid and Martial, the inanities
of Petronius, the betterness of Tacitus, and the mystic sen-
suality of Apulelus". Cf. Angus, The Environment of Early
Christianity, p. 2.
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bound poor people together and strengthened them, that the
blessings of an old and comparatively established civiliza-
tion were felt in the smallest villages, and chiefly that a
deep religious strain went throughout that entire world".
On the basis of the archae&ogical evidence, such recent books
as Dill's Roman Society
,
Bigg's The Church's Task under the
Roman Empire
,
Case's The Evolution of Christianity and Angus'
The Tflarly Environment of Christianity , portray the background
of first century Christianity more faithfully and completely
than has been possible heretofore.
A powerful trend toward unity in several important res-
pects had prepared the way for the Gospel. There was a po-
litical unity under Roman rule hitherto unknown. Petty kings
and kingdoms had fallen and Rome ruled the world. There was
also a unity of language and learning due to the dominance of
Greek speech and culture. The Roman legions had conquered
Greece; but, in turn, Greek culture had conquered Rome and
spread along all the shores of the Mediterranean. This unity
of government and of language was attended by equally strong
unifying forces in religious, philosophic, social and econ-
omic life. A monotheistic tendency was pronounced as a res-
ult of the contact and co-ordination or many religious within
the Empire while the so-called religious of redemption, of
which Mithralsm was a prominent example, pointed toward the
Gospel with its provision for forgiveness of sins through
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the atoning work of Christ.
The breaking down of national barriers and the mingling
of many races was accompanied not only by a sense of individ-
ual responsibility but also by that of common human interest.
Accordingly the philosophy of the day, of which the Stoics
were the foremost representatives, took a practical turn and
Seneca voiced the though-current of the time when he wrote,
"I am a man and nothing human is foreign to me".
Social and economic influences were also working power-
fully to bring people together. Commercial development was
attracting the industrious and enterprising to try their
fortunes in distant places. With good facilities for travel
on sea and land, and political barriers broken down, there
grew up a wandering artisan class, as Ferrero puts it, "the
unity of the empire was due far more to this great economic
development that began under Augustus than to the political
action of the early emperors." Then this historian explains
that the economic unification was made chiefly by the peasant^
the artisan and the educated man the nameless many that
lived and wrought and passed away, leaving hardly a trace or
record'. -He adds: "The simplest and the remotest and most
countrified of people attempted to launch into commerce, to
improve their primitive methods of production, to export
their wares and to imitate the manufactures of more properous
peoples".
« Ferrero, Characters & Events of Roman History, pp. 220-222.
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It was but natural t lat all classes of toilers and trades-
men sought a bond of union social as well as economic. Societ-
ies or guilds were formed not only in Rome, but also in various
parts of the empire and in "every conceivable branch of indus-
try, or special skill or social service from the men who laid
the fine sand in the Arena to the rich wine merchants of Lyons
or Ostia.*"' Papyri from Oxyrhynchus in Egypt show how that the
humble folk of that small community had a great variet r of
guilds - the coppersmiths, the bakers, the beer-sellers, oil -
sellers, end bee keepers all having their own organizations. 7^
Guilds or collegians they were called , linked together not
merely people of one occupation but also those from various
forms of Industry. Social distinctions were thus broken down;
and even the social cleavages between bond and free were
sometimes alr.ost entirely disregarded, ^slaves beingjplaced at
the bottom of the roll, so that freemen: and slaves associated
in convivial intercourse. 77
*
777^
The rise of the freedmen class was also a notable feature
of first century civilization. Slavery existed on an enormus
scale the number in the Roman Empire being extimated as high
as 60,000,000, the proportion in the city of Rome being pro-
bably greater than that of one slave for every two freemen.
*-Dill, Roman Society, p.26bf.
§ Davis, Influence of wealth in Imperial Rome, p. 235.
rr Ibid, p. 256.
### Dill, Roman Society, p. 268.
rff Angus , Environment of early Christianity, p. 58
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But as the slaves were "allowed to acquire a pecullurr! or pri-
vate property" from which they might pay for their freedom,
and as good conduct on their part often led to freedom, large
numbers of slaves secured emancipation and became an important
factor in the development of the ^empire, taking the place of
the ancient middle class and by their superior skill, or cul-
ture, adding much to the stability of society." How preat was
Rome's debt to this new factor in social and economic life
has recently been more fully recognized. Says Hall, "as the
Roman rule waned in political and military effectiveness, a
freedman class organized, trained in industry, unified in
speech in a great degree, with a cosmopolitan consciousness
born of worldwide missionary movements, was ready to take over
the huge responsibility of transferring the culture of the few
to the masses of the world.
The gains for popular education were great because of the
former associations of the superior class of freedmen. They
had been closely related to kings and courts, and to the upper
class of aristocrfecy and wealth. Many of them had served as
general tutors or pedagogues, the pedagogue's work being to serve
as general tutor or guardian ss well as to take the boy to
school.*""" Such slaves Surpassed their masters in learning and
culture and when emancipated were thrown into contact with
the humbler classes where they became leaders and helped to
lift the general level of knowledge.
* Ibid p. 54.
Milligan, Here and There Among the Papyri, p. 97.
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This factor helps to explain why education was so general in
the homan empire. Graffiti found on the walls of Pompeii and
addressed to the commonest of the people includeverses from
the classic poets, and epitaphs containing scraps from Virgil
or some other writer indicate the general spread of knowledge.*"
As regards education, the Egyptian papyri have an interesting
story to tell. Mistakes in grammar and spelling occur but on
the whole they show that the common people were far from being
illiterate. Judging from the data thus available Bigg conclude
that the proportion of illiterates was not larger than could
be found in the marriage registers of an English country parish
a hu ldred years ago, and he reminds us that in Egypt Greek was
a foreign language.
Popular education in the Roman Empire had been improved
also by the destruction of courts and monarchies around which
intellectual elites thrived. The domination of Rome drove
these intellectuals into contact with the middle or lower class
es and put a democratic stamp upon their services. Something
corresponding to University extension became characteristic of
the day. Professional rhetoricians and orators went from city
to city and with skill in the use of fine phrases, captured the
interest of the crowd upon the streets, and made the "common
peaces of the schools an enduring element in the consciousness
of the crowd". ^ The Stoic philosophers, also, with their cos-
# Bigg, Church's Task under Roman Empire, p. 20.
Church's Task under Roman Empire, p.8f.
ft Cf . Bevan, Hellenism and Christianity, p.70f.
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mopolltan spirit and teaching:, carried their doctrines to the
market place so that "the Stoic missionary preaching the self-
sufficiency of virtue in a threadbare cloak at the street cor-
ners was a typical figure of the times."
Into this changed atmosphere of social, economic, education-
al, cosmopolitan life Christianity came with a messap-e which
promoted the praatical, democratic spirit of the day. It gain-
ed converts mostly from the middle and lower classes. It was
the peasant, the artisan and the freedman who constituted the
chief strength of this new faith. When the first disciples let
down the bars to the Gentiles and began their great missionary
propa^Tda among Greek-speaking peoples in Asia Honor, Egypt and
Europe, they came into contact with the prevailing customs,
ideas and teachings of the Hellenistic world. The adapted the
message to the people to whom they preached, becoming Greeks
to the Greek.
Part of the New Testament writings were written more ex-
pec ially for the Gentiles of this Hellenistic world and this
was true of the Fourth Gospel. The story about the Greek
inquirers at Jerusalem approaching Philip and saying, "Sir, we
would see Jesus", with the outcome that Philip and Andrew in-
troduce the inquirers to Jesus, was typical of what was going
on In various parts of the Roman Empire, including Ephesus,
where primitive Christianity was seeking to establish itself.
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Here the Gnostic heresy was threatening the church and the mis-
slnnary outlook. Against this false teaching it was import ant-
to defend the faith concerning a real incarnation. The Logos
doctrine in Ephesus, the home of Heraclitus, and in other
strategic centers, was known to even the masses. The street
preaching of the Stoics and others had made the crowds fam-
iliar with a variety of abstract terms. Other religious as well
as Christianity were seeking to capture or retain the pop-
ulace. The Christians also stood on the street corners and
proclaimed their faithi Into this arena of philosophical and
religious discussion the author of the Fourth Gospel entered
and in doing so he gave expression to his story in the language
word of explanation. Hence he introduces it at once in his
approach to the Hellenistic mind, and then proceeds to declare
captured the interest of the Greek mind with this introduction,
he enters upon his narrative concerning the earthly life and
teaching of this matchless person. The common people would
read the simple, short words of this book with satisfaction just
as they heard Jesus gladly. The vocabulary, the grammar, the
style of the writing fit the historical situation as a glove
to the hand and illustrate how most of the New Testament writ-
v- It is noteworthy that he always avoided the terms, yyuMTLS
and 77- 1 <T 7^ l 5 , usiner a verbal form which could not
be misconstrued or misapplied by the Gnostics.
of the average man. So familiar a term as
that Jesus is the true Aoyos , "the word made flesh."" Having
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Lngs were written for the masses and not the classes.
Christianity, however, was not confined to the masses.
In Ephesus, Alexandria and Rome as at Athens and Corinth, "not
many wise after the flesh, not many mighty, not many noble"
«ere ca'lled. But there were some; and as the Gospel spread,
the small number increased. Inscriptions catalogued by
Lefebre show that while there were many from the lower class-
es armng the early Christians there were likewise some arch-
itects, sculptors, writers and a rather large number of physi-
cians.*'^" In this class of cultured Christians who did not des-
pise the art of pleasing approach was Appollos, who is des-
cribed as Aoyios
,
"eloquent", who found a fruitful field
for his rhetorical periods at Ephesus and Corinth. Rhetoric
was cultivated in the schools of the time in an extraordinary
degree and St. Paul lost some friends because he did not do as
Apollos, namely, adopt the enticing words of Fan's wisdom.
The writer of Hebrews belongs to the class represented by
> \ j /
Apollos, who was a;, orator, /'/~Jp A /7 S (Acts 18:24)
Perhaps he was Apollos as Luther conjectured, and as othei© 1
such as Bleek, Reuss, de Wette, Tholuck, Alford, and Pres-
sense have presumed.
*"""""
"But, if one of the prominent persons
named in the New Testament, why the anonymous character of the
Epistle? Other New Testament books have the additional weight
of a name held in honor in New Testament times, and if this
* Cf . I Cor. 3:27
** Cobern, New Archaeological Discoveries (1$17), p. 661
#**Moffatt, Intro, to Litt. of N.T. p.438f.
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arid If thj q Epistle was written by any one of the New Testa-
ment figures the name would most likely have been attached.
That the silence is significant hos led; to the brilliant
suggestion made by Harnack and supported by J.H.Moulton, Schiele,
Feake, and Rendel Harris, that Priscilla deserves the chief
credit for the composition.*" As the Epistle has been supposed
to have a woman destination and Priscilla had come to Cor-
inth fDom Rome, there is plausibility in this ingenious guess;
for the inferior social position of woman in those times might
make it advisable to suppress the name. Yet, the masculine
ol/i yO U//(rVo/ in 11:52 where the author refers to himself, and
the omission of Deborah from the list of heroes given in that
same chapter, pretty thoroughly discredits this view. But why
confine conjectures to New Testament names? Moffatt well says:
"Acts does not give an exhaustive list of the
in the first century of Christianity who were capable of writ-
ing such an Epistle; and Timotheus, expecially after Paulas
death, must have had a wider acquaintance than history records."
Hence, Moffatt concludes: "He was probably a highly trained
Hellenistic Jewish Christian, a Sl &a (T/CM/Los f repute, with
speculative gifts and literary culture; but to us he is a voice
and no more".
Granting that Origenlwas right in saying, "Who wrote the
Epistle God only knows," and allowing that it must rerain
annonymous, may we not probe a little deeper into this problem?
The silence is significant and the new knowledge of the general
v-Cf. Peake, Intro, to N. ¥.
,8
a{"so Moffatt, Intro, to Litt.
n.t. p.441f.
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background gives occasion i o another opinion not heretofore
proposed. Way not Hebrews have been written by an Ex-slave?
There is abundant evidence that Christianity made many converts
among the freedman class and that a rather large percentage
of the freedmen were superior to their masters in attainments
and culture. There would be just about the same reason for
suppressing the name if an ex-slave were the author that there
would be if a woman had ..ritten the book. The masculine, Sttj-
YO l/jU(-YOl/ would create no difficulty and the omission of Debor-
ah, a woman's name, from the list of heroes, would
strange. Supporting this view is the frequent reference to
bondage in the Epistle, the figures of speech based perhaps
upon the author's actual experience in servitude. Notice, in
Heb.2:15, how he refers to Jesus as delivering those who
through fear of death were all their lifetime subject - to
bondage. Again, in 3:4, he draws a contrast with the Apostle
and High Priest of our confession, who is a son over his house,
the fa ithfullness of Moses in all his house as a servant.
Perhaps there may be something in the writer's discipline in
bondage to suggest the words concerning Jesus to the effect
that "though he was a Son yet learned obedience by what he suf-
fered." (b:8). Again, in the list of heroes (11:36)
mention is made of those who had trial "of bonds as impris-
onment." Then in the closing exhortations of Chapter XIII, he
says In verse three ^"Remember them that are in bonds as
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bound with them". Here is special evidence of his sympathetic
feeling for those who are still slaves.
Finally, a word may be said concerning the relationship
of the Epistle to Rome. The salutation in the next to the
last verse of the book is from Italians. The Hellenistic usage
of tf7r0 will justify the translation, "They in Italy salute
you". Moffatt's translation reads, "The Italians salute you".
The meaning is those whose native country is Italy salute you.
It may very well be that Rome was not the destination of the
Epistle, but the place from which it was sent; A man of
Alexandrian culture, who had been carried captive to Rome and
there cmanciapted n ight have written this book and sent greet-
ings of Italians along with his "word of exhortation." In
recent years the trend of scholarly opinion seems to have been
destination which
decidedly toward Rome as^doubtless re sts upon a more slender
foundation than many have supposed. But whatever opinions
as to authorship, destination and date of Hebrews may even-
tually prevail, it is very clear that in this book ,we have
wri te r
an Illustration as to how as the least one NewTestament^was using
the language of the literary and philosophical class to
make his message more convincing and effective. Evidently
Christianity had begun to make special appeal to the wise of
this world and the number of converts from among people
of culture was certain to grow and multiply.
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